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1.1       Introduction
Piecewise linear modeling has been a widely used technique in many engineering areas for
a long time. By means of piecewise linear models, nonlinear phenomena can be approxi-
mated as accurately as desired. In general, the cost is sacrificing the smoothness and/or
having large models. However, the properties offered by linearity, even in a piecewise man-
ner, still make it one of the most natural options. Other ways in which piecewise linear
systems may emerge include for instance gain scheduling type of controllers   [39,58,591,
variable structure systems    1661 and bang-bang control    [9,431. Of course, piecewise linear
systems form a very general class. Inevitably, one sometimes has to sacrifice generality
and consider specific subclasses in order to establish reasonably significant results. By
following this idea, our treatment will focus on a subclass which allows us to employ com-
plementarity methods of mathematical programming. With a slight abuse of terminology,
we sometimes use the term complementarity systems  (see    33,38,55,561) for this subclass
of piecewise linear systems that can be dealt with by means of complementarity methods.
It is possible to find lots of application areas in various fields such as electrical engineering,
mechanical systems, operations research, economics etc. We refer to   132,33,571  for more
detailed discussion of (potential) application areas. Since our treatment is based on com-
plementarity theory, we can roughly say that our work lies in the junction of the system
theory and the mathematical programming. To put/fit this thesis into a place within the
existing literature, we discuss related areas and approaches in what follows.
Motivated, to a great extent, by the applications in mechanical systems (see for in-
stance   142,521 for classical treatments of unilateral constraints, and see also    81 for a
survey on nonsmooth mechanics), and in circuit theory and control systems theory (see
e.g. 19,43,53,661), discontinuous dynamical systems have been studied extensively since the
ffties and sixties. As a fundamental work in this area, we can mention Filippov 1281 where
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differential equations with discontinuous right hand sides have been under consideration
with an emphasis on the existence and uniqueness of solutions in the sense of Carathbodory
In the first part of this thesis, we will address similar questions for complementarity sys-
tems. Our development differs from Filippov's since complementarity systems do not fit
into the framework of 1281 in general. The work on differential inclusions (see e.g.   11) is
another branch of research on discontinuous dynamical systems. The combinations of dif-
ferential equations and inequalities, and hence piecewise linear systems, can be easily cast
as differential inclusions which usually have nonunique solutions by their nature. On the
other hand, the uniqueness of solutions is of great importance from our model validation
perspective.
Another way of looking at piecewise linear systems is to consider them as a subfamily
of the huge family of hybrid systems. Indeed, piecewise linear systems can be regarded as
hybrid systems (what cannot be?) just by translating the piecewise linearity to the language
of hybrid systems. Embedding the piecewise linear nature into a hybrid automaton model
would be one of such translations. Suppose that the piecewise linear system is given in the
following explicit form
i· = A'.  + b'  if x € X,
fori= 1,2 '..., m. For the corresponding hybrid automaton model, one can choose m
modes in the natural way. The state space partition determined by the sets X' directly
indicates the inuariants and guards. 1 It is hard to come up with tractable analysis methods
for general hybrid systems. Naturally, some researches have focused on special subclasses
of hybrid dynamical systems. In particular, the work that has been done on mixed logical
dynamical systems  ( 13,41), first order linear hybrid systems with saturation  (  24 ) and
piecewise affine systems (   60,61 ) is closely related to complementarity systems. Indeed,
in a recent report   31l it has been shown for discrete systems that these subclasses and
complementarity systems are equivalent urider certain assumptions.
Among the fields that stimulated the work on piecewise linear systems, circuit theory
has a special place because of the fact that the piecewise linear modeling idea comes up
rather naturally in this context. One branch of research (see e.g.  15,19-22,29,40,41,45,67))
is mainly focused on canotiical representations of piecewise linear characteristics/functions.
In the cited references only analysis of static piecewise linear systems (resistive piecewise
linear circuits in network theoretical terminology) has been considered. The main goal of
those works was to represent resistive piecewise linear circuits in a canonical form and to
propose methods to find the solutions (driving points) of the circuit. The employment of
the complementarity setting separates   15.40,41,45,671 from the others. The first part
of our thesis can l,e viewed as the contiriiiation of this strand of work towards dynamical
1 We  follow  the  terminology  used  in     571
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systerns.
Another direction of research in the community of circuit theory which our work can be
connected  with  is the simulation of switching circuits  (see  e.g.    12,5,27,44,45,48,54,681).
Roughly speaking, there are three main approaches, namely event-tracking methods, time-
stepping methods and smoothing methods.2 While the papers 12,48}are examples of work on
event-tracking methods,   [5,44,45,541 give examples of studies on time-stepping methods.
At this point, we should mention the work on time-stepping methods that has been done
for unilaterally constrained mechanical systems with friction phenomena 147,49,51,62-641.
It seems that the question of convergence for these methods is usually not considered in the
literature of circuit theory.  With the inspiration of the cited work on mechanical systems,
we have attempted to emphasize the need of justification of the time-stepping methods
for switching circuits in the last two chapters of the second part of the thesis. The first
chapter of the second part deals with smoothing methods. As related work in the context
of mechanical systems, one can refer to 18, Chapter 21 and references therein.
After their introduction by Dupuis and Nagurney  [251 (see also  [501 for further de-
velopment), projected dynamical systems   have   been   used for studying the behavior  of
oligopolistic markets, urban transportation networks, tramc networks, international trade,
agricultural and energy markets. Variational inequalities have been employed to charac-
terize the stationary points of the projected dynamical systems. The well-known close
relationship (see e.g. 1301) between complementarity problems and variational inequalities
suggests that complementarity systems and projected dynamical systems are related to
each other. Indeed, this relation  has been addressed  in  33, Chapter  61
In the operations research community, several variations/extensions/generalizations
of complementarity problems have been under consideration. Among all those varia-
tions/extensions/generalizations, the topological complementarity problem (TCP) (see
16,71) is of considerable importance for us.  In the second part of the thesis, we employ TCP
as a general framework to investigate the convergence of approximations. Well-posedness
of complementarity systems can be formulated in a pure TCP framework as well. Indeed,
finding a solution of a complementarity system is nothing but finding a solution of a cer-
tain TCP. However, the available conditions which guarantee solvability of TCPs are very
restrictive and are not satisfied in general by the systems we are looking at in this thesis.
In this respect, our well-posedness results provide solvability conditions for a special class
of TCPs.
In an infinite-dimensional systems setting, the book   261 addresses well-posedness issues
as well as convergence of smoothing and time-stepping methods for partial diferential
inequatities that arise from mechanics and physics. Since we work in a finite dimensional
2 For  the  explanations of these terms see Chapters  5  and  6.
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framework here, the treatment in the cited reference is clearly more general. However, its
development has been based on some coerciveness condition and hence it has implications
for only a rather restrictive subclass of linear passive complementarity systems.
1.1.1    Outline of the thesis
The thesis is divided into two parts each containing three chapters. While Part I deals
with the well-posedness of complementarity systems, Part II investigates convergence of
approximations of complementarity systems.
In Chapter 2 we consider the well-posedness (in the sense of existence and uniqueness
of solutions) of linear complementarity systems with external inputs where the underlying
linear system is of index 1 as defined in Definition 2.3.1.
Linear passive complementarity systems (LPCS) are the objects of Chapter 3.  The
properties that are offered by passivity make it possible to derive stronger well-posedness
results in the sense that the solutions are unique in larger spaces. The chapter contains
comparisons of several solution concepts for LPCS. All the results that are obtained for
LPCS will be extended to the class of systems that are passifiable by pole shifting (see
Definition  3.4.2). After investigating Zeno behavior  of this newly introduced class  of sys-
tems, we will pass to the discussion on nonregular initial states. Finally, the chapter will be
closed with results on well-posedness for distributional versions of two previously defined
solution concepts.
Chapter 4 is devoted to a class of piecewise systems that can be formulated in a com-
plementarity setting. Its main goal is to establish well-posedness results for this class of
systems. It will be shown that linear complementarity systems and linear relay systems
can be treated within the framework used in this chapter.
We consider some continuity properties of linear complementarity systems in Chapter 5.
The idea is to replace the non-Lipschitzian complementarity characteristic by a Lipschitzian
characteristic and investigate the convergence of the sequence of trajectories produced by
approximating systems that have Lipschitzian characteristic as the Lipschitzian character-
istic tends  to the non-Lipschitzian complementarity characteristic.   We will present suffi-
cient conditions for the convergence of approximating trajectories to the trajectories of the
actual system. The chapter will be closed by a discussion on more general approximations.
In Chapter 6 we will show that a time-stepping method, namely the backward Euler
method, is consistent (in the sense that the approximations generated by the method
converge to the actual solution of the original system in a suitable sense) for LPCS. As a
side result, it will be proven that the solutions depend on the initial data continuously for
that class of systems.
By employing the general framework presented in the previous chapter, we will inves-
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tigate the consistency of the backward Euler method for relay systems in Chapter 7. This
chapter will be followed by the conclusions in Chapter 8.
1.1.2   Origins of the chapters
Chapter 2 is mainly based on  15 , which has been presented at the 14th International
Symposium of Mathematical Theory of Networks and Systems in Perpignan (France), with
slight changes. The only addition is Theorem 2.3.4 which provides a necessary condition
for well-posedness of the systems under consideration.
The material of Chapter 3 is a cocktail of  10.13,34,361 Indeed, the results on  the
existence and uniqueness of solutions to LPCS were presented, for the first time, at the
38th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control in Phoenix (USA) (see  13l where one can
also find the characterization of regular initial states). The notion of passifiability by pole
shifting (PPS) has been introduced in 1121 which has been presented at the 39th IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control in Sydney (Australia). The necessary and sufficient
conditions for PPS property are again due to  [121. The results on Zeno behavior can be
found in 118J Section 3.6 is based on Ilq which is an improved version of the paper
1341 that has been presented at the 4th International Conference on Automation of Mixed
Processes: Hybrid Dynamic Systems in Dortmund (Germany).
Chapter 4 is basically based on  111 which is an outgrowth of the paper  1461. An early
attempt, with weaker results, in this direction was presented at the European Control
Conference'99 in Karlsruhe (Germany)(see 117 )
Chapter 5 is an extended version of the paper 1121.
The report 1161, after a minor revision, has been included as Chapter 6. It has already
been submitted to IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems. For a less technical (with-
out proofs) exposition, we refer to 1141 which has been presented at the 4th International
Conference on Automation of Mixed Processes: Hybrid Dynamic Systems in Dortmund
(Germany).
The paper 1351, which was presented at the 39th IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control in Sydney (Australia), has been appended as Chapter 7 after including the proofs.
1.2      Preliminaries
1.2.1 Notation
Every text that contains a bit of mathematics, like this thesis, is written in two languages.
One natural language, for instance English herein, is accompanied by the language of
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mathematical notations. In Mathesis Biceps vetus et nova (1670), Johann Caramue13
writes 102 = 857 where the sign '=' is employed as the separatrix in decimal fractions.
Although such severe complications are very unlikely to arise, we devote this subsection to
the second language: mathematical notations.
Sets
The symbols R,  R+, R R(s) and C denote the sets of real numbers, nonnegative real++,
numbers, positive real numbers, real coefficient rational functions and complex numbers,
respectively.    For a given integer  n, we write  n  for  the  set   {1,2, . . . ,n} .    Let  A  be  a  set.
The notations X where n and m are integers denote the sets of n-tuples and n x m71 X m
matrices of the elements of X.  The set of subsets of X will be denoted by 2A'. We write
XI for the number of elements of X.
Matrices
Let  A  €  Xnx™  be a matrix  of the elements  of the  set  X. We write  A. ·  for  the  (i, j)th4
element of A. The transpose of A is denoted by AT.  For J c n, and K c m, AJK denotes
the submatrix {A,j}jEJ,k€K· If J = n (K = iii), we also write A.K (Aj.). In order to
avoid bulky notation, we use A.IK and A.71 instead of (AJK)-r and (AJK)-1, respectively.
Given two matrices A f Xna x m and  B  E  Xn,xm, the matrix obtained by stacking  A  over
B i s denoted  by col(A, B). The diagonal matrix with the diagonal element al, a2, · · · ,a n i s
denoted by diag(al, a2,···,an)
A  rational  matrix  A(s)   f  Rn*„' (s)  is  said  to be proper if lim,_,co A(s) is finite. If
lims»oo A(s) = 0 it is said to be strictly proper. A square rational matrix A(s) c Rnxm (s)
is called biproper if it is proper, invertible as a rational matrix and its inverse is also proper.
Mappings
Given a mapping f:U- * V. we denote the image of f b y i m f: = {v€V I U=
f (u) for some u €U} and the kernel of A b y ker f: = {1 1€u l f(U) = O}. flwwill denote
the restriction of f to W C U
Function spaces
The notation F(U, V) stands for the functions defined from U to V.  When U c R,  we
define the reverse operator rev[t'.1"} : · ([t', t"}, v) -+ F([t', t"l, v) by
(revlt#,t"j u)(t) = 21(t' + t" - t)
3Quoted from F. Cajori, A History of Mathematical Notations, Dover Pub. II1C., New York, 1993.
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The most often utilized function space will be the space of Bohl functions. A function
f :R+-*Ris called Boht function if it has a rational Laplace transform. Every Bohl
function is of the form He,2. G for some matrices FE R;Nxn
, G E Rn*t and H E Rixn. The
set of all Bohl functions will be denoted by B.  As one can expect from their definition,
Bohl functions are related to linear constant coefficient homogeneous differential equations
and hence linear (time-invariant) dynamical systems. In our treatment of piecewise linear
dynamical systems, piecewise Bohl functions play a similar role to the one is played in
the study of linear systems by Bohl functions. A function f : R+ -* R is said to be a
piecewise Boht function if for each t e R+ there exist  >0 and a Bohl function g such
that  flit, +,)  =  g l to,e ). The set of all such functions is denoted by PB.  Note that PB is not
closed under time reversal. Since Bohl functions are real-analytic, the corresponding Bohl
function to a piecewise Bohl function for a given (time instant) t is uniquely determined
and the quantity  max{E  >0 1  fltu+A=gl to,4 i s well-defined. For convenience, we define
a: PBnx R  -+Bnas
a(f, t) = g
and B:PB" x R  -* Rp, u {co} as
B(f, t) = max{€ >0 1 flit,t+E, = glio,£,}
where the Bohl function g is such that flIt,t+p) = glp,p) for some p > O.  The set of bounded
piecewise Bohl functions, denoted by PBB, consists of piecewise Bohl functions that are
bounded on [0, T] for each T > 0.
Another class of functions that appears later is the space of one-variable real-valued
(locally) square integrable functions. In the standard way, we say a Lebesgue measurable
function f : Q -+ R" is square integrable if
 Q f-r(T)f (7-) d·r < 00
holds where  Q   c   R. This class  will be denoted  by  £2(Q, Rn).     It is well-known  that
£2(Q, Rn)  is a Hilbert space  with the inner product
(f, 9> =   fT(7')g(T) d'r
where f,  g E  £2(Q, Rn).  The  norm that induced  by this inner product  can be given  by
Ilfll=
(f, f>2 = (.111  f-1-(T)f(T) 017-)5.
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A  sequence  {fn}  C  £2(Q, Rn)  is  said to converge (strongly)  to  f  E  £2(Q, Rn)  if
lim Hfn - fll = 0,n-*00
and it is said to converge weakly to f E £2(Q, Rn)  if
Jit<f.,g> = <f, g>
for all g € £2(fl, lin)
Two particular subspaces of distributions will be of interest. We denote the set of dis-
tributions that are supported on a point {t} by D;. It is well-known from the distributional





where N i s a natural number, v' is a real number for all i G N and 8(i) denotes the ith
derivative of the Dirac distribution 6 with the convention 8(0) = 8. Later on, we restrict
our attention to rather special classes of distributions, more specifically direct sums of D&
and some function spaces.  With an abuse of terminology, we say a distribution v is a Boht
distribution if it is of the form v = vimp + Ureg where the impulsive part vimP E Di and
the regular part v E B.  The set of all such distributions is denoted by 86.  Note thatreg
Ba = 130 e B. The leading coefficient of the impulsive part of a Bohl distribution v is
defined by
f O        if vimp = O,lead(uimp) = C
l IN     if vimp = Elo v,8(i)  with uN  96 0
We say that a Bohl distribution u is initially nonnegative if
(lead(vimp) > 0) or (lead(vimp) = 0 and vre,(t) 2 0 for all t c [0, c) for some € > 0).
It is known ( [37, Lemma 5.31) that v is initially nonnegative if and only if 0 (a)  2  0  for  all
sufiiciently large a where 0(s) is its Laplace transform.
In parallel to the definition of piecewise Bohl distributions, we define the space ( ([0, T],
R) consisting of distributions v = vimp + Ureg where the impulsive part Uimp f I)  and
Ur,9 E £2([O, T],R).
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Miscellaneous
The notations  {In}  and [lilli denotes the sequence Il, I2, · · ·  and the ordered set of the
elements 71,1/2, · · ·, 1/k,  respectively.
All inequalities involving vectors must be understood componentwise. For two vectors
1,   y   C   Rn,   max(I, y)   and   min(I, y) denote the componentwise maximum and minimum,
respectively. The nonnegative and nonpositive parts of a vector s are denoted by x+ and
x-, i.e., I+ = max(z, 0) and z- - -min(z, 0).  Note that I+  2 0, I- 2 0 and x+ 1 x-.
We say that a proposition P(a) holds for all sufficiently small (large) a f R+ if there exists
ao € R+ > 0 such that P(a) holds for all 0 < a 5 ao (ao 5 a).
1.2.2 Linear complementarity problem
We briefly recall the linear complementarity problem (LCP) of mathematical programming.
For an extensive survey on the problem, the reader is referred to 1231.
Problem 1.2.1  (LCP(q, M)) Given q € Rm and M € Rmxm, find z E R™ such that
120 (1.la)
7+Mz,0 (1.lb)
IT (q + Mi)  = 0. (1.lc)
We say that z is feasibte if it satisfies (1.la)-(1.lb). Similarly, we say z solves LCP(q, M)
if it satisfies (1.1).  The set of all solutions of LCP(q, M) will be denoted by SOL(q, M).
In general, SOL(q, M) may be the empty set.  The notation K(M) denotes the set {q I
SOL(q, M)  0  0}.   It  is  easy  to  see  that  IR c K(M) for all M E xm . The following
fact on the closedness of KCM) will be used several times in the sequel.
Fact 1.2.2 The set KIM) (possibly empty) is closed for any matrix M.
The LCP leads to the study of a substantial number of matrix classes that relate to several
aspects of the problem such as feasibility, solvability, unique solvability. The following ones
will be of particular interest for our purposes.
Definition 1.2.3 A matrix M € Rmxm is called
•  nondegenerate if all its principal matrices are nonzero.
• a P-matrix if all its principal minors are positive.
• a Po-matrix if all its principal minors are nonnegative.
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•  positive  (nonnegative)  definite if ITMz  >  0 (2  0)  for all  0 9,6 z E R"'.
•  copositive if Il-Mz 2 0 for all z 2 0.
•  copositive-plus if it is copositive and the following implication holds:
sTMI =0 and I 2 0= * (M+ MT)I =0.
For a given nonempty set S, we say that the set {v I v.rw 2 0 for all w € S} is the dual
cone of S.  It is denoted by S'.  The next lemma states some of the standard results on  the
matrix classes defined above.
Lemma 1.2.4 Let M f R"'*"' be given.  The fottowing statements hold.
1.   [23, Theorem 3.3.71 LCP(q, M) has a unique solution for all q € R™ if and only if
M is a P-matrix.
2.   [23, Corollary 3.8.101 If M  is copositive-plus then K(M) = (SOL(0, M))*.
Note that the last implication holds in particular when M is nonnegative definite.
1.2.3 Solution concepts
It is already well-known that the selection of universum, the space where all possible
solutions live, is of great importance for the existence and uniqueness issues.  We aim
to illustrate this fact by means of an example in this subsection. Consider the following
example due to Filippov  128, p. 1161
Il = Sgn It - 2sgn I2
I2  = 2sgn Il + Sgn I2
where sgn I  is the set-valued function given  by
 -1 ift<0
SgnI=   [-1,11 ifT-0.
(1             i f y>0
Its time-reversed version can be given by
1/1 = -sgn 11 + 2sgn 72
6 2  =   - 2sgn 1/1  -  Sgn 1/2
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Figure 1.1: Trajectory with initial state (2,2)T.
librium. Since  (Iyl(t)I + 11/2(t)1) = -2 when y(t) 76 0 along trajectories z of the sys-
tem, solutions reach the origin in finite  time (see Figure  1.1  for a trajectory). Therefore,
time-reversals of all these trajectories qualify as a solution (starting from the origin) to
the original system in the sense of Definition 3.3.8 below for which the universum is £2-
functions that are defined on a bounded interval. However, if one requires solutions to
be right continuous (as in Definition 3.3.1 below) then there is a unique solution, namely
the zero solution. As this example shows, a system might be well-posed for one solution
concept but not for another one.
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Complementarity Systems with Inputs:
Low Index Case
2.1    Introduction
The appropriateness of a proposed mathematical model for a given physical system can be
tested in various ways.  A very basic test is the following: if the physical system that is
being modeled is deterministic in the sense that it shows identical behavior under identical
circumstances, then the mathematical model should have the same property. Model validity
would be put into serious doubt if it would turn out that the equations of the mathematical
model allow multiple solutions for some initial data. With any model formulation for a
deterministic physical system it is therefore important to establish well-posedness of the
model, i. e., existence and uniqueness of solutions for feasible initial conditions.
This chapter considers the well-posedness of a class of linear complementarity systems,
i.e., linear systems coupled to complementarity conditions.   The most typical examples  of
these systems are linear electrical networks with ideal diodes.  In the engineering literature,
mathematical models that make use of the ideal diode characteristic are routinely used for
such networks. Remarkably enough, it seems that the well-posedness of such models has
not been rigorously established before. Although general results from the theory of ordinary
differential equations may be used to establish well-posedness of network models containing
elements with Lipschitzian characteristics (see for instance  1121) or in special ca.ses even
for non-Lipschitzian characteristics  (see for instance l2,71),such results  do not cover  the
ideal diode characteristic since it cannot be reformulated as a current or voltage-controlled
resistor. Neither does it seem possible to derive general well-posedness results for network
models with ideal diodes from the theory of differential equations with discontinuous right
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hand sides 131, which in network terminology is concerned with models involving ideal relay
elements. The theory that we develop below will be based on the theory of complementarity
systems  that  has been worked  out  in a series of recent papers    I4-6,9,101,  see  also    Illl
It is easy to come up with examples of mathematical models involving ideal diode
characteristics (which are equivalent to complementarity conditions) that are not well-
posed; see for instance [91. Therefore, some restrictions need to be imposed. We will study
this class of models in the more general setting of complementarity conditions coupled to
linear dynamical systems with a special zero structure at infinity. Some might say that
it is "intuitively clear" that such network models are well-posed; nevertheless, ideal diodes
are only approximations to real diodes and so the fact that actual networks with diodes
behave deterministically does not make it evident that the corresponding mathematical
models with idealized elements have unique solutions. Rather, as argued above, one should
consider well-posedness as a test of model validity.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we first of all develop a precise notion of
solution for linear complementarity systems. Then in Section 3 we briefly discuss the linear
complementarity problem (LCP) of mathematical programming that plays an important
role in our development. The main results follow in Section 4. The chapter will be closed
by conclusions in Section 5 and proofs in Section 6.
2.2 Linear Complementarity Systems
As interconnection of a continuous, time-invariant, linear system and complementarity
conditions, a linear complementarity system can be given by
2(t) = Az(t) + Bu(t) + Ew(t) (2.la)
7(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t) (2.lb)
0 5 u(t) 1 y(t) 2 0. (2.lc)
where x(t) E lf, u(t) € R™, 7(t) c R™, w(t) c RP, and A, B, C, D and E are matrices with
appropriate sizes. We denote the above system by LCS(A, B, C, D, E).  For the previous
study on this class of systems, the reader is referred to  [4-6,9,10l.  From a hybrid system
point of view, one can distinguish 2"' modes depending on complementarity conditions
(2.lc). Every index  set  K  c m determines  one of these modes by imposing the constraints
YK = 0 and u#1K = 0. Associated to each mode K, there are a linear dynamics given by
2(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ew(t)
7(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t)
YK(t) = 0, Um\K (t) = 0
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and a set called invariants given by
1/m\K (1)  2  0,           UK (t)  2 0 (2.2)
Starting at a given mode, the system trajectories must obey the dynamics corresponding
to this mode as long as they belong to the invariant set, i.e., satisfy the inequalities (2.2).
Time instants at which the state variables tend to leave the invariant set are called event
times. Whenever an event occurs, another mode will become active depending on the
state variables z and inputs w at the event time. Before giving a precise definition of the
solution concept, we illustrate the above features of the systems under consideration in the
following example.
R
a         ./t.
D,A C= L yD2
Figure 2.1: RLC circuit with ideal diodes
Example 2.2.1 Consider the linear RLC circuit (with R =1 Ohm, L=1 Henry and
C = 1 Farad) coupled to two ideal diodes as shown in Figure 2.1. By choosing the voltage
across the capacitor and the current through the inductor as the state variables and by
taking into account the ideal diode characteristic depicted in Figure 2.2, the governing
equations of the network can be given by
C vc = iL - iD, + 11)2 (2.3a)
L iL - -vc - RiL - R:DY (2.3b)
ViC)1 = VC (2.3c)
UD2 - -vc - RlL - RiD, (2.3d)
0 5 101 1 -UD, 2 0 (2.3e)
0 5 102 1 -vD, 2 0 (2.3f)
Depending on whether the diodes are blocking or conducting, the system has 4 modes.
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ZD
-VD
Figure 2.2: Ideal diode characteristic
• Mode BB. In this mode, both diodes are blocking, i. e., 10,  = 102 = 0.  Hence, the
conditions (2.3e)-(2.3f) yield
0 - iDi -UDi 20
0 = iD, - VD, 2 0.
The activities, or circuit topology (see Figure 2.3 (a)) as it is called in network theory
terminology, can be given by
C uc = iL
LliiL - -uc - RiL·
The corresponding invariants (the conditions that ensure the diodes to keep blocking
state) are
-VD    -uc 2 0
-UD2 = vc + RiL 2 0.
•  Mode BC: The first diode is blocking while the second one is conducting, i. e., iD,  =
UD, - 0 in this mode. Hence, the conditions (2.3e)-(2.3f) yield
0 = iD, - vol 2 0
0 5 102   vD, = 0.
The activities can be given by
C i t Llc   =   i L  +  1 D,
LliL - -Dc - RZL - RiD,
UD2 = VC + RiL + RiD2 = 0.
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The corresponding circuit topology is shown in Figure 2.3 (b). The invariants, as
being the conditions that ensure the first diode to keep blocking state and the second
conducting state, are
-UDi = -vc 2 0
iD2  = -  VC - iL  2 0.
•  Mode CB: The first diode is conducting and the second one is blocking, i. e., vDI  -
iD, = 0 in this mode. Hence, the conditions (2.3e)-(2.3f) yield
0  iD,   vot = 0
0 =iD2 -UD, 20.
The activities can be given by
Cluc = iL - iDI
L iL = -vc -REL
1)Di = VC = 0.
The corresponding circuit topology is shown in Figure  2.3  (c). The invariants  are
iDi = 4 2 0
-VD2 = RiL 2 0
•  Mode CC: In this mode both diodes are conducting, i. e., vol = UD2 - 0.  Hence, the
conditions (2.3e)-(2.3f) yield
0 5 toi   UD, = 0
0 5 iD,   UD, - 0.
The corresponding circuit topology is depicted in Figure 2.3 (d) and the activities of
the mode can be given by
Ct VC = LL - iD, + iD,
L iL = -vc - RiL - RiDe
UDl i UC = 0
VD2 - -uc - RiL - RiD, = 0.
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The invariants can be obtained as
ED, = 0
102 = -iL 2 0.
R                  R-lva
C L C L
(a) Mode BB (b) Mode BC
R                  R
n       o 9\A' T
C L C= L
(c) Mode CB (d) Mode CC
Figure 2.3: Circuit topologies for the modes
We investigate the behaviour of the network for the initial condition (vc(0), iL(0)) =
(-e, 1).   Note that the first diode  must be blocking initially since  vD, (0)  = vc(0)  9,  0  and
the second one must be conducting initially since vc(0) + iL(0) < 0. Then, the mode BC
is active at the beginning. It can be checked that the dynamics of this mode yields
1-tvc(t) = -e
iL (t)  =  1.
The first inequality of those describing the invariants of this mode holds for all t while the
second one holds  only  if t  c [0,11 Therefore,  tl  =  1  is the first event  time.   At the event
time, the state of the system is given by uc(1) = -1 and iL(1) = 1.  In the next mode,
the first diode still must be blocking initially since vD, (1)  =  Uc(1)  96 0 but the second
one cannot be conducting anymore. Hence, the next mode in which the system will evolve
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should be the mode BB. It can be computed that the dynamics of this niode yields
vc(t)  =  -e-2(t-1)[cos( · (t -  1))  -  9 sin(30(t  -  1))}
iL(t) = e-&(t-13[cos(9(t - 1)) + 9 sin(30(t - 1))]
for t 2 1.I t can be verified that vc(t) + iL(t) 2 0 and vc(t) 5 0 for all 1 5 1 5 1+ 2 71-,
and also that vc(1 + 2e7r)    =   0 and (1 + 2 ,r) > 0. Consequently, the first diode
cannot be blocking anymore and this means that the second event takes place at event
time t2 =1+ T.  At the event time, the state of the system can be given by vc(t2) = 0




fort 2 tl ·  It can be easily verified that invariants of this mode are satisfied for all t 2 tl,
i.e., there will be no mode change anymore. The trajectories are depicted in Figure 2.4.
2                             1                                                        '
--I0- ---------------     -
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time
Figure 2.4: Trajectories for the initial state (-e, 1).
Later on, we will employ 'hybrid system' thinking to construct solutions to LCSs.  How-
ever, the concept of solution will be clarified first.  In what follows, we propose a solution
notion by keeping in mind the hybrid features of the system. Indeed, the 'universum' we
consider, namely the space of piecewise Bohl functions, is asymmetric in time in the sense
that the time reverse of a piecewise Bohl function is not piecewise Bohl in general.
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Definition 2.2.2  A triple (u, I, y) E PBmtntm is a solution on [0, T] of LCS(A,B,C,D,E)
for the input w E PBBp and the initial state zo if the following conditions hold
ft
x(t) = zo + /  [Ax(s) + Bu(s) + Ew(s)] ds
Jo
y(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t)
0 5 u(t) ly(t) 2 0
for  all  t  €  [O, Tl
Notice that I-trajectory is continuous by definition. In the sequel, we will derive suf-
ficient conditions under which linear complementarity systems have unique solutions. Be-
fore doing this, we will review some facts from complementarity theory in order to be
self-contained.
2.3 Main Results
In this section, we present sufficient conditions for well-posedness, in the sense of existence
and uniqueness of solutions, of linear complementarity systems.  One of our main assump-
tions will be on the index of the underlying system. The following definitions will make
clear what is meant by the index of a linear system.
Definition 2.3.1 A rational matrix H(s)  E Rixt (s) is said to be of index k if it is invertible
as  a rational matrix and  s-kH-1 (s) is proper.
Definition 2.3.2 A rational matrix H(s)  €  R x' (s)  is said  to be  totally  of index k  if all
its principal submatrices are of index k.
Now, we can state the main result concerning the well-posedness of the linear comple-
mentarity systems.
Theorem  2.3.3   Consider  a  matrix  quintupte  (A, B, C, D, E).   Suppose  that G(s) =D+
C(sI - A)-1B is totally of index 1 and G(a)  is a P-matrix for all stdiciently Large a.
Then, the following two statements are equivalent.
1. For each w € PBBp,  there exists a unique solution on [0,00) of LCS(A, B, C, D, E)
forthe input w and the initial state zo
2.   Cro  E  K(D).
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Note  that  G(s) is totally of index  1  if and  only  if  D  + CBs -1 is. Since  det(·)  is
a continuous function, if D + CBs-1 is of index 1 then we have sign(det(GJJ(a))) =
sign(det(DJJ + Cj•B.ja-1)) for all sufficiently large a. This means that the P-matrix
assumption on the transfer matrix holds if D + CBa-1 is a P-matrix for all sufficiently
large 0. In general, there are no explicit characterizations of the set K(D). However, if D
is copositive-plus the set K(D)  can be characterized explicitly as stated in Lemma  1.2.4
item 2. Note that all nonnegative definite matrices are copositive-plus.
The above theorem provides sufficient conditions for well-posedness. In the next theo-
rem we will present a necessary condition.
Theorem 2.3.4 Consider  a  matrix  quintuple  (A, B, C, D, E).   Suppose  that  D is nonde-
generate  and C  is  offull  row rank.   If D  is not  a Po-matrix then for some zo  €  Rn  and
T > 0, there exist at least two diferent solutions on [O, T]  of LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the
zero input  and  the  initial  state  so.
2.4 Conclusions
We showed that a class of linear complementarity systems including electrical networks
with diodes as typical examples passes the validity test of well-posedness. Using comple-
mentarity theory,  we were able to prove the existence and uniqueness of solution trajectories
under a condition on the zero structure of the underlying state space description.  As an
additional result  we  gave an explicit characterization  of the regular states,  i.e.,  the  ini-
tial states for which the linear complementarity systems admit solutions in the sense of
Definition 2.2.2.
2.5    Proofs
This section is devoted to the proofs of the presented results.
2.5.1 Lipschitzian properties of LCP
We begin with stating some results on Lipschitzian properties of LCP. For our purposes,
it is important to relate the index of the system and Lipschitzian properties of a series
of LCPs involving the transfer function of the system. First, we present a rather general
result on locally Lipschitz continuous functions.
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Assume that f. Rn _* Rm is a continuous function which is Lipschitz on each set Qi with
a Lipschitz constant a'. Then,  f  is Lipschitz continuous with the Lipschitz constant max a'
Proof:  Let z. and zb f Rn. Consider the line segment  Isa, Ibl  in R'i. Since the number of
Q's is finite and they are all closed convex  sets.  one can find finite number of points in  Rn,
say xs =: xi, 3,2,.   .,Zi := 1,6. such that for each i c Z- 1 the line segment [zi, I,+1] c  Qi·
for some j,.  Note  that  due  to the continuity of f  we  have
Ilf(zi) - f(Ii)11 5 Ilf(Ii) - j.(3:2)11 + Ilf(I2) - f(Za)11 + . . . + 11,/(:EL-1) - f(Zi)11
5 011   ZI - I.211+ 0121'I2 - 13311+ . . . + c¥j,-111It-1 - I'll
5 (max n)(11/1 - I.211 + 11.Z,2 - I311 +...+11:r'-1 - XIII).
Since all ts are on the line segment  [Ii, It],  it is obvious that Z:21  'Izi -z,+111  =  111:1 -1,1 11.
Consequently, we get If(:rt) - f(:rt)11  <  (niax at')11.1,1  - .211.
In the sequel,  for a given nondegenerate matrix M  € Rnx„,  d(M) is defined as follows:
d(AI) = (max Iljlfi,111).
JC:
It is known (see   1, Theorem 7.3.101) that if LCP(q. M) is uniquely solvable for each
q then the mapping q  »+  z where z  is  the unique solution of LCP(q, M) is Lipschitz
continuous. However, to compute the Lipschitz constant given in  Ill is not so easy. By
making use of above lemma, we will show that the quantity d(AI) can be taken as Lipschitz
constant for the LCP(q, AI) whenever AI is a P-matrix.
Lemma 2.5.2 Assume that Al e R is a P-matrix. Let z' be the unique solution of..n
LCP(q'..11) for i = 1.2.  Then. we have
2' - 2.211 <d(M)'Iqi- q211.
Proof: Since M is a P-matrix, I,emma 1.2.4 item 1 implies that LCP(q, M) is uniquely
solvable for all q. Consider the ftinctioll q e-+ Z where z is the unique solution of LCP(q, Al)
For a given index set J f ii. define the set Q'' as
9.1  =  {q  E  R"  1   -.l/ijq,  2  0  and  q*l j  -  14nt J) lAiljqi  2  0}.
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i. Clearly, QJ is closed and convex for each J.
ii.  Note  that  LCP(q, M) is solvable  for all q  €  Rn,  and  if z  is  the unique solution  of
LCP(q, M) and J = {j € n I zj > 0} then q € QJ. Thus, we have  U Qi = Rn.
JCn
iii.   Note that  if q  E  Q   then  z  with zi  =  -Mljq.,  and  zii\J  = 0  is the (unique) solution
of LCP(q, M).  Then, the function q »+ z can be given by
z = Alq if q €QJ
where Ajj = -M.N and A(L =0 for J n K n L=0. Moreover, it is continuous due
to the uniqueness of the solution of the corresponding LCP and Lipschitz continuous
on  QJ  with the constant  IIAJ 11.
iv .   N otice t ha t      A J 11  =  11 Myj 11.
The facts i-iv enables us to get the required result by applying Lemma 2.5.1.            I
2.5.2 Rational matrices with index 1
We will characterize the index of a rational matrix in terms of its power series expansion
around infinity in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.5.3  Let  H(s)   C  R'xt (s)   be  given  and  let  its  power  series  expansion  around
infinity be given by
H(s) =H o + His-1 + . . . .
Then, the following statement are equivalent.
1.    H (s)   is of index 1.
2.   Ho  +  Hi 8-1  is of indeI 1.
3.  im Ho e Hi (ker Ho)  = Rf.
4.  There exist matrices p E Rpxt and Q e RCE-P)*t such that
[p] and Iptio]
LQj LQI,t1
are both nonsingutar and QHI = 0.
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We denote the rational matrices Hv + His-1 and H28-2 + H38-3 + . . .  by Hte-(s) and
Hhigh (s), respectively.
1 4 2: Since H(s) is of index 1, it is invertible as a rational matrix. Thus, we have
[Hlow(s) + Hhigh(s)}H-1(s) = I. (2.4)
Since H(s) is of index 1, 3-2H-1(s) is strictly proper and so is Hhigh(s)H-1(s). It follows
from (2.4) that
lim Hiow(s)H-1(s) = I. (2.5)
S-*00
Therefore, Hlow(s)H-1(s) is biproper. This means that Htow(s) is also invertible as a
rational matrix. On the other hand, (2.5) can be rewritten as
lim sH(s) s-iI:42(s) = I (2.6)S-*00
Since H(s)  is of index 1, lims-*co s-1H-1(s)  is  well-defined. Left multiplying  (2.6)  by
lim,_+00 8-1H-1 (s) results in
lim 3-1Hi2'(s) = lim s-IH-1(s)
S-*00 .=00
Clearly, this implies that 3-1 HU,(s) is proper and hence  Hiow (s)  is of index  1.
2 =>  1:  Note that
H(s) = Hiew(s)[I + HU(s)Hhigh(s)1. (2.7)
Since Hiow(s) is of index 1, 3-2Ht.2,(s) is strictly proper and so is H61(s)Hhigh(s). There-
fore, the second factor on the right hand side of (2.7) is biproper. Consequently, H(s) is
of index 1.
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2 => 3: Since Ho + His-1 is of index 1, the power series expansion of its inverse can
be given by
(Ho  +  H i s-1) -1   -   N-18  +  No   +  Nis-1   -1- .... (2.8)
Note that (2.8) gives
H0 N-1 -0 (2.9)
N-1 Ho = 0 (2.10)
N- H   +  NG H   =  I. (2.11)
i. Suppose that u € im Ho n Ht(ker Ho). Then, wehave
u =Hov (2.12)
u = Hlw (2.13)
0 -HAw (2.14)
for some u and w. It follows that
(ArO + .Uts-1)18 (2 4) 3-1.'Illu (213) S-ltl (212) 3-1110u.
Then, (2.8) yields
1 (2.10)w = (N-13 +N o + Nis-1 + . . . )Hous-    =  NoHous-1 -1- . . . .
Since the right hand side of the above equation is strictly proper, w is zero and so is
u due to (2.13). Hence, im Ho n Hl(ker H0) = {0}.
ii. We have
a.  (2.9) * im N-1 c ker Ho,
b.  (2.11) » (v c ker H0 =* v E im N-1) =* ker H0 g im N-1.
Obviously,  (a)  and (b) imply  that  ker H0  =i m N- ' .   Thus,  one  gets  Ht (ker H0)  =
im HiN- 1. Suppose that u E (im H0 + Hi(ker H0))1, i. e.,
uTH0 = 0 (2.15)
UTHlN-1 = 0. (2.16)
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Then, we get
T (2.8)u    =  UT(Ho + His-1)(N-13 +N o + Nis-1 + . -4
(22) uTHls-1(N-ls + AP + Nls-1 + . . . )
(211"6  UTHINOS-1 -1-....
The fact that the right hand side of the above equation is strictly proper implies that
u is zero. Hence, im Ho + Hi (ker Ho) = Rt.
It follows from  (i) and (ii) that im Ho e Hl (ker Ho) = R,.
3 =* 4: Let Q E Rqxt be such that ker Q = imH'. Take any P € R('-q)xi such that




for some z E lf. Since kerQ = imH0, we have col(P, Q)Hox = 0 from (2.17). This implies
that,  Hox = 0, i.e., I € ker Ho. Hence,  Hiz C Hl(ker H0).  On the other hand,  (2.17)  also
yields Hix C ker Q = im Ho. Therefore,  Hix E imH0 n Hi(ker Ho). It follows from the
hypothesis that Hix = 0. Note that
dim(imH0) + dim(Ht (ker H0)) =t= dim(imH0) + dim(ker Ho).
Thus,  we have dim(Hi (ker H0)) = dim(ker Ho). In other words, ker(Hi |ker HO)  =   0 ·   It
follows from Hox = Hix =0 that x=0 and hence col(PHo, QH1) is nonsingular.
4 =* 2. Note that
HO+s-1Hl= <p,1 -1 <pj CH, + 8-,H,) - ( )-11(Pu,) + 3-,  put,11
(Q) \Q) CQHV
/ \ -1 /= /Pl  'I 0
)  <PH'  + 8-1  PH'jl                       (2.18)<Q) Co 3-IIyl (Q t o j.
It  follows  from the hypothesis  that the matrix col(PH0, 0Hl) is nonsingular  that  Ho +
3-1Hl is of index 1.
In particular, the constant d(·) of index 1 rational matrices will be of interest.
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Lemma 2.5.4 Let H(s) c Rixt (s)  be totally of index 1. Then, there exists  an a  > 0  such
that d(H(o=)) 5 aa for all sidliciently large a.
Proof: Note that HJ J (s) is of index 1 for each index set J c m by the definition of total
index. Hence, 3-1Hi (s) is proper for each J C m. Therefore, for each J C m there exists
aJ > 0 such that
11 HJ-Ji (a-)11 -1 aJO
for all sufficiently large a. As a consequence, we have d(H(a)) 5 aa for all sufficiently
large a where a = max aJ·                                                                                                                                   I
JCm
2.5.3   Towards to the proof of Theorem 2.3.3
In this subsection, we make necessary preparations for the Proof of Theorem 2.3.3.  We
begin with defining the concept of initial solution. We say that a continuous function
v:R    -+ R i s initially nonnegative if there exists E>0 such that u(t)  2 0 for all t e  0, €)
Definition 2.5.5  A triple (u, 1, v) E B'mtntm is an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D, E)
for the input tv E B and the initial state zo if there exists an index set K C m such that




holds, and u and y are initially nonnegative.
Next, we recall the so-called the Rational Complementarity Problem (see  141 for a detailed
discussion  in  the  case  with no external inputs).
Problem 2.5.6 (RCP(zo, *(s), A, B, C, D, E)) Given zo € RP, *(s) c RP(s), and (A, B, C,
D, E) with A € 1Rnxn, B E Rnx™, C E Rmxn, D E R"**m and E c Rnxp find 11(s) E R"'(s)
such that
1. 6(s) 1 9(s) for all s € C.
2. 6(a) 2 0 and 9(a) 2 0 for all sufficiently large a € R.
where
9(8) = C(31 - A)-lEo + C(sI - A)-lE*(s) + [D + C(sI - A)-IB]6(s).
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For brevity of notation, we denote RCP(zo, ti,(s), A, B, C, D, E) by RCP(zo, *(s)) if (A, B,
C, D, E) is clear from the context. There is one-to-one correspondence between the strictly
proper solutions of RCP and initial solutions of LCS as described in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5.7 Consider  a  given  matrix  quintupte  (A, B, C, D, E).     The following state-
ments hold.
1. Let 6(s) be a strictly proper solution of RCP(Io, ti,(s)) for some To  and strictty proper
w(s).  De,/ine i(s)  and #(s)  as follows
2(s) = (sI - A)-izo + (sI - A)-1 Bil(s) + (sI - A)-1Eti,(s),
9(s) = Cx(s) + DQ(s).
Then, the inverse Laptace transform (u, ir,v) of ( (s),2(s), 9(s)) is an initial solution
of LCS(A, B,C,D,E) for the input w and the initial state zo where w is the inverse
Laplace transform of *(s)
2.   Let (u, z, y) be an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the input W and the initial
state zo  and let ft(s)  be the Laplace transform of u.   Then,  11(s)  solves RCP(zo, 12,(s))
where *(s) is the Laplace transform of w
Proof: Evident from the proof of 15, Theorem 5.31.
The following lemma will play a key role in the proof of Theorem 2.3.3.
Lemma 2.5.8 Consider a matrix quintuple (A, B, C. D, E) Suppose that G(s) := D +
CtsI - A)-1 B  is totally of indez 1 and G(a)  is a P-matrix for all sulliciently large a.   Then
the following statements hold.
1.  RCP(zo, *(s)) has a unique solution for all zo E Rn  and for all 1.D(s) C RP(s).
2. For a given strictly proper ti,(s),  the unique solution of RCP(To, li,(s))  is strictly
proper if  and only  if CIo  e  KCD).
Proof:
1: Since D + C(aI - A)-1B is a P-matrix for all sufficiently large 0. the statement
follows from  4, Theorem 4.11 and Lemma 1.2.4 iteni 1.
2:  Let 11(s) be the unicl,ie solution of RCP(Io. ti,(s)).  For the 'only if' part, suppose
that 6(8) is strictly proper. Let the power series expansion around infinity of 11(3) and
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ti,(s) be of the form
11(S) = Uls-1 + U28-2 + . (2.19a)
ID(s) = wls-1 + 11,23-2 + . . . . (2.19b)
Define
9(s) = C(sI - A)-lzo + C(sI - A)-1Eti,(s) + [D + C(sI - A)-IBIO(s).
By substituting (2.19) into the above equation, we get
9(s) = (Czo + Dul)8-1 + (CAzo + CEwl + CBul)8-2 + . . . .
It follows from the formulation of RCP(zo, if,(s)) that ui  2 0, Czo +Dul  2  0 and ui(Czo +
Dul) = 0.  Consequently, LCP(Czo, D) is solvable. In other words, Czo € KID). To show
the 'if' part, suppose that Cro E K(D).  Let g be a solution of LCP(Cio, D).  It is clear
that 0-iii solves LCP(a-1Czo, D)  for all a  >  0.   Then,  it also solves LCP(a-1Czo
0-IC((I - A)-1Bft, G(0)). Lemma 2.5.2 together with Lemma 2.5.4 gives
116(0) - 0-11111 5 aalIC[(aI - A)-1 - 0-1/]zo
+ C(QI- A)-lE*(a) + a-1((QI - A)-1Btlll (2.20)
for all sufficiently large o. Note that for some B>O the final factor at the last term of
the right hand side is less than Bo-2 for all sufficiently large a. Therefore, it follows from
(2.20) that 116(0) - 0-11111 5 aB0-1 for all sufficiently large a. This implies that 6(s) is
strictly proper.                                                                              I
As a final ingredient of the proof of Theorem 2.3.3, we need the following lemma on
the elimination of algebraic constraints.
Lemma 2.5.9 Consider  a  given  matrix  quintuple  (A, B, C, D, E).    Suppose  that  G(s)  =
D +CtsI - A)-iB is totally of index 1. For all K c m there exist matrices FK, GK, HA.
and JK  such that if (w, u, z, 7) E Y(R, RP+"'+n+m )  satisfies
i:(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ew(t)
y(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t)
YK(t) = 0
Um\K (t)  =  0
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for all t E (t', t") then they also satisfy
2(t) = FKI(t) + GKW(t)
11(t) = HKz(t) + JKW(t)
v(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t)
Proof: Clearly, the triple (lt, I, 1/) satisfies
i = Az + B.KUK + Ew
0 - CK.z + DKKUK (2.21)
Since G(s) is totally of index 1, Lemma 2.5.3 implies that there exist matrices PK and QK
such that col(PK, QK) and col(PKDKK, QKCK•B.K) are both nonsingular and QKDKK
0. By premultiplying (2.21) by the first matrix above, we get
PKCK.I + PADKKUK = 0 (2.22)
QKCK.Z= O. (2.23)
Differentiating (2.23) with respect to time, one gets
QKCK.AL + QKCK•B.KUK + QKCK.EW = 0. (2.24)
By combining (2.22) and (2.24), one can obtain
[ PKDKK  F p„c". 1 x - 1 0 1 w
(2.25)
[QKCK.B.K] 'K = - [QKCK.A]     [QKCK.EJ
Since the factor of uK is nonsingular, the matrices HK and JK can be found by solving
UK from (2.25). FK and GK can be given as FK =A+ BHK and GK =E+ BJK.
2.5.4   Proofs of Theorem 2.3.3 and Theorem 2.3.4
After all these preparations, we can finally prove Theorem 2.3.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.3:
2  =>   1:   Let the input  wa E PBBp and the initial state 2 with C:E C K(D) be given.
Define  vf  =  a(w2,0).   Note that we have u,21[o.,)  = v21[o,e) whenever €  5  B(wf, 0).   It
follows from Lemma 2.5.8 items 1 and 2 that RCP(f, 02(s)) has a unique strictly proper
solution where 0*(s) is the Laplace transform of vz. Hence, Lemma 2.5.7 item 1 implies
that there exists an initial solution ( , xe, yx) of LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the input vf and
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the initial state i. We define t : Rn x PBBp -0 2"r as 1(2, WS) = K where the index set
K={k e ml u  00}, ·r:Rn x PBB" -* R+  as
7(2. w*) = sup {T |T< B(w=, 0) and col(u;(t), vf(t)) 2 0 for all t€ 10, TJ},
and K : Rn x PBB" 4 Rn as
-   Ii _.2/ 4-\\K(I, W )- I (Tlz))
Note  that  t  1-+  (ux, :ri, yx) (t + p)  forms an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the
input t + w<(t + p) and the initial state 1,2(p) whenever p e  [O, 7-(2, ws)).  Hence, we
have CIx(p) E K(D) for all p E [0,7-(f, wr)) due to Lemma 2.5.7 item 2 and Lemma 2.5.8
item 2. It follows from Fact 1.2.2 (i.e., the closedness of the set K(D)) and continuity of
Is that K(2 , tus) 6 KCD)
existence: For a given input w C PBBP, define z,+1 = x(Ii, w,) for i=0,1, . . .  where
wi = w,-11[,(= _i,w,-1),00) if i 0 0 and wo =w.  From the previous discussion, we know that
Cio  E K(D) implies that Cz,  f  K(D) for all i  = 0,1,.... Hence,  LCS(A, B, C, D, E)
admits a unique solution for the input a(wz, 0) and the initial state z, for all i=0,1, . -
due to Lemma 2.5.8 item 2 and Lemma 2.5.7 item  1.  Let  (u#, Ix', yx') denote the initial
solution of LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the input a(w*,0) and the initial state 4. Define Tk -
Eli 7"(sk-1, wk-1) for k>0 and To =0 and also define
(U, I, y) [Tk,rk+ll = (Uzk,Z=k, 1/*k)110'r(xk)1
It can be verified that (u, z, v) is a solution on [0, T) for some T>O o f LCS(A, B, C, D, E)
for the input w and the initial state zo. Suppose that T < 00 is such that there is no
I solution on [0, T') whenever T' > T.  Note that (w, u, z, y) satisfies
2(t) = F'(xk,Wk):r(t) + G'(rk,wk)W(t)
for t E  (Tk, Tk+1) due to Lemma 2.5.9. Since x and t»eFt.£GL for L C m is continitous
10, T) and w E PBBp, they are all bounded on [0, T), i.e., there exists a p > 0 such that
Ix(t)11 S B and Ile·'LiGLW(t)11 5 B for all t € [O, T) and for all L C m. Then. we have
rl
112(t) - 2(p)11 5 lie F'('k·Wk)(t-p):2(p) - .2(p)11 + 11 /  eF'('k·-k)(t-s)G'(Ik.Wk)w(s)ds 11   (2.26)
Jp
5 (1 + V,(gk,wk))Blt - pl
I for  all  p, t  €   (Tk, Tk+1) since the function  t  »+   e--i= is bounded,  say  by YK. Hence,
FA,     1
for p, t  €  [0, T), we get from  (2.26)  liz(t) - 1·(p)11  5  B[max (1 + 1/K)]It - pl.   It follows
KCm
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that z is Lipschitz continuous on [0, T) and thus uniformly continuous. A standard result
in mathematical analysis 18, Exercise 4.131 implies  that  z-   :-  limet, Z(t) exists. Since
Cz(t)  c K(D) for all t € [0, T) and I is continuous, Cz'  E K(D) which means one can
extend the solution (u, z, y) beyond [0, T) by using the initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D, E)
for the input WI[T,00 1 and  the initial state  zi. This contradicts the definition  of T.   Thus,
we can conclude that there exists a solution on [O, 00) of LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the input
w and the initial state zo.
uniqueness:  Let  (u',2, y,)  e  PBm+n+m for  i  = 1,2 denote two different solutions  of
LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the input w and the initial state zo. Clearly, (ul, Il, yl)_ (U2,1,2,  2 
is a piecewise Bohl function as well.   If it is not identically zero then there should exists T  2  0
and 6>0 such that ((itt,It, Vt) - (112, I2, 72))110'T1  - 0 and ((ul, 11, 71) _ (u2, Z2, V2))(t) 4 0
for all t €  (T, T + €) due to the definition of piecewise Bohl functions.  For (u'' I'' 1,)  and
T  2  0,  one can  find  €i  >  0  and Bohl functions  (tli, 2'' 9')  such  that  (u'' zi, y,)1[T,T+4)  =
(11'' fi, 9,)1[o,e.) with i = 1,2 again by the definition of piecewise Bohl functions.  It is easy
to  see   that   (u', f', g') forms two different initial solutions of LCS(A, B, C, D, E)  for the
input 8(wlfT,og,)  and  the same initial state,  zi (T)  =  I2(7-). Then, Lemma 2.5.7  item    2
implies that Laplace transforms of 0' are solutions of RCP(zl (T), #(w Ir,00))) However, it
is known from Lemma 2.5.8 item 1 that RCP(Ii (T), #(w |I„00))) has a unique solution since
G(a) is a P-matrix for all sufficiently large (T. Therefore, 01 = 112. It follows that 21 = 22
and #1 = 172   Thus, wehave ((ul, Ii, Vi)-(112, x2, 72))(t) =Oforallt 6 [T, T + min(€1,€2)).
This contradicts the definition of T.
1 =*  2.  Let the. unique solution of LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the input w and the initial
state zo be (u, x, v) Since w € PBBp and (u, z, y) c PBm+n+m , there exist €w, Eu, €I, Ey and
(W', ut, 2, y') 6  BP+m+I+m such  that wlfo,,J  - W'|Io,£„),  11|Io,,I)  = u'|[0,,I),  II[o,,.)      I'|Io,Ii)
and vIto,f,) = y'llo,4,).  Define f = mill(€w, €u, €z, cy)·  Then,  (w', u', Z', 1/') satisfies
ft
T'(t) = zo +  1  [Az'(s) + Bu'(s) + Ew'(s)]ds (2.27a)
JO
y'(t) = Cz'(t) + Du'(t) (2.27b)
0 5 u'(t) 1 y'(t) 2 0 (2.27c)
for all t f [0, E).  Note that (2.27) implies that there exists an index set K such that
i:' = Az' + Bu' + Ew', I'(0) = zo (2.28a)
11'    =   C I'    + Du' (2.28b)
Y:  E  0      U ff) R  E 0 (2.28c)
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since Bohl functions are real-analytic. Note also that (2.27c) implies that both u' and y'
are initially nonnegative.  This fact together with (2.28) reveals that (u', I', g') is an initial
solution of LCS(A, B, C, D, E) for the input w' and the initial state zo. It follows from
Lemma 2.5.7 item 2 and Lemma 2.5.8 item 2 that C:ro E A-(D).
Proof of Theorem 2.3.4: Since D is not a Po-matrix, there exists a principal submatrix
of D, say DNN, which has a negative eigenvalue due to  11, Theorem 3.4.2(c)1. Let A<0
denote such an eigenvalue of DNA' and let v be such that uN is an eigenvector corresponding
this eigenvalue. Define the index sets J= {j€N l v j> 0}, K= {k€N l v k<0} and
L = m\ (J U K). Then, we have
(Dj,  Dj„j  v, j = A <v, 1 .                       (2.29)DKJ DKK) 'VK/  U t'. f
Since C is of full row rank, the equation
C CJ. j -DJJ'DJ
Ic..Ix,=1 DKKUK                                   (2.30)
C CL• ) (max(-DLJvj, DLKuK) + e 
is solvable for zo where max is meant for componentwise maximum and e denotes the
vector consisting of ones.  Take (ul, Il, 71) and (u2, x2, 72) as
Il = (3(A-B.JD.7.;Cj.)t (2.3la)I0
1 _  n-ln 1 (2.3lb)UJ - -LIJJUJ•Z 111· E 0 ul E 0
y EO V  - CK•1:1 + DK JUJ 1/1 = CL•Il + DLJU (2.31c)
r2 - £(A-B.KD*1KCE.)t (2.32a)I0
u e = -D* CK.Z2     113 E O
2_n
UL = U (2.32b)
y  E 0 Vj = C./.I2 + DJKUJ Vi = CL•I2 + DLKUI(.      (2.32c)
Note that (uz, x', 1/') satisfies
P = Ax, + Bu' (2.33a)
y' = C'z' + Du' (2.33b)
0 5 u'ly' 20 (2.33c)
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for i = 1,2 Furthermore, we have
(2.3lb) (2.31 a) 1 -          (2.30)u5(0)   =   -DijCJ•Zi(0)   =   -D 7JLJ.Zo  =  1,J > 0 (2.34a)
i (2.31c) (2.31)yk(0)   =   CK.I' (0) + DK..IUJ(0)  =  CK•zo - DKJDG.CJ•To (2.34b)
(2.30) (2.29)=  DKKUK + DKJUJ = AVK > 0
1  (2 3 k) 1 (2.31)1/L<U    -    L.I <   + DL.,rtt      =   L.IO - DLJDGJCJ.TO (2.34c)
(2.30)
(2.30)
=  CL.ZO + D Ljl) J 2 e (2.34d)
and
11&(0) (2.Eb) -DEJCK•Z2(0) (2.&4 -DEKCK.Zo (23) -UK > 0 (2.35a)
(2.32c) 0      (2.32)y3(0)   =   C./.I' (O) + DJKUP(0)  =  C.I.zo - DJKDR  CK.Zo (2.35b)
(2.30) (2.29)=  -DJ.111.1 - DJKTK  -  -AUJ > 0
(2.32c) 0 g      (2.32)
Vi(0)   =   CZ,.1:.(0) + DLKUk(0)  =  CL.1:0 - DLKDK CK.Zo (2.35c)
(2.30)
(2.30)
-  CL•zo - DLKUK  2 e (2.35d)
It follows from (2.33), (2.34) and (2.35) that (4, Ii, y,) for i = 1,2 is an initial solution of
LCS(A, B, C, D, E) with the zero input and the initial state To.  Note that 0 < 95(0)  96
u3(0) = 0.  Define T, = Sup{7- 1 4(t) 2 0 and V,(t) 2 0 for all t € [0,7-}} for i = 1,2.  Take
T = min(Ti, T2)
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3.1    Introduction
In this chapter, we will continue to discuss the well-posedness of linear complementarity
systems with an emphasis on the case when the underlying linear system is passive. In
this case,  we call the overall system a linear passive  complementarity system  (LPCS).  The
most typical example of LPCSs are the electrical networks consisting of linear resistors,
inductors, capacitors, gyrators, transformers (RLCGT) and ideal diodes.
In circuit theory, most of the effort that has been invested in considering existence
and uniqueness of solutions to electrical networks is focused on static (DC) models of
networks   11,2,5-7,13,14,16-191. The studies of dynamic equivalent are rare. The only
papers known to the author dealing with existence and uniqueness of solutions of (dynamic)
RLC-networks with non-Lipschitzian elements are  4,151 Since an ideal diode cannot be
formulated as a current- or voltage-controlled resistor, the obtained results in  14,151 do
not cover the networks containing diodes.
Not surprisingly, the selection of universum, the space where all possible solutions live,
plays a key role in the study of existence and uniqueness of solutions. The universum that
was proposed in the previous chapter has been motivated from a hybrid system point of
view. Generally speaking, the solution concepts that have been developed in this context
impose a direction on time. For instance, the whole idea of hybrid automaton modeling is
based on what we call fortuard thinking. More precisely, the System is presumed to evolve
onward by starting from a point in time. Although it might be reasonable from a computer
science viewpoint, there are no obvious reasons to treat time asymmetrically in modeling
of physical systems. Our goals in this chapter are
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• to propose a new solution concept in which the time will be treated symmetrically,
• to compare it with the previous one,
• to establish the existence and uniqueness of solutions and to characterize the set of
regular initial states of LPCSs,
• to investigate the so-called Zeno behavior of LPCS,
• to extend the new solution concept in order to treat nonregular initial states as well.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. We begin with recalling passivity and the Kalman-
Yakubovich-Popov lemma in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, three different solution concepts
will be proposed and their relations will be discussed. This will be followed by the intro-
duction of a new class of systems, namely the systems that are passifiable by pole shifting
in Section 3.4. After establishing necessary and sufficient conditions for passifiability by
pole shifting, all the existing results on linear passive complementarity systems will be
generalized to this new class of systems. Section 3.5 is devoted to a brief discussion on
the so-called Zeno behavior of linear complementarity systems. We start with considering
nonregular initial states of a linear passive complementarity system in Section 3.6.  Af-
ter proposing a jump rule in terms of the stored energy of the passive system, we reach
a new (distributional) solution concept for linear passive complementary systems which
treats nonregular initial states as well. Then, a number of equivalent characterizations of
the jump rule will be in order.  One of those characterizations will open the possibility to
motivate a jump rule for general linear (possibly nonpassive) complementarity systems and
this section will be completed by extending the distributional framework to these systems.
As usual the chapter will be closed by conclusions in Section 3.7 and proofs in Section 3.8.
3.2 Passive Systems
Ever since it was introduced in system theory by V. M. Popov, the notion of passivity
has played an important role in various contexts such as stability issues, adaptive control,
identification etc. Particularly, the interest in stability issues led to the theory of dissipative
systems  [221 due to J. C. Willems. Before going further, we will quickly recall the notion
of passivity as it is defined in  1221.
Consider a continuous-time, linear and time-invariant system given by
rE(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (3.la)
V(t) = CI(t) + Du(t) (3.lb)
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where .r(t)  E Rn,  u(t)  e R™,  9(t) E  R"'  and  A,  B, C, and D are matrices with appropriate
sizes. We denote (3.1) by £(A, B, C. D)
A  triple  (71, z, y)  e  £2((to, ti),Rm+n+m
)  is  said  to  be  ati  £2-solution on  (to, ti)  of
E(A, B, C, D) with the initial state so if it satisfies (3.la) in the sense of Carath6odory,
i.e., for almost all t € [to, tl],
ft
z(t) = zo + /  [Az(s) + Bu(s)]ds (3.2)
J to
and (3.lb) holds.
Definition 3.2.1    1221 The system  E(A, B, C, D) given  by  (3.1)  is said  to be passive
(dissipative with respect to the supply rate u-ry) if there exists a function V: R" -* R  (a
storage function), such that
rtl
V(I(to)) + 1   uT(t)7(t)dt 2 V(I(ti)) (3.3)
Jto
holds for all to and ti with 4 2 to, and for all £2-solutions (u, I, Y) E £2((to, ti),Rmtntm 
of E(A, B, C, D).
Next, we quote a very well-known characterizatiOIi of passivity.
Theorem 3.2.2   1221 Assume that (A, B, C)  is minimal.  Let G(s) = CtsI - A)-1 B+D
be the transfer matrix of E(A, B, C, D) Then the following statements are equivalent:
1.  E(A, B, C, D) is passive.
2. The matrix inequalities
 .4-rK + KA    KB - CT 1K=KT> 0 and I 1<0
l BTK - C    -(D + DT)]  -
haue a solution.
3. G(s) is positive real, i.e., G(A) + Gl-(A) 2 0 for alt A E C with Re(A) >0.
Moreover, VCM =  tsT KI de./ines a quadratic storage function if and only if K satisjies
the above system of linear matriI inequalities.
The equivalence of the statements 2 and 3 is sometimes called the positive real lemma or
the Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov lemma.
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3.3 Linear Passive Complementarity Systems
As the interconnection of a continuous, time-invariant, linear system and complementarity
conditions, a linear complementarity system can be given by
i,(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (3.4a)
7(t) = CT(t) + Du(t) (3.4b)
0 5 u(t) 1 7(t) 2 0 (3.4c)
where x(t)  c Rn, u(t)  c R"'' y(t) c R'n, and A, B, C and D are matrices with appropriate
sizes. We denote the above system by LCS(A, B, C, D).
In what follows we will define several solution concepts for LCSs and investigate their
relations. The first one is the zero-input version of Definition 2.2.2.
Definition 3.3.1  The triple (u, z, v) e PBm+n+m is a PB-solution on [0, T} of LCS(A, B,
C, D)  with the initial state  zo  if the following conditions  hold  for  all  t  €  [0, T]:
ft
r(t) = zo + i  [AL(s) + Bu(s)] ds
Jo
7(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)
0 5 u(t) 1 y(t) 2 0.
We often make the following assumption on the system matrices.
Assumption 3.3.2  (A, B, C) is minimal and col(B, D + D-1-) is of full column rank.
We define the set QD = SOL(0, D) = {V I U 2 0'D u 2 0 and uTDu =0} fora given matrix
D.   It is known  from the complementarity theory (see Lemma  1.2.4  item  2)  that  the  dual
cone of this set Qb coincides with K(D) if D is nonnegative definite. Then the following
lemma follows as a direct implication of Theorem 2.3.3.
Theorem 3.3.3 Consider a matrix quadrupte (A, B,C, D)  satisfying Assumption  3.3.2.
Suppose that E(A, B, C, D) is passive. Then, there eirists a unique PB-solution on [0, co)
of LCS(A,B,C,D) with the initial state zo  if and only if Cio E Qb
As explained in the previous chapter, one way of looking at linear complementarity systems
is to regard them as hybrid systems. A popular model for hybrid systems is the hybrid
automaton model which combines finite automata with continuous dynamics. Basically,
a hybrid automaton consists of a number of modes, dynamics associated to these modes
and mode transition rules. Starting from a mode, the trajectories of the system evolve
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according to the dynamics of that mode until the mode transition rules trigger a mode
change (called event). After  the mode change, the dynamics  of the  new mode shapes  the
behavior of the system until the next event takes place. Our approach will put emphasis
on the solution concept rather than the hybrid automaton model. Since our interest is
focused on a rather special class of hybrid systems, our hybrid solution concept will be a
trimmed version of a solution concept one needs for more general classes of hybrid systems.
Nevertheless, our solution concept is more general than some existing ones in the sense that
it allows existence of both left and right accumulations of event times. We begin with the
definition of event times set.
Definition 3.3.4 A set E c R is called an admissible event times set if it is closed and
countable, and O e E. To each admissible event times set E, we associate a collection of
intervals between events TE = {(ti,t2) C R+    ti,t2 €E U {00} and (ti,t2) n E= 0}.
Next, we define a hybrid solution concept which is general enough for linear complemen-
tarity systems with index 1.
Definition 3.3.5 A quintuple (E, S, 11, I, y) where E is an admissible event times set, S :
TE -0 2m, and (u, z, 7) C PC(R+, +n+m ) is said to be a hybrid solution of LCS(A, B, C, D)
with the initial state zo if the following conditions hold.
1. r is continuous, piecewise differentiable and z(0) = zo.
2. For each T e TE and for all t € 7-, it holds that
*(t) = Ax(t) + Blt(t)
y(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t)
V#AM)=0     um'S(r) (t)=0
us(T)(t)  2  0     ym,scr)(t)  2  0
Moreover, we say that a hybrid solution (E, ·, U, I, y) is redundant if there exists t<E and
ti,t" with t' <t<t" such that (u, I, y) is analytic on (t', t"). It is said to be nonredundant
otherwise.
While the first condition corresponds the continuous dynamics, the second one indicates
that the reset maps for the hybrid automaton model corresponding to linear complemen-
tarity system are identity.
An interesting phenomenon that occurs in hybrid automaton modeling methodology is
the accumulation of event times.  This type of behavior is called Zeno behavior referring to
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Zeno's paradox of Achilles and the turtle. We need to set up a language for accumulation
points of event times.
Definition 3.3.6 An element t of an admissible set E is said to be a left (right) accumu-
lation point  if  for  all  t'  >  t  (t'  <  t)  (t, t')  n E  ((t', t) n E)i s not empty. An admissible
event times set E is said to be left fright) Zeno free if it does not contain any left (right)
accumulation points. A hybrid solution is said to be left (right) Zeno if the corresponding
event times set contains at least one left (right) accumulation point and non-Zeno if the
corresponding event times set contains no left or right accumulation points.
In the following proposition, the relation between the two solution concepts defined so far
is established.
Proposition 3.3.7 Consider a matriz quadruple (A, B, C, D).  If (u, I, y) is a PB-solution
on [0, co)  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with some initial state then there exist a left Zeno free admis-
sible event times set E  and a mode indicator S such that (E, S, u, z, 7)  is a nonredundant
hybrid solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the same initial state.
Undoubtedly, the function space PS is not the most natural one to work with. Next, we
introduce a solution concept in £2 which is clearly more natural. Later on, we will state
stronger (in the sense that LCS admits unique solutions from a larger space) existence and
uniqueness results by exploiting the structure provided by passivity.
Definition 3.3.8 The triple  (u, z, y)  c  £2([O, T], Rm+n+m )  is an  £2-solution on  [0, T] of
LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state to if the following conditions hold
ft
z(t) = zo + 1  [Az(s) + Bu(8)] ds
Jo
y(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t)
0 5 U(t) 1 y(t) 2 0
for almost all t E [O, TJ
Similar to Proposition 3.3.7, we can state the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3.9 Consider a matrix quadmple (A, B, C, D) Assume that D + C(sI -
A)-1B is totally of index 1. If (·, ·. u. x, y) is a hybrid solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with
some initial state then for any T>0 (u, z, V)  is an (2-solution on [0, T]  of LCS(A, B, C, D)
with the same initial state.
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The above proposition together with Proposition 3.3.7 and Theorem 3.3.3 implies exis-
tence of £2-Solutions for LCS(A, B, C, D). By exploiting the passivity, we can establish
uniqueness of £2-solutions as presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.10 Consider a  matrix quadmple  (A, B, C, D)  satisfying Assumption  3.3.2.
Suppose that T(A, B, C, D)  is passive.  Let T>O  be given. Then, there exists a unique
£2-Solution  on  [0, T]  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with  the initial state zo  if and only if CIo  E  Qb
3.4  Passifiability by Pole Shifting
Consider a given system E(A, B, C, D) and its pole-shifted version E(A + pI, B, C, D).
Note that if (u, x, y)  is a solution of the former one then et' (u, I, 1/)  is a solution of the
latter one. By using this correspondence, we reach the following rather obvious fact.
Fact 3.4.1  If the triple (u, z, y) is a PB-solution (t2-solution) on some interval of LCS(A,
B,C, D) with some initial state then et'  (u, I, v)  is a PB-solution (£2-solution)  on the same
interval of LCS(A + pI, B, C, D) with the same initial state.
This fact opens the possibility of applying Theorem 3.3.10 to a class of nonpassive systems.
Indeed, one can find p such that  E(A + pI, B, C, D) is passive although  E(A, B, C, D) is
not. In what follows, we will investigate under what conditions 1)(A, B, C, D) can be made
passive by pole shifting.
Definition 3.4.2 A system E(A, 8, C, D) is said to be passijiable by pole shifting if there
exists P E R such that £(A + PI, B, C, D) is passive.
Next, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for passifiability by pole shifting in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.4.3 Consider  a  matrix  quadmpte  (A, B, C, D)   satisfying  Assumption  3.3.2.
Let E be such that ker E = {O} and im E = ker (D + DT).  Then (A, B, C, D) is passifiable
by pole shifting if and only if D  is nonnegative dejinite and ETCBE  is symmetric positive
definite.
We are in a position to apply Theorem 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.3.10 to the class of systems
that are passifiable by pole shifting as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4.4 Consider a matrix quadmpte (A, 8, C, D) such that (A, B, C) is minimal
and col(B, D + DT)  is  offutt  column  mnk.   Let E  be such  that ker E =  {0}  and im E =
ker (D + DT).   Suppose  that D  is nonnegative and E rCBE  is symmetric positive  dejinite.
Then, the following statements are equivalent.
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1.  There ezists a unique PB-solution on [0,00) of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initiat state
IO
2.  There exists a unique £2-solution on [0, T] of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with the initial state
zo for any T > 0.
3.   CIO  e  Qb
Moreover, the unique PB-solution and  2-solution for a jized initial state zo with Cio E
Qb are the same.
Especially, the case when D is positive definite is worth stating separately.
Corollary 3.4.5 Consider a matriI quadruple (A, B, C, D) such that (A, B, C) is minimal,
and D  is positive dejinite.  Then, the following statements hold for any T > O.
1. There exists a unique PB-solution on [O, T]  Of LCS(A, B, C, D) for all initial states.
2. There exists a unique £2-solution on [0, Tl of LCS(A, B, C, D) for alt initial states.
Momover, the unique PB-solution and £2-solution for a fred initial state are the same.
3.5 Zeno Behavior
Ever since the linear complementarity systems were introduced (see [20,211),Zeno behavior
has been an interesting open problem. In this section, existence of accumulation points of
the event times set will be investigated. In  [101 the problem is addressed in a very general
context of hybrid systems.
Our first result rules out left accumulation points for the systems that are passifiable
by pole shifting.
Lemma 3.5.1  Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D) satisfying Assumption 3.3.2. As-
sume that E(A, B, C, D) is pa:sviable by pole shifting.  Then, there is no left Zeno solution
of LCS(A, B,C,D)
As an immediate consequence, we can state the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5.2 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D) satisfying Assumption 3.3.2.
Assume that E(A, B, C, D)  is passijiable by pole shifting.   If (E, S, u, z, y)  is  a hybrid so-
tution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with some initial state then (u, f v) is a PB-solution on [0,00)
with the same initial state.
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As another implication of the previous Lemma, the class of passifiable systems for which
the passifiability is invariant under time-reversion enjoy the non-Zenoness property. To
show this, we need to point out the following fact.
Fact 3.5.3 If (u,z, v) 6 (2([0, Tl, tntm ) is an  E2-solution on  [O, T] of S(A, B, C, D)
then revIo,·r}(u, Z, V) is an £2-solution on [0, T} of E(-A, -B, C, D).
Lemma 3.5.4 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D) Suppose that (A, B, C) is min-
imal  and D  is positive  dejinite. Then, there  is  no  Zeno  solution  of LCS(A, B, C, D)
Note that Zeno states (i.e., the states at the accumulation points) are well-defined due to
the fact that g is continuous for a hybrid solution (·, ·, ·, z, ·).  Intuitively, the most natural
candidates for Zeno states are equilibrium states, in particular the zero state, of the system.
The following theorem indicates that the zero state cannot be a Zeno state for a class of
passifiable complementarity systems.
Theorem 3.5.5 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D)  satisfying Assumption 3.3.2.
Assume  that E(A, B, C, D)  is passijiable  by pole shifting and there exists an  indert: set
J c m such that D,1.1 is positive definite, DJ,m\.1 - 0, Dm\,1,1 = 0 and D« j,m\.1 is skew-
symmetric.   Let  (E, ·, ·, x, ·)  be  a  nonredundant  hybrid  solution  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with
some initial state.  If t-  is a right  accumulation point of E  then z(t') 0 0.
 
3.6 Nonregular Initial States
Our aim is to propose a method of re-initialization for nonregular initial states in terms
of the stored energy of the underlying linear passive system.  To do so, consider a passive
system E(A, B, C, D).  Let the set of all positive definite matrices that generate a quadratic
storage function, i.e., {K | I »+ zl-Kg is a storage function for E(A, B, C, D)} be denoted
by /C. It is known from  [221 that /C is convex and has a minimal and a maximal element
(called required supply and available storage, respectively) with respect to the order induced
by positive definiteness. We propose the jump rule zo »+ I+ where x+ is the solution of
the following minimization problem
minimize liz - Iol'K subject to CE E Qb.
where K E /C. In the next theorem, it will be shown that this proposal is justified in the
sense that the above minimization problem admits unique solutions regardless of the choice
of the storage function.
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Theorem 3.6.1 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D)  satisfying Assumption 3.3.2.
Suppose that E(A, B, C, D) is passive.  The following statements hold.
1. The minimization problem
minimize |Ix - zo|IK subject to CE E Qb (3.5)
admits the same unique solution for alt K € /C.
2.   Let  this  unique  solution be denoted  by z+.   Then,  there  exists  a  unique 110 €  QD  such
1:+  -zo  =  Buo.
We call I+ and u' enjoying the properties in the second item of the previous theorem as
the re-initialized state and the jump muttiptier, respectively.
The second statement of the above theorem tells us that the jump occurs along imB.
In other words, the jump xo »+ I+ Can be represented by the effect of u = u'6.  This fact
will be exploited to establish a solution concept that covers also nonregular initial states
in a natural way. Before passing to the introduction a new solution concept, we need some
preparations. The first thing we shall recall is the initial solution concept.
Definition 3.6.2 The triple (u, z, V) E 87+R+™ is an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D)
with the initial state zo if there exists an index set K c m such that
i =Ax + Bu + zoa
y =CE+Du
UK - 0  tlm\K - 0
holds in the distributional sense, and u and v are initially nonnegative.
Under some index and sign conditions, it can be shown that there exist unique initial
solutions as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6.3 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D).  Let G(s)  be the transfer matrix,
i.e., G(s)=D+C(sI- A)-1B.  Suppose that G(a)  is a P-matrix for alt stdiciently large
a.  Then the following statements hold.
1.  There exists a unique initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with any initial state.
2.  If G(s) is totally of index 1 then the impulsive part Of this unique initial solution is
of the form  (ti, 0, Du)  for some S  E  QD·
As a direct application of this lemma, we have the following corollary for the class of
passifiable systems.
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Corollary 3.6.4 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D)  satisfying Assumption 3.3.2.
Suppose  that  E(A, B, C, D)  is passviable  by pole  shifting.    Then,  there  exists  a  unique
initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with any initial state. Moreover, the impulsive part of
this  unique  initial solution  is  of the form  (S, 0, Ds) for some il C  QD.
Now,  we can state the following theorem which will lead to a solution concept that covers
nonregular initial states as well.
Theorem 3.6.5 Consider a matrix quadmple (A, B, C, D)  satisfying Assumption 3.3.2.
Suppose that E(A, B, C, D)  is passive.   Let N  be such  that pos(N)  = QD· Also let the
re-initialized state x+ be the unique solution of minimization problem (3.5) for the initial
state zo and let the jump multiptier 110 be the uniqtte vector such that I+ = zo + Buo.  Then
the following statements hold.




4(NTCzo + NTCBNu) = O.
2. The jump multiptier u' is the unique solution of the generalized linear complemen-
tarity problem
z E QD
Czo + CBz f Qb
z-r(Czo + CBz) = 0.
3.  The jump multiptier is the common unique solution of the minimization problems
minimize (zo + Bz)-rK(zo + Bz) subject to z € QD
with  K  €  AC.
4. The impulsive part of the initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state zo
is (uo8,0, Duoa).
Although the jump rule proposed in Theorem 3.6.1 is applicable only for passive (or pas-
sifiable) systems, we can think of providing a jump rule for general low index systems via
item 4. Indeed, such a proposition would be independent of passivity related concepts such
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as storage function. With this motivation, we introduce a new solution concept in what
follows. We denote the set of all distributions u = vimp + Ureg where vimp e DA and ureg is
a  piecewise Bohl function  by  PBa·   They  will be called piecewise Boht distributions.
Definition 3.6.6 The triple (u, z, 1/) c PBI'+n+„' is a distributional PB-solution on [0, T]
of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state zo if the impulsive part of (U, 1, V) coincides with
the impulsive part of an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state To and
the regular part is a PB-solution on [0, T] of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the re-initialized state.
By merging Theorem 2.3.3 (for zero input) and Theorem 3.6.5, we reach the following
well-posedness result for low index LCSs.
Theorem 3.6.7 Consider  a  matriI  quadruple  (A, B, C, D).    Slippose  that  G(s)   =D t
C(sI - A)-1B is totally of index 1 and G(a) is a P-matrix for alt sulliciently targe a.
Then, there exists a unique distributional PB-solution on [0,00) of LCS<A, B,C,D) with
att initial states.
Earlier in this chapter, stronger (in the sense that the function space in which solutions
live is larger) well-posedness results were presented for passifiable linear complementarity
systems in Corollary 3.4.4. In a similar fashion to Theorem 3.6.7, a generalization of those
results is possible.
Definition  3.6.8 The triple  (u, z, y)  E  £ ([O, T], tntm ) is an £4-solution on  [O, T] of
LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state xo  if the impulsive part of (u, I, 1/) coincides with
the impulsive part of an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state firo and
the regular part is a 4-solution on  [0, T] of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the re-initialized state.
As a natural consequence, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6.9 Consider  a  matrix  quadrupte  (A, B, C, D)   satisfying  Assumption  3.3.2.
Suppose that E(A, B, C, D) is passifiable by pole shifting.  Then, for any T>O there ezists
a unique ta,-solution on 10, T}  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with all initial states.
3.7 Conclusions
We have continued to deal with the well-posedness of linear complementarity systems.
After proposing a more general solution concept than the one studied in the previous
chapter, we have proven that the linear passive complementarity systems have unique
solutions. Moreover, the characterization of regular initial states has been established.
As a generalization of passivity, the notion of passifiability by pole shifting (PPS) was
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introduced. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a system to be PPS have been
presented. We have extended all available well-posedness and regularity results to this
new class. An interesting phenomenon that can occur in hybrid systems is the so-called
Zeno behavior. The introduction of PPS systems makes it possible to show absence of
Zeno behavior for LCS under some conditions. Finally, we have proposed a jump rule for
nonregular initial states and extended the solution concept in such a way that nonregular
initial states can be treated as well.
The /2-uniqueness of solutions is of considerable importance not only from a well-
posedness viewpoint but also because its immediate consequences for the work in the
second part of the thesis.  So one of the most obvious open questions is whether the E2-
uniqueness of solutions can be extended to the systems which are well-posed in the sense
of PB-solutions. Further study of Zeno behavior may have interesting impacts for the
convergence issues. Indeed, absence of Zeno behavior would imply convergence in stronger
senses for many cases.
3.8 Proofs
3.8.1 Some facts from matrix theory
In the sequel, we need the following technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.8.1 Let X E Rpxq be given and X be dejined by
X = (I + XXT  X)
  XT   I)
1                                       1
Then, the estimates (2 + 11XIIi)I 2 'r 2(2+ 11Xlli)-lI hold.
Proof: Note that X is positive definite since
X -(I X\/ I A
(0    I    (XT   I 
Let rank(X) = r. Then, we get dim(ker(X)) =q-r and dim(ker(XT)) = p - r.  Note
that X Tu = 0 implies that
(I + XXT   Xj  (u) - (uj
     XT        I )   0  -  (G)
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and Xv = 0 implies that
(I + XXT   Xj  (Oj = {0)
 AT I)  ,)
Therefore, X has at least p t q- 21· eigenvalues at A=l.  On the other hand, XX-1- has r
nonzero eigenvalues and if p 76 0 is its eigenvalue with an eigenvector u then
(I+XXT X
j (CA,S - 1).) = A,. <(Al, - 1).)                   (3.6)  xT I xTU -    XT11  1
and
(I .f,  .:11 (C,t'-I';).) = AB+ (CAS':).}                    C'.71
where AB- = %2- 4(2+2*F-4 and AB+ = 29£ + \/(21*)2-4. Note that AB 5 1 SAB+ and
A#.At  = 1. Since the function  B  +  Al;  is  an increasing function on  [0,00), it follows
from (3.6) and (3.7) that Amax(X) = Atm" where Bm. - Am.(XXT) and Amin(X) =
(Amax (X))-1. Therefore, we get
A7  I 2 X 2 (12„..)-1 I.
Note  that  2 + P 2 At whenever F 2  0  and  *max -  |IX 11 2 Consequently,  we get
(2 + 11Xll )I 2 'r 2(2+ 1IXI12)-lI.
Lemma 3.8.2 Consider matrices A, B, and C such that A = AT E Rp>,p, B E Rpxq , and
C = CT € Rqxq and C is invertible.  The following estimates hold:
(2+11BC-Illit) max(Am. (D), Amax (C)) I >
( A B min(Amin (D), A,nin(C))I- <BT Cj 2  2+11BC-II15
where the Schur comptement D= A- BC-1BT
Proof: Note that
/ A Bj  I  BC-' j  A - BC-'BT   0\ f   I      oj
<B, C) =  0   I) (    0      C)  C-'BT I)
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and
/4 -BC-187 0\
max(Arnax (D), Amax(C)) I k l 1 > min(Arnin (D),Amin (C)) I.
C 0 C)
The rest follows from Lemma 3.8.1 by taking X  =  BC-1.
Lemma 3.8.3 Let M E Rpx" and N E Rpxp be given. Suppose that M is nonnegative
definite and the following implication holds
I 0 0, I-1-MI = 0 =* ITNE > 0. (3.8)
Then, there exists B > O  such  that  M + <N k  E B I for aN sulliciently small e.
Proof: Let M and N denote the symmetric parts of M and N, i.e., M =  (M + MT) and
N =  (N + NT). Let Q € R™*9 be such that im Q = ker M and ker Q = {0}. Take any
P E IR™*(m-9) such that  P  Q is nonsingular. Note that
/PT\ - - / ,       ( PT MP+ EPT NP    EPT NCA| T |(M + EN) (P  Q)= 1CQ ) \ €QTNp EQTRQ)
It follows from Lemma 3.8.2 that
/PT\
t        \     min(Amin(X + €¥11 - €42}'251Yll), Amin(EY22  
1 -1(11'7 + €R) (P  Q) 2 I    (3.9)CQI)                                  12 + ||Y12 1112
where X := Pl-MP, Yii := PTNP, Y12 .- PTNQ and }'22 :- QTNQ. Note that X
is positive definite due to the definition of P and Q and Y22 is positive definite due to
the implication (3.8). Therefore, it follows from (3.9) that there exists it > 0 such that
M + 6* 2-€lsI for all sufficiently small c.                                                                  I
3.8.2 Some implications of passivity
For ease of reference we list the following well-known facts.
Lemma 3.8.4 Let M=MT E R™xm be nonnegative dejinite.  The following statements
hold.
1. NTMN -0=*MN=0.
2. For any index set J c m, uTM.tiv =0 =* M.Ju - 0.
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Proof:
1: Evident.
2: Let the index set J C m and the vector v b e such that UT  MJ Ju  = 0. Clearly, we
have
  }'  2,  .t j)   } - 0.
iii\J,J
Hence, item 1 implies that
< M. j   ,«1.,Ma\J, 1 114\J,iii\J) CO)-0.
Equivalently, M.JU = 0.
Passivity of a system has some useful implications for the subsystems.  In what follows,
we collect all such implications that will be employed later on.
Lemma 3.8.5 Consider a matrix quadmple (A, B, C, D) satisfying Assumption 3.3.2.  Let
the  matrices  P''  and QJ  be  such  that  ker  PJ  =  ker QJ  =  {0},  im Q''  = ker (DJJ+D3 J)
and im PJ e im Q.1 - RIJ' for each index set J g m.  If the system E(A, B, C, D)  is passive
then the following statements hold for each J c m
1  DJJ is nonnegative dejinite.
2.  (PJ¥r DJJPJ is positive definite.
3. W.IjrCJ•B.JQ1 is symmetric positive dejinite.
4.  DJJ + Ci.B.ia-1 is positive dejinite for all sulliciently Large a.
5.  DJ J + CJ.B.Js-1  is of index 1.
Proof: Since the system E(A, B, C, D) is passive and (A, B, C) is minimal, Theorem 3.2.2
implies that the system of linear matrix inequalities
f K+KA KB-(TlK = KT>Omd l 1<0 (3.10)
  BTK - C    -(D + DT)]
is feasible. It follows that for each index set J C m we have
 fK + KA     KB.J - CI.   < 0. (3.11)
 B:J K  -  CJ.    -(DJJ  +  D- A 1  -
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1: Evident from (3.11).
2: It follows from 1 that CpJ)T DJJPJ is nonnegative definite.  Let v be such that
1,1"(PJTTDJJPJU = 0. Hence, we have uTCPJ)-1'(DJJ + D-1,)P·'v = 0.  It follows from
Lemma 3.8.4 item 1 that Plv E ker(DJ J + DL) = im QJ. Thus, P.'u E im PJ n im QJ.
By the hypothesis, v - 0. Consequently, CPJ)T DJJPJ is positive definite.
3: For any real numbera€R and matrix MJ € RIJIX'.,1, we have
.T ,             , j<0 2   aMJ \    ( Al-K + KA     KB.J -
CT aAIJ)
QJ   BL  - CJ• -(DJJ + DJA (QJ./1
2 02(MJ)T CAT K + K A)MJ  + ot(MJ)T CK B.J - Cl.)QJ  + aiQJ)T (BLK - CJAMJ.
The absence of constant term in the above nonpositive quadratic form implies that the
factor   of  a   in the above equation   must   be   zero   for   all   M J. In particular, the choice
MJ=(KB·J_COQJ results in (QJ)1-(BLK - CJ.) - 0. Hence, we have
CQJ)TCJ•B.JQJ - CQJ)T B:JKB.JQJ. (3.12)
Since K is positive definite, the right hand side of the above equation is (at least) nonneg-
ative definite. Let v be such that ul- (QJ 7 (B.J)T K B.JQJ 11 = 0. Clearly, B.Jv v -AJ
0.  Note that u-r(QJ)T(DJJ + DJTJ)QJv = 0 implies from Lemma 3.8.4 item 2 that
(D.1 + (DT).J)QJV = 0. Thus, we have
< B.J B.Jc j (Q,A = 0.
(D. J + (DT).J  D.J. + (DT).J.) \ 0
It follows from the hypothesis that col(B, D + DT) is of full column rank that Q'v = 0.
Since ker Qi = {0}, v must be zero. Consequently, (QJ)-r BLK B.JQJ is positive definite
and so is (QJ)TCJ.B.JQJ due to (3.12).
4: The previous item implies that the implication (u 0 0 and ul-D J Ju = 0) -4
111-CJ. B.Ju> 0 holds. It follows from Lemma 3.8.3 that there exists B > O such that
DJ J + CJ•B.JO-1  211(-1 I (3.13)
for all sufficiently large a. Therefore, DJJ+CJ.B.JO-1 is positive definite for all sufficiently
large a.
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5: It follows from (3.13) that DJ.1 + CJ•B.Js-1 is invertible as a rational matrix and
s-1(DJJ + CJ•B.Js-1)-1 is proper. Hence, D.1.1 + CJ.B.ls-1 is of index 1.                   I
3.8.3  Proofs for Section 3.3
Proof of Theorem 3.3.3: From Lemma 3.8.5 items 5 and 4, we know G(s) =D+
C(sI - A)-1B is totally of index 1 and G(o) is positive definite and hence a P-matrix
for all sufficiently large a. Besides, K(D) = Qb due to Lemma 3.8.5 item 1 since D is
nonnegative definite and hence is a copositive-plus matrix. Evidently, the rest follows by
applying Theorem 2.3.3 for the zero input.                                                       I
To prove Proposition 3.3.7, we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.8.6 Let I be a set of nonovertapping intervals of real numbers with positive
length. Then, I is a countable set.
Proof: Each I E I must contain a rational number. Therefore, the cardinality of the set
I cannot exceed the cardinality of the rational numbers. Clearly, this means that I is a
countable set.                                                                               I
Proof of Proposition 3.3.7: Assume that (u, x, V) is a PB-solution on [0,00) of LCS(A,
B,C, D) with some initial state zo. Let the mapping B be as defined in 1.2.1. Define
E* = {t + #((11, x, y), t) I t c R+ } .  Take E =E'u {0}.  We first prove some properties of
the set E.
i. E is closed and O e E.
ii.  Consider the set TE u E. It consists of nonoverlapping intervals of R. It follows from
Lemma 3.8.6 that it is a countable set and hence so is E.
iii.  Suppose that tleft is a left accumulation point of E. By definition, tieft+B((u, Z, y), tieft)
=t + 0((u, I, y),t) whenever tleft  f t<  tleft    ((11, I, y), tlert . In other words,
(tleft, tleft    <(11, I, V), tleft) n E=0. However, this contradicts  the  fact  that  t left is a
left accumulation point of E.
Clearly, i.-iii. yield that E is a left Zeno free admissible event times set. Let TE be the
associated collection of intervals.  Let (t'. t") E TE Define col(17. 2, 9) = a((u, Z, y),t')
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Since (u, z, y) is a PB-solution, we get
ft
2(t) = z(t') + /  [Af(s) + Bll(s)} ds
J t,
9(t) = Cf(t) + DS(t)
0 5 11(t) 19(t) 20
for all t e (t', t").  Then, (11, 2,9) satisfies
  = Af + Bil, 2(0) = x(t')
#=CLE +Dfi
#K = 0
Sm\K   -  0
for some K c m since they are Bohl functions. Define S((t', t")) = K. It can be easily
verified that (E, S, u, z, y) is a hybrid solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state zo.
It remains to show that it is nonredundant. Suppose, on the contrary, that it is redundant,
i.e., there exist  t e E  and  t', t"  with  t'  <t<t"  such  that  (u, z, y) is analytic  on (t', t").
Define ti = t' + 8((u, z, V), t' ).   Clearly,  we  have
t' <t i   t< t". (3.14)
It  is  known  that  (u, I, v) [e,4)  = WI[O,0((u,x,y).t')) where  w  =  a((u, z, y), t') . Since w is a
Bohl  function and hence analytic,  we  have  even  (u, I, 1/) lit'.e,)   = wl'o,t"-t')· Therefore,
t' - tl = B((71, I, y),t') 2 t" - t' which contradicts (3.14).                                 I
Proof of Proposition 3.3.9: Assume that (E, S, u, I, y) is a hybrid solution of LCS(A, B,
C, D) with some initial state zo.  Let T > O. It follows from the continuity of x that it
is bounded on the interval [O, T}.  As a hybrid solution (E, 6,11, I, 4) is such that for each
T c TE the conditions
*(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t)
YRAV) = 0   U,ii,s(,)(t) = 0
us(T)(t) 2 0  ym\$(T)(t) 2 0
hold for all t e r n [0, T] Lemma 2.5.9 implies that (by taking w - 0) there exists Fs(T)
such that u(t) = Fs(T)z(t) and v(t) = (C+ DFS(T))z(t) for all t e r Hence, both u and y
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are bounded on T' :- (  U T) n [O, Tl since S(T) assumes values in the finite set 21'r.  This
T€TE
means that they are essentially bounded  on the interval  [0, T] since T' =  ([O, T] n E)< and E
is a countable set hence has measure zero. Boundedness of (u, z, y)  on  [O, T] immediately
implies (u, Z, y) E £2([0, T], IR"'+n+m).  It is not hard to see that (u, x, v) is an £2-solution
on [0, T] of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state zo for any T > O.                                I
Proof of Theorem 3.3.10:
if: Let CIo E Qb. Theorem 3.3.3, and Propositions 3.3.7 and 3.3.9 imply together that
on any interval [O, T} there exists an 4-Solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state zo.
Suppose that (u'' I'' V,) for i = 1,2 are two different 4-solutions of LCS(A, B, C, D) with
the same initial state.  Then,  (ul - 112, 9,1 - I2, Vi _ y2) is an £2-solution of E(A, B, C, D)
with the initial state zero. Since E(A, B, C, D) is passive and  (A, B, C, D) satisfies As-
sumption 3.3.2, Theorem 3.2.2 implies that there exists K = KT > 0 such that
rt
 0  Iul(s) - u2(8)]TIvi(s) - 72(s)]ds 2 [zi (t) - Z2(t)}TK[xl(t) - z2(t)] (3.15)
for all t E  [O, T] Since  (ui, Ii, yi)  are t2-solutions of LCS(A, B, C, D), we have u'(t) 2 0
and y,(t) 2 0 for all t € [O, Tl, and .f&(u'(s))Tv,(s) ds = 0. Therefore, the left hand side of
(3.15) is nonpositive. It follows from the positive definiteness of K that
X1(t) - X2(t) = 0 (3.16)
for  all t  €  [0, T].   Then,  we  get
8(111(t) - t12(t)) = 0 (3.17)
71    - V2(t) = D(111(t) - U2(t)) (3.18)
for all t  e  [0, T} by the definition of /2-solution of a LCS. Left multiplying (3.18) by (ul (t) -
1 2(t)) T results in (ul (t) -u2(t)) TD (ul (t) -u2(t))  5 O for almost all t E [O, Tl However, D is
nonnegative definite due to Lemma 3.8.5 item 1. Therefore the above inequality holds as an
equality. Hence, we get for almost all t e  [O, T], (ul(t) -u2(t)) T (D+DT)(ul (t) -u2(t))  = 0
which immediately gives
(D + DT)(Ul(t) - tt2(t)) = 0 (3.19)
due to Lemma 3.8.4 item 1. The equations (3.17) and (3.19), together with Assump-
tion 3.3.2, imply that ul(t) - u2(t) - O for almost all t E [O, TI. It follows from (3.16) that
yi (t)  - y2(t) =Ofor almost all t  E  [O, T]
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only if'  Let (u, I, y) be an (2-solution on some interval [O, T} of LCS(A, B, C, D) with
some initial state zo. Suppose that CIo / Qb Since D 2 0 due to Lemma 3.8.5 item 1, it
follows from Lemma 1.2.4 item 2 that K(D) = Qb. We know from Fact 1.2.2 that K(D)
is closed. Consequently, the fact that Cio 1 Qb implies together with the continuity of
I  that  for some €  >  0,  Cx(t)  0 Qb whenever  t  E  [O, c]. In other words, LCP(Cz(t),D)  is
not solvable on t € [O, €1. A contradiction follows from Definition 3.3.8.                           I
3.8.4  Proofs for Section 3.4
We begin with a technical lemma which be employed later on.
Lemma 3.8.7 Let A,  B  f  R™xn  and let A  be of fult row rank. Then, there exists a
symmetric positive dejinite matrix X such that AX - B  if and only if BAT  is symmetric
positive dejinite.
Proof:
only  if:   Postmultiplying  AX  =  B  by  AT,  we get .AX A   = BA . Since X = XT > 0,
BR -ABT> 0.
if·   Note  that  A  can be written  as  A  =   (1    01 V  for
some nonsingular  v  e  Rnxn
Postmultiplying both sides of AX  = B by VT and defining Y := VXVT, we get II  01 Y =
BVT. Clearly, finding a solution to the latter equation with Y = YT > O is equivalent
to finding a solution to AX = B with X = XT > 0. Let Y and BVT be partitioned as
follows:
Yll  Y121
r = 1'.2,  Y,2]       BV' - 18,   82]
To satisfy  I   0  Y = BVT, we can take Y12 = 82 and Yit = Bl = BVT  I   C).  1- = BAT.
Hence, by the hypothesis Yil = YiI > 0. It remains to determine }31 and Yn in such a
way that Y=Y T> 0. Choose 161 = Yl  and }6·2 -I t YZY61}.'1'2· Then, it follows from
Y - 1,1,1'i :11 1.i      '    1 1, .11 .12
v-lv 1
0        Y22  -  Y  YIi 1 Y1 2         0             I        ]
that Y = YT > 0.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.3:
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if.' Assumption 3.3.2 guarantees that BE is of full column rank.  Then, the equation
ETC = ETBTK has a symmetric positive definite solution K according to Lemma 3.8.7.
Define B = A (K). Let Fbesuch that ker F={0} and imE eimf =Rm. It followsmaI
from Lemma 3.8.5 item 2 that FrDF is positive definite.  Define a = -1-AmaI(RK+KAL2*
0 = Al'IKBF-CTFII and 7 = -21BAmin (FT(D+DT)F) Note that 7<0.  Take p 5  f-a
and note that
[ ";' 7 ]
is nonpositive definite.  It can be verified that (A + pI, B, C, D) is
passive with the storage function V(I) = zTKI. Indeed,
 <     (A +  PI)T  K  +  K(A+  PI)       KB -
C-T ) [Il
[U] ,
BTK-C -(D + DT))  [ul
= IT(ATK + KA):r + 2PITKT + 2:rT(KB - CT)11 - UT(D + DT)u
- 1,1-(ATK + KA):r + 2PITI<z + 2:rT(KB - CT)Fuf - ufTFT(D + DT)Fur
where u = Eue + Fuf.  From the Rayleigh-Ritz (see e.g. 111, Theorem 5.2.2.21) and
Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities, we get
-,T ,
k I    i (A + PI)-EK + K(A + PI)     KB - CT j  [Il
[u] \ BTK- C -CD + DT))  [u]
5 Am=(ATK + KA)llz112 + 2PAmaI (K)111:112 + 211KBF - CTFI'lluflillI:11
- Amin(FT(D + D-r)F)|luf|12
< 2„ F 'Ix'il' 1„ + p  Bl  Ilix'il  «o
[liu f 11] 0  71 [Iluill] -
Since K is positive definite and minimality of (A, B, C) implies that (A + pI, B, C) is also
minimal, we can conclude that (A + pI, B, C, D) is passive due to Lemma 3.2.2.
onty if:  If (A, B, C, D) is passifiable  by pole shifting then there exists a p such that
E(,4 + pI, B, C, D) is passive.  Then, it follows from Lemma 3.8.5 items 1 and 3 that D is
nonnegative definite and El-CBE is symmetric positive definite.                            I
Proof of Corollary 3.4.4: It follows from Theorems 3.3.3, 3.3.10 and Fact 3.4.1.       I
Proof of Corollary 3.4.5: Note that the matrix quadruple satisfies Assumption 3.3.2
and  E(A, B, C, D) is passifiable by pole shifting since  D is positive definite.   Note  also
that  QD  = {0} which iniplies  Qb  =  Rm.   Then,  we get the desired result by applying
Corollary 3.4.4.                                                                             I
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3.8.5  Proofs for Section 3.5
Proof of Lemma 3.5.1: Suppose that (Eleft, Sleft, uteft, Ileft, yleft)  is  a  left Zeno nonre-
dundant hybrid solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with some initial state zo. From Proposi-
tion 3.3.9, it is known that (uleft Tteft' VIeft ) Ito,trj  is  an  (2-solution  on  [0, T]  with  the  same
initial state for any T > 0. Then, Corollary 3.4.4 implies that there exists a PB-solution,
say  (u, z, y), on [O, oo) with the same initial state. It follows from Proposition 3.3.7 that
there exists a left  Zeno free event times set E  and  S such that  (E, S, u, z, y)  is a nonre-
dundant hybrid solution with the same initial state.  Due to Proposition 3.3.9,(u, T, 1/) ITo,Tl
is an £2-solution on [0, T] with the same initial state for any T > 0. Therefore, we get
 21left   Ileft   left ) 1[0,71  =  (U, I, v) 1Io,4  for  all  T>O from Theorem  3.3.10.   Let  Tien  be  a  left
accumulation point of Eleft Since (u, I, v) are piecewise Bohl functions, they are analytic
on (Tieft, Tleft + 0(u, v)).  But, this contradicts the nonredundancy.                                  I
Proof of Lemma 3.5.4: Since D > O, col(B, D + DT) is of full column rank. Hence,
Assumption 3.3.2 is satisfied by the hypotheses. Furthermore, D>0 implies that both
E(A, B, C, D) and E(-A, -B, C, D) are passifiable by pole shifting due to Theorem 3.4.3.
Let (El, Sl,ul,Zl,1/1) beahybrid solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with some initial state zo.
Proposition 3.3.9 and Corollary 3.4.4 imply that Cio E K(D). Therefore, LCS(-A, -B,
C, D) admits a PB-solution, say (u2, x2, 72),on [0,00) with the initial state To due to Corol-
lary 3.4.4. According to Proposition 3.3.7, there exist &2 and 52 such that (E2, 52, 112, I2, y2)
is a hybrid solution of LCS(-A,-B, C, D) with the initial state zo.  On the other hand,
we know from Lemma 3.5.1 that El is left Zeno free. Suppose that it is not right Zeno
free, i.e., there exists a right accumulation point of El.  Let t'  € El  be such a point. Define
E=(t.- (Et n [0, til)) u (ti + E2) where t+E denotes the set {t +t'I t'c E}. Clearly, E
is an  admissible event  times set  and TE  =  Tt·-(Einto,t.J) U Tt· +E'.  Define S and  (u, I. y)  by
 Sl(t' + r)   if T E Tt--(tin[o,t.l)S(T)= <
ls2(ti - T)   if T E Tt·+E'
(u, I,1/)1 0.t·  = revp,t•j(Ul...Tl  1 (3.20)
(U, I, v)1(t.,ao) = (UY, 1,2,  2 (3.21)
It can be verified  that  (E, S, u, z, y) is a hybrid solution of LCS(-A, -B, C, D) with the
initial state xi (t-) Lemma 3.5.1 reveals  that E  is  left  Zeno free. By construction  t*  is a
left accumulation point of E. Therefore, we reach a contradiction.                               I
Proof of Theorem 3.5.5:  Let (E, S, 11, I, y) be a nonredundant hybrid solution of LCS(A,
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B,C,D) with some initial state such  that t*  is a right accumulation point of E and z(t')  =  0.
According to Proposition 3.3.9, (u, z, y) is an £2-solution on [0, t-] of LCS(A, B, C, D) with
the same initial state and hence
14(t)yi(t) = 0 (3.22)
for almost all t and for all i E iii Define  (u, 2, #) = revCo,t•1(u, z, y).  From Fact 3.5.3, we
know  that  (u, 2, g)  is an (2-solution on  [0, t*]  of E(-A, -B, C, D)  with the initial state
2(0) = Z(t.) = 0. Define zi = #j and zi. = -#J. where Je = m \ J Clearly, the triple
/* * * u,       Z, j jlu 'I 'V
):- CCI ) '. CU"   \Z'.3 j
is an (2-solution on [O, t-] of the system ES where
\  i C.J\ (DJJ O\E; = E(-A + PI,  -B.j -B.J.),1 , ,  1                                      1).(-C.J.) C 0  -DJ.J.)
On the other hand, the passifiability of E(A,B, C, D) immediately implies that the system
E' = E(A,  B.,   B.j.  ,  C.j., ·    0     D, .,.   
(C., j    (D„
is passifiable. This means that the system ES is also passifiable since DJ.J. is skew-
symmetric.  Let  p  be  such  that  E; is passive. It follows from  Fact  3.4.1 that et' (ul, T., v.)
is an (2-solution of E; with the zero initial state. Then, the dissipation inequality results
in for all t E  0, t*]
rt
/  €2"(u.(s))Tv. (s) ds 2 £24(Z-(t))TKz*(t) (3.23)
Jo
where z »+ ITKI is a storage function for the system £;. It follows from (3.22) and the
definition of y- that
4                               m    A
1  €22#(u.(s))Tv.(s) ds = Z.11 0  e22'u;(s)y;(s) ds = 0
Jo 2-1
Therefore,  I' (t)  =  0  for  all  t  €   [0, t'}  due  to  (3.23)  and the positive definiteness  of  K.
However, this means  that  I(0)  =  I'(f)  =  0 and hence  (11, I, y)  E  0  Since  (11, I, y)  is  the
unique £2-solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with the zero initial state. Consequently, E = {0}
since the hybrid solution is nonredundant. Hence, we reach a contradiction.              m
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3.8.6 On quadratic programming
In this subsection, we quote some rather standard facts for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 3.8.8 Consider the quadratic program
minimize  I-1-Qz + b.rz subject to z 2 0.
If Q  is  nonnegative  dejinite  then  the Karush-Kuhn- Tucker conditions
I  20,  b + Qx  2  0,   and zT (b + Qz)  = 0
are necessary and stdicient for the vector z to be a globally optimal solution of the above
quadratic program.
For a detailed discussion on this lemma, the reader is referred  to 13, Section  1.21.
Theorem 3.8.9 Consider the following two quadratic programs
QPi :      minimize  ITQI + bTI subject to Ax 2 c
QP2 :     minimize  ITQI - CTu subject to Al-u - Qx = b and uk 0
The following statements hold.
1. (Dorn's duality theorem) 112, Theorem 8.2.41 Let Q be nonnegative dejinite.  If 2
solves QPL then (2, 11) solves QP2 for some u, and the two el:trema are equal.
2. (Strict converse duality theorem) [12, Theorem 8.2.51 Let Q be positive de,/inite. If
(2, il) solve QP2 then  solves  QP1,  and the  two  extrema  are  equal.
3.8.7  Proofs for Section 3.6
In the sequel, MIN(f(Z),X) will denote the minimization problem
minimize fts) subject to I EX.
The following theorem will be employed later.
Theorem 3.8.10 Consider a matrix quadmple (B, C, D, K) such that col(B, D + DT) is
of fult  column  rank,  K  is positive  dejinite  and  the following  implication  holds
v E ker(D + DT) =* KBv = CTU. (3.24)
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Let N be such  that pos(N)  =Q D.   The following statements hold for all zo  f lp,w€R"'.
1.  If the vector 2 solves MIN(Ilz - zoll'K, {x I C T+w€ Qb}) then there exists 10 stich
that the pair (2, v) solves MIN(111:112K + 2w-1-Nv, {(z,v) I v 2 0 and z = zo + BNv}).
2.-If the pair (2,17) solves MIN(Ilxlli  +2w-1-Nu,{(z,v)  I v 20 andz-zo+BNv})
then the vector 2 solves MIN(liz - x0111 , {Z I CZ t w E Qb}).
3.  The vector I solves MIN(1 x - zo Ili·, {Z I C I+W€ Qb}) if and only if the vector T
solves  MIN(21uT NT C BN·u + (Czo + w)1-Nu, {21 l u k 0}) and 2 - zo + BNe.
4.  The vector 0 solves MIN( TNTCBNv + (Cxo + w)-1.Nv, {v I v k 0}) if and only if
it solves the linear comptementarity problem
V>0
NT(Czo t w) + NTCBNv 2 0                                 (*)
vT(NT(Czo + w) + NTCBNv) = 0.
5.  The vector v solves the linear complementarity problem (*) if and only if z - Ne
solves the generalized linear complementarity probtem
z€QD
Cio +w+ CBz €Q b                                          (**)
z-r (Czo t w + CBz)  = 0.
6.  The generalized Linear comptementarity problem (**) has at most one solution.
Proof: Note that pos(N) = QD implies that Qb = {v I N.rv 2 0}
1: It follows from Theorem 3.8.9 item 1.
2: It follows from Theorem 3.8.9 item 2.
3:  For the 'only if' part suppose that the vector f solves MIN(Ilz - zo 112%, {I  |  CI + w  E
Qb}.   It  follows  from the first  item that there exists  D  such  that  the  pair  (f, f) solves
MIN(Ilzl'2K + 2wTNu, {(z, v) l u 2 0 and z=zo + BNv}).
i. Clearly, 2 = zo + BNi).
ii.  Since Nu E Qo g ker(D + DT) for all uk 0, we have KBNv = Cl-Nv for all v 20
Then,
11Illi = Ilzo + BNvill  = vTNTCBNv + 2(Cro)TNu + 11:I,0112K (3.25)
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whenever u  2 0.   So the vector v solves MIN(I,uTN TCBNv + (Czo + w)T Nv)
Thus, i. and ii. imply the 'only if' part. For the 'if' part, suppose that the vector 0 solves
MIN( vTNTCBNv + (Czo + w)-ENv) and 2 = zo + BND. By using (3.25), we get that
the vector 2 solves MIN(Il:E - zolli, {I I CI +w e Qb}).
4: It follows from a direct application of Lemma 3.8.8.
5: It is evident from QD = {Nv l u k o} and Qb = {u l NTV 2 0}
6: Suppose that z' is a solution of the generalized linear complementarity problem
Z € QD
C:ro + w +CBz€Q;,
2(Cro t w+C B M=0
for i = 1,2. Note that
(zl - 22)TCB(zl - Z2) = (Zl - 22 T (CIO +w t CBzl) - (Czo +w t CBZ2)]
= - Zl)-1-(CIO +W+ CBZ2) - (12)1'(Cio +W+ CBzl)]
50 (3.26)
Since QD c ker(D+DT), we have zi -12 e ker(D+DT). Hence, (zl - z2)TCB(zl - 2) -
(zi - z2)TBTKB(zl - 12) 2 0 by the hypothesis. Together with the above inequality, this
gives (zl - Z2)TCB(zl - Z2) = (Zl - Z2 TBTKB(zl - 12) = 0. Since col(B, D + DT) is of
full column rank and K is positive definite, we get zi = 22.
Proof of Theorem 3.6.1: Take any K C /C. It follows from [3, Theorem 2.8.11 that
the minimization problem in (3.5), i.e., MIN( Ilz - 1:0111., {I 1 CZ € Qb } ) is solvable since
{ZICS€Qb} isa polyhedron  and  HI - fro 111· is bounded below.   Let It denote one of its
solutions. It follows from Theorem 3.8.10 items 3-6 that z: = zo + Buo where uo is the
unique solution of the generalized linear complementarity problem
Z E QD
CIo + CBz E Qb
zT (Czo + CBz) = 0.
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Note  that  uo  and  hence L+K is independent  of A.
To prove the remaining claims, we need to do some preparations. The rational comple-
mentarity problem and its relation to initial solutions will be in order.
Problem 3.8.11 (RCP(xo, A, B, C, D)) Given zo E Rn  and (A, B, C, D) with A E R"xn,
B€2nxm
, C E R™xn  and D E Rmx™  find il(s) f R™ (s) such that
1. 11(s) 1 9(s) for all S E C
2. 6(0) 2 0 and #(a) 2 0 for all sufficiently large a E R
where
9(s) = C(sI - A)-tzo + [D + C(sI - A)-iB]11(s).
For brevity of notation, we denote RCP(zo, A, B, C, D) by RCP(Io) if (A, B, C, D) is clear
from the context. There is one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of RCP and
initial solutions of LCS as described in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.8.12 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D).   The following statements hold.
1. Let 6(s) be a solution of RCP(zo, ti,(s)) for some zo  and strictly prop€T w(s). De,/ine
f:(s) and *(s) as follows
 (s) = (sI - A)-izo + (sI - A)-1Btii(s),
9(s) = CS:(s) + DO(s)
Then, the inverse Laplace transform (u, I, y) of (u(s), 2(s), 9(s))  is an initial solution
of LCS(A, B,C,D) with  the  initial state To
2.  Let (u, z, V)  be an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with the initial state zo  and let
6(s)  be  the  Laplace  transform  of u.   Then,  11(s)  solves RCP(zo)
Proof: Evident from 19, Theorem 5.31.
The following properties of RCP will be used later.
Lemma 3.8.13 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D).  Let G(s) be the transfer matrix
of the system E(A, B. C, D), i.e., G(s) =D+ C(sI - A)-1B.  Suppose that G(a) is a P-
matriI for all sulliciently large a.  Then the following statements hold.
1.    There  exists a unique  solution  of RCP(.ro)  for  alt initial states iro
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2.  If G(s)  is totally of index 1 then the solution of RCP(zo) is proper for alt zo.
Proof: The first claim follows from   8, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.101. For the second
one,  let the solution of RCP(zo)  be ft(s). Then, there exists an index set K c m such that
liK(S) = -Gkl,(S)CK•(sI - A)-11:0 (3.27)
6m\K(S) E 0 (3.28)
by the formulation of RCP. According to Lemma 2.5.4, there exists cy > 0 such that
11Gi  (0)115 00
for all sufficiently large a since G(s) is totally of index 1.  Then, the equation (3.27) implies
that 6K (a) is bounded for all sufficiently large o  due to the fact that CK•(sI - A)-1 is
strictly proper. Consequently, fi(s) is proper.                                              I
Proof of Lemma 3.6.3: The first claim follows from Lemma 3.8.12 and Lemma 3.8.13
item  1. It remains to prove the second  one.    Let  (11, I, 7)  be the unique solution  of
LCS(A, B, C, D) with some initial state zo and let (6(s), S(s), 9(s)) be the Laplace trans-
form of (U, I, y).  It follows from Lemma 3.8.12 item 2 that ft(s) solves RCP(Io). According
to Lemma 3.8.13 item 2, 11(s) must be proper. Let the power series expansion of ii(s) be
given by
11 8)  = 11 + 111 8-1  + 1128-2 + . . . (3.29)
Since 2(s) = (sI - A)-tzo + (sI - A)-1Bft(s), 2(s) is strictly proper, i.e., lim,_,- 2(s) =
0.  Furthermore, the equation 9(s) = C:2(s) + G(s)ti(s) implies that #(s) is proper and
lims_»oo #(s) = Dll.                                                                                                            I
Proof of Corollary 3.6.4: Since the system S(A, B, C, D) is passifiabl by pole shifting
there exists p such that E(A + pI, B, C. D) is passive. It follows from Lemma 3.8.5 items
5 and 4 that G(s) is totally of index 1 and G(o) is positive definite for all sufficiently large
a. Then, the claims follow by applying Lemina 3.6.3.                                        I
Proof of Theorem 3.6.5:
1.- It follows from Theorem 3.6.1 and application of Theorem 3.8.10 items 3 and 4 for
W == 0.
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2:  It follows from Theorem 3.6.1 and applic'ation of Theorem 3.8.10 items 3 and 6 for
W = 0.
S:  It follows from Theorem 3.6.1 and application of Theorem 3.8.10 item 1 for w = 0.
4.· It is known from Corollary 3.6.4 that there exists a unique initial solution of
LCS(A, B, C, D) with the initial state zo and the impulsive part of this solution is of the
form (u, 0, Du) Hence, it remains to show that 8 = uo. Since (u, y) is initially nonnegative
due to Definition 3.6.2, we have
11 20  Dfi 20 (3.30a)
Note that u is the unique solution of RCP(zo) due to Lemma 3.8.12 item 2. The power
series expansion of u(s) around infinity is of the form
11(8) =l i+ Uls-1 + U28-2 + . . . .
Then, the power series expansion  of #(s), the Laplace transform  of v, around infinity is of
the form
9(s) = C(sI - A)-lzo + [D + C(sI - A)-1B]il(s)
= Dtl + (Czo + CBft + Dul)8-1 + (CAzo + CABtl + CBul + Du2) + . . . .
Hence, we get from the formulation of RCP that 0 = 11(s) T#(s) = QTDil+11-r [Czo +CB11+
(D + DT)111]s-1 + . . .  for all s E C.  Thus, we have
6-1-Du = 0 (3.3la)
fTICzo + CBf + (D + DT)111] = 0. (3.3lb)
Note that (3.3la), together with (3.30), implies that   € QD· Besides, (3.3la) implies that
(D + D-r)0 = 0. This results in
fiT(CIO + CBU) - 0 (3.32)
due to (3.3lb). Since 6(s) is a solution of RCP(:ro), we get
fi + 1/ ' (7-1 2 0 (3.33a)
Dll + (Czo + CB,1 + Dul)0-1 (3.33b)
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for all sufficiently large cr, and
(11 + ulo-1)TID·11 + (Czo + CBil + Dul)a-11 = 0 (3.34)
for all a ER. It follows from (3.33) and (3.34) that 8 + ulo-1 is a solution of LCP((Czo +
CB11)0-1, D)  for all sufficiently large 0. Consequently,  Cio + CBQ € K(D) and even
Cio + CBil €  Qb due to Lemma 1.2.4 item 2. Finally, we can conclude that 11 is a solution
of the generalized linear complementarity problem
1 E QD
Cio + CBz f Qb
z'r (Czo + CBz) = 0.
Note that it is shown in 2 that u' is a solution of this problem. However, it is already
known from Theorem 3.8.10 item 6 that the above problem has at most one solution.
0Hence, 11 =u                                                                                     I
Proof of Theorem 3.6.7: Evident from Definition 3.6.6, Theorem 2.3.3 (for the zero
input) and Theorem 3.6.5.                                                                  I
Proof of Theorem 3.6.9: Evident from Definition 3.6.8, Corollary 3.4.4 and Theorem
3.6.5.                                                                                              I
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Chapter 4
Systems with Piecewise Linear Elements
4.1 Introduction
The consideration of dynamical systems with external variables can be motivated in several
ways. In control theory, external variables occur as actuators and sensors.  In a hierarchical
modeling context, external variables arise as the variables through which subsystems may
be connected to each other. In studies of dissipative systems, inputs and outputs are used
in pairs to quantify energy exchange. Some interesting classes of systems may be obtained
by connecting inputs and outputs to each other in a particular way; for ilistance. letting
certain inputs and outputs be linked by a feedback with given maximal L2-gain has been
popular in recent years as a way of describing model uncertainty.  The many uses that can
be made of inputs and outputs (or more generally. of external variables) shows the strength
of systems theory as it has been developed in the past decades.
In this chapter we will be concerned with yet another way of using external variables.
Similar to the way that inputs and outputs are used in the model uncertainty description
that we just mentioned, the class of systems that we discuss below is obtained by connecting
inputs and outputs in a specific way. Similar to the use of inputs and outputs in the
context of dissipativity, the links that we specify are defined for pairs of (scalar) inputs and
outputs. Below we consider the class of dynamical systems that is obtained by combining
a dynamic linear input/output system with a static piecewise linear input/output relation.
The properties of the SystemS that are obtained in this way are coded entirely into the usual
(A, B. C, D) parameters of the linear system and the parameters of the piecewise linear
relation.  As a result. we study a class of nonlinear and nonsmooth dynamical systems
using notions froni linear systems theory.
Although of course many properties of the systems considered here are of potential
interest, we concentrate on the most basic properties, namely existence and uniqueness
of solutions. As already mentioned, we c·onsider piecewise linear relations between pairs
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of variables. These relations do not necessarily specify one variable as a function of the
other (see e.g. the characteristics shown in Figure 4.1(b) or Figure 4.3(b) below). For this
reason, standard theorems on the well-posedness of feedback connections do not apply.
Nevertheless, it will be shown below that existence and uniqueness of solutions do hold if
certain conditions are satisfied. Of course one may consider piecewise linear systems with
additional inputs and outputs that are not connected by piecewise linear relations; here
however we study the basic situation in which there are no additional external variables so
that solutions, if uniqueness holds, are parametrized by initial conditions.
The systems that we consider can also be studied in the framework of differential
inclusions, as developed for instance in Ill. Indeed this is a very general framework that
allows the Sttidy of many kinds of systems. We believe that the approach taken in this
chapter is more tailored to the specific structure of piecewise linear systems; as will be
shown below, some ideas from linear systems theory actually play an important role in the
formulation of necessary and sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of solutions.
The work by Filippov (see for instance  171) is closer to the approach we take here than
the general differential inclusion framework. On the one hand discontinuous dynamical
systems in Filippov's sense may be described in terms of relays, which are a special case
of the piecewise linear characteristics considered here, on the other hand Filippov allows
nonlinear dynamics, whereas we restrict ourselves to couplings between piecewise linear
characteristics and linear dynamics. As a result we obtain conditions for well-posedness
that are different in nature from those considered by Filippov.
Piecewise linear systems are important for several reasons:
• They form a limited class which nevertheless can approximate nonlinear phenomena
as accurately as desired.
• As quite natural extensions of linear systems, they allow already well-established
linear analysis/synthesis methods to be applied locally.
• They arise naturally in many applications ranging from circuit theory to economics
and from mechanics to control systems.
To give a quick impression of applications areas, we mention linear electrical circuits with
piecewise resistive elements  2,15,241, systems with relays   221 and/or saturation charac-
teristics, mechanical systems with Coulomb friction  171, variable structure systems  1231,
and bang-bang control  [3,141
In many of the application areas mentioned, one encounters piecewise linear relations
between two variables that cannot be rewritten as functions from one variable to the other.
For instance, the relay characteristic is of such a type. Although it would be possible to
apply a change of coordinates so as to obtain a functional relationship (for instance, rotation
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by 45  degrees  in the relay example),  such a transformation will affect the feedthrough  term
in the linear system component of the overall system description. As is well-known, even
Lipschitzian feedback may not be well-posed for linear systems with feedthrough terms. In
the development below, we allow piecewise linear relations of non-functional type as well
as nonzero feedthrough terms in the part of the system that is specified by parameters
(A, B, C, D).
As  is  well-known   (see for instance 161), piecewise linear relations  may be described
in terms of the linear complementarity problem (LCP) of mathematical programming.
The LCP is briefly described in Section 4 below, together with one of its generalizations,
the horizontal complementarity problem   (HLCP). The complementarity formulation  has
been  used for static piecewise linear systems  in    115,24}; this chapter  may be viewed  as  an
extension of the cited work in the sense that we consider dynamic systems. The chapter can
also be viewed as a generalization of earlier work which was concerned with well-posedness
of linear systems coupled to the ideal diode (pure complementarity) characteristic  [11,201
or to the relay characteristic  161, although the approach taken here is somewhat different
from the one in  1161.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. We begin with a very quick look at
motivational examples in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 is devoted to the introduction of the
piecewise linear characteristics that will be under investigation in the sequel. This will be
followed by recalling the related complementarity problems in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5,
we propose a definition of solution for the linear systems with piecewise linear character-
istics and derive sufficient conditions under which the solutions do exist and are unique.
Section 4.6 provides the connections with the previous chapters by showing that some of
the well-posedness results obtained earlier can be deduced from our new general frame-
work.  It also illustrates the implications of our results on the linear systems with relays
and saturation characteristics. Finally, the conclusions in Section 4.7 will be followed by
the proofs in Section 4.8.
4.2 Motivational Examples
In circuit theory, piecewise linear modeling is a widely used technique. For instance, ideal
modeling of a diode yields a voltage-current characteristic depicted in Figure 4.1. Similar-
looking characteristics can be obtained from parallel/series connections of linear resistors,
ideal diodes and batteries. Such a circuit and its voltage-current characteristic are shown
in Figure 4.2. We can think of many other piecewise resistive elements such as satura-
tion characteristics (see Figure 4.3) or dynamical elements such as capacitors/inductors
with piecewise linear charge-voltage/flux-current characteristics. Of course, piecewise lin-





(a) Ideal diode (b) Ideal diode characteristic
Figure 4.1: Ideal diode and its voltage-current characteristic
i
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Figure 4.2: A piecewise linear resistor and its voltage-current characteristic
ear elements also occur in various other engineering areas. For instance, the ideal relay
characteristic (see Figure 4.3) serves as an idealized model of Coulomb friction in me-
chanical systems and it arises as well in switching control schemes. Many other examples
.t                          U
v  P
(a) Saturation characteristic (b) Ideal relay characteristic
Figure 4.3: Saturation and ideal relay characteristics
and potential application areas of piecewise linear phenomena can be found. With these
wide-range application areas in our mind, we will address the well-posedness (in the sense
of existence and uniqueness of solutions) issues of models consisting of a linear (dynami-
cal) system coupled with elements that are of a piecewise linear nature. As discussed in
Chapter 2, we consider well-posedness from a model validation point of view.
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4.3 Piecewise Linear Characteristics
The main ingredients of this section are piecewise linear characteristics. We consider only
those characteristics which are piecewise affine curves in R2 as it is defined in the following.
Definition 4.3.1  A set G is called a k-piecewise linear characteristic if there exist (direc-
tions) d-,d+ e R2 with  d-Il = Ild+  = 1 and (Dertices) [v']Sli  E  (RY )*  such that  the  two
half lines
91 = {Ad- + vi los A} (4.la)
gk = {vk-1 + Ad+ l o s A} (4.lb)
and k-2 line segments
9,-{Au,-1 + (1- A)v'l o s A s l} for i -2,3, . . . ,k-1 (4.lc)
satisfy the following conditions
1.  ging,+1 = {v, }f o r t=1,2, . . . ,k-1,
2.   G i n g j=  0  ifli-jl>l,
k
3.  Ug,= 9.
i=l
If the above conditions hold we write G = plc(d-, [v']Li, d+).  We say that  (d-, [u,]Li, d+)
is a minimal description of G if 9 = plc(d-, [u,}11, d+) and G is not a (k - 1)-piecewise
linear characteristic.  We say that the vertex v  E  [u'lli  of plc(d-, [v,]11, d+)  is  redundant
if plc(d-, [villi \ u, d+) = plc(d-, [u'111, d+).
Remark 4.3.2 Notice that plc(d-, [ul, v2,..., 1,k], d+) = plc(d+, [uk, Uk-1,..., vt}, d-), i.e.,
the d's and v's are not unique. Notice also that every k-piecewise linear characteristic can
be regarded as a k+ p.piecewise linear characteristic by adding p artificial (redundant)
vertices. It can be verified that there are exactly two minimal descriptions for every G
An example of a k-piecewise linear characteristic is depicted in Figure 4.4.  It is known
that such piecewise linear curves can be represented by using comptementarity variables.
The next definition is a first step towards introducing comptementarity representations for
k-piecewise linear characteristics.
Definition  4.3.3 An ordered  set   z'}11  E  (R„')k  is  called  k-horizontal  complementary  if








Figure 4.4: An example of k-piecewise linear characteristic
the following conditions hold:
0 5 21 (4.2)
0 5 2'5€ f o r i=2,3, . . . ,k-1 (4.3)
0 5 Zk (4.4)
 Zl)TZ2 =0 (4.5)
Ce - z,)Tz,+1 =0 for i= 2,3,...,k (4.6)
where e denotes the vector of ones.  The set of all such k-horizontal complementary ordered
sets is denoted  by  7£Cr.
We will often  use the following particular description  of the  set  'HCk·
Proposition 4.3.4 Let the sets [C']11 be dejined as
(l = < Zi]Ll€]Rk'05 21, 22 = 1 3= . . . =z k= 0}, (4.7a)
Ck = {[Zi]St €R k'0 5 Zk, Zl =0,1 2=2 3= . . . = zk-1 - 1}, (4.7b)
and for j= 2,3, . . . ,k-1,
1 0,  i=1
<j  =  {11,]11  6  Rk  10  5  7.i  f  l  and zi  =  <  1,     i =  2,3,...,j-  1 } (4.7c)
  0,     i =1+1,j+2. . . . ,k
Then the following statements hold.
1.  For i=1,2, .  . ,k-1, < , n ('+1 is a singleton.
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2.    C  n  <j  =  0   ifli-jl   >   1.
k
3· ,5'1<, = 7ick
The  proof of the above proposition directly follows  from the definitions  of the  sets  0.
There is a correspondence between k-piecewise linear characteristics and affine functions
defined  on  the  set  72Ck·    To  see this, consider a k-piecewise linear characteristic  G  =
plc(d-, [1,1, u2,..., uk}, d+)  and the affine function  f: 74Ck  -0 R2 given  by
k-1
f (Izi]Ll) := vt + d-zl + S(vj - Uj-1)zj + d+zk. (4.8)
j 2
Let the sets [<'}Li be as in Proposition 4.3.4. Note that f (<') = Gi. Moreover, it can be
verified that f is a bijection. We will represent piecewise linear characteristics by exploiting
this correspondence.   With this aim, consider m k-piecewise linear characteristics  [g']ili
We associate to each characteristic G, = plc(d"-, [vi,1 , vi,2 vt'kl, d'.+) two vectors' . . . ,
ri = col(-di'-, v '2 - v '1,...,u;'k-1 - vii'k-2, (11'+) (4.9a)
Si = Col(-04'-, 14'2 - 14,1,..., 1 ,k-1 - 1.4'k-2, cl '+). (4.9b)
and a function fi : 7£Ck -0 R2 defined by
6/r ilk i .   9,1J Clz Ji=11 -= v - tr  'g' +  'ij '2 +  r j '3 + · - · + ( :j Z'.          (4.le)Si) Cs&) (81) (4)
Define qu, qv €R™ as qu =col(vii'l, vj,1,..., v;n'1) and qv =col(v '1, v ,1,..., v;'·1).  Also de-
fine [Rj]f=li [Sj]ik-1 E (R"'*m)k as Rj = diag(rj, r.2,...,rf') and Sj = diag(sii, t,...,Jim)
Fact 4.3.5 Consider m k-piecewise linear characteristics [gi]ili·  Let (qu, qy, [Riliti, [Sj]Li)
be as defined above. Then, the following statements are equivalent.





2. For some [z,]11 E 'HCT,
U = qu - Rlzl + R2Z2 +  p 2  +  ...+ R"Zk (4.12a)
1/ -q y- Slzl + S212 + S323 + . . . + Skzk (4.12b)
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Moreover, the mapping col(u, y) »+ Iz'lli  is a bijection.
Indeed, the assertion follows immediately from the fact that each f, is a bijection. In
the light of Fact 4.3.5, we say that (qu, qY, [Rj} ik.1, [Sj}f-1) is a horizontal complementarity
representation of [g,]31.  It is clear from the discussion following Definition 4.3.1 that these
representations are not unique.
4.4 Complementarity Problems
There are a number of interesting generalizations of the linear complementarity problem
(LCP) of mathematical programming. Particularly, the (Extended) Horizontal LCP will
play a key role in representing piecewise linear characteristics.
Problem 4.4.1 (HLCP(q, [Afilli)) Given q € R"' and [Mi]Lt € xm
, find [zi]Li €
Wer such that Mit=q+E#2 M,Zi.
The HLCP was introduced in 1121 with k = 3 and Mi = I, and further developed in  [131
with an eye towards piecewise linear functions. We briefly recall some facts from  1211 and
state a result on solvability of the problem which is parallel to Lemma  1.2.4 item  1.  To do
this we need to make some definitions.
Definition 4.4.2 A matrix R € IF™ is called a column representative of [Milli Exm
(Fmxm)k if
R., c {Mji, M ,...,Ati} for all i€,71.
For a given 1 E F, the matrix ([AI,]Li)1 is defined by
([Mi}Li):J =A f: ; for j=1,2, . . . ,m.
Definition 4.4.3 We say that an ordered set of matrices [M,Ill
•  is nondegenerate if all column representative matrices are nondegenerate.
• has the column 14/-property if the determinants of the column representative matrices
are either all positive or all negative.
For the sake of completeness, we quote the following theorem from  1211.
Theorem 4.4.4 1211 HLCP(q, [AI'lli) has a unique solution for alt q ER"if and only
if [Milli has the column W-property.
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Remark 4.4.5  The LCP can be regarded as a special case of the HLCP. Indeed, LCP(q, M)
is nothing but HLCP(q, II, M]).  In this case, Lemma 1.2.4 item 1 and Theorem 4.4.4 co-
incide since M is a P-matrix if and only if the determinants of all column representative
matrices of [I, M] are positive, i.e., [I, M] has the column VI/-property.  On the other hand,
HLCP(q, IM,]Li)  can  be  written as  an LCP whenever  Ml  is invertible.  For this purpose,
we define
/q\                     /j171  X/2 ...  117k-1 
e                                 -I    0    · · ·     0
r(q) :=   e      and N([Milli) :=    0    -I   · · ·     0
\€/                     \0   0 ··· -I 1
where Mi = (Mi)-lM'+1 for i=k-1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the
solutions of HLCP(q, [Mi]Li) and LCP(r((Mi)-lq), N([Mi ]11)).  In fact, if [z']Li solves
the former then col(12, 13, ...,Zk) solves the latter and vice versa.
4.5 Piecewise Linear Systems
Consider continuous-time, linear and time-invariant systems given by
2(t) = Arr(t) + 871(t) (4.13a)
y(t) = CS(t) + Du(t) (4.13b)
where x(t)  c Rn,  11(t)  c  Rm,  V(t)  E Rm  and A,  B, C,  and D are matrices with appropriate
sizes. We denote (4.13) by E(A, B, C, D). Let Ig'] 1 be a given family of k-piecewise linear
characteristics. Let the variables u and y be coupled via these characteristics as depicted





for all t. We denote the resulting piecewise linear system  (E(A, B, C, D) together with
(4.14)) by PLS(A, B, C, D, [G,J;11)·  The following definition will make clear what is under-
stood by a solution of PLS(A, B, C, D, [gij 31)·
Definition 4.5.1 A triple  (u, z, 7)   E  PBm+n+ m is  said  to  be a solution  on  [0, T)  of
PLS(A, B, C, D, Ig,lill)  with the initial state  zo  if the following conditions  hold  for  all
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t E [O,T)
rt
1:(t) = zo +  1  [Al:(s) + Bu(s)] ds, (4.15)
Jo
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), (4.16)
A, (t  j
ly,(t)  E G, fori=1,2'...,k. (4.17)
Ul
U2 -




Figure 4.5: Overall system
In the sequel, we will be dealing with systems having low index in the sense as it will be
defined in the following definitions.
Definition 4.5.2 A rational matrix M(s) E R™*m (s)  is  said  to  be  of  index  k  if  it  is
invertible as a rational matrix and s-kM-1 (s) is proper rational.
The notion of index will be generalized to families of matrices via column representatives
in what follows.
Definition  4.5.3 A family of rational matrices  [M, (s)]L 1  is said to be of index k if all its
column representative matrices are of index k.
We can now present the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 4.5.4 Consider a piecewise linear system PLS(A, B, C, D, Ig,],nli)    Let (qu, qy,
[Rj }f=1, [Sj]11)  be a horizontal complementarity representation of the piecewise linear char-
acteristics [(P]11· Suppose that [G(a)Rj - Sj]f-1 has the column W -property   for  all  suf-
ficiently large a.  Then, the following statements hold.
1.  Assume that [G(s)Rj - Sj}f=1  is of index 1. There exists a unique solution on [O, oo)
of PLS(A, B, C, D, Ig,]31) with the initial state Tro if and only if HLCP(CIO+ Dq" -
qv, [DRj - Sil jil) is solvable.
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2.   If [DR1 - Sl, DRk - Sk]  is nondegenerate then there exists a unique solution on [O, co)
of PLS(A, B, C, D, [G'}31) for all initial states.
Notice that the horizontal complementarity representations of a family of piecewise lin-
ear characteristics are not unique in general. However, the (sufficient) condition pre-
sented above for well-posedness depend on those representations. Naturally, one might ask
whether it is possible that the condition holds for one representation but not for another
one. As stated in the following theorem, the answer of this question is negative. In other
words, the above theorem is independent of the choice of the representations.
Theorem 4.5.5 Consider a matrix pair (M, N)  E  Rm'(m  x R™*m  and k-piecewise tin-
ear characteristics [Gj];li· Let (·,·,[Rj]jil, [Sj]jk=i) and (·,·,[Rj]f=1, [Sj]f=i) be horizontal
complementarity representations of [(P]fli ·  If IM,123 + NSilf=i  has the column 1/V-property
then so does IM Ri  + N Siljk=i
4.6 Examples
In this section we apply Theorem 4.5.4 to subclasses of piecewise linear system.
4.6.1 Linear complementarity systems
The well-posedness results for linear complementarity systems that have been presented
earlier can be obtained as a special case of Theorem 4.5.4.
Corollary 4.6.1 Consider a piecewise  linear system  PLS(A, B, C, D, [g,]31)  where  the
piecewise linear characteristic G'  is  as  depicted in Figure 4.6 for each i  e m.  Suppose  that
G(s) is totally of intleI 1 and G(a) is a P-matrix for all su,Oiciently large a. Then, there
exists a unique solution on [0,00) of PLS(A, B, C, D,  99,71)  with the initial state To  if and
only if Cxo E K(D).
tli
Y,
Figure 4.6: Complementarity characteristic
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4.6.2 Linear relay systems
The existence and uniqueness of solutions of linear relay systems (linear systems coupled
with relay characteristics) are addressed iii  116  (see also  [101). The following corollary
states a parallel result to those stated in   110,16 .
Corollary 4.6.2 Consider a piecewise  Linear system PLS(A, B, C, D, 19,1;11) where  the
piecewise linear characteristic G,  is as  depicted in Figure 4.7 with 4  > el for each i e m.
Suppose that G(a )  is a P-matrix for alt sidliciently large 0.   Then,  there  exists a unique





Figure 4.7: Relay characteristic
We can take one step further and consider relays with dead zone. The next corollary shows
that the condition presented for relay systems is also sufficient for the well-posedness of
linear systems coupled with relays having dead zone.
Corollary 4.6.3 Consider a piecewise  linear system PLS(A, B, C, D, [gililt)  where  the
piecewise  linear  characteristic  G,  is  as  depicted  in  Figure  4.8  with  0  5  e&  >  €1  5  0  and
ft> A for each i € m. Suppose that G(a)  is a P-matrix for alt su,Oiciently targe a.   Then,
there exists a unique solution on [O, 00) of PLS(A, B, C, D, 19'1;11) for all initial states Io.
l.ti
4
R         9,
ft
el
Figure 4.8: Relay with deadzone characteristic
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4.6.3 Linear systems with saturation
Consider the single-input single-output system
i  -AL  + Bu (4.18)
y=CI (4.19)
where u and v restricted by the saturation characteristic G depicted in Figure 4.9. The
variable u is a piecewise linear function of the variable y, i.e., the function y »+ 11 is Lipschitz
continuous. Therefore, one can guarantee existence and uniqueness of the solutions of
PLS(A, B, C, 0, G) by employing standard results from the theory of ordinary differential
equations. However, the presence of a feedthrough term D makes it impossible to employ




\. ft  y,
4
Figure 4.9: Saturation characteristic
Example 4.6.4 Consider the single-input single-output system
I=U (4.20)
y=I-2u (4.21)
where u and y restricted by a saturation characteristic G with ei = -fi =-€2 -f2 =  
shown in Figure 4.9. Let the periodic function 11 : R  -+ R be defined by
  1/2      i f o s t<1
0(t) = < -1/2  if l s t<3
  1/2      if 3 S t<4
and u(t - 4) = 11(t) whenever t 2 4. By using this function define f : R  -+ R as
ft
2 (t)   =    I     11 (S) ds,
JO
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and #:R+ -+ Ras
9=f- 2tl.
It can be verified that (-u, -2,-9), (0,0,0) and (6, 2, 9) are all solutions of PLS(0, 1, 1, -2,
9) with the zero initial state.
As illustrated in the example, the Lipschitz continuity argument does not work in general.
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for the well-posedness of linear systems
with saturation characteristics.
Corollary 4.6.5 Consider  a  piecewise  linear  system  PLS(A, B, C, D, [G,]31)   where  the
piecewise  linear  characteristic  9,  is  as  depicted  in  Figure  4.9  with  e   >  et  for  each  i  C
m.  Let R = diag(eS - el) and S = diag(fj - ff).  Suppose that G(a)R - S is a
P-matrix for all stdiciently  large a. Then, there exists  a  unique  solution  on  [0,00)  of
PLS(A, B, C, D, IG'}31) for all initial states zo.
4.7 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered linear systems with piecewise linear characteristics that
can be represented by horizontal complementarity variables. We have proposed a solution
concept for this class of systems, and we have presented sufficient conditions under which
solutions exist and are unique. In particular we have given, under some conditions, a
characterization of the set of initial states for which a solution exists.
We have worked with the class of piecewise Bohl functions, which in a sense is tailored
for piecewise linear systems without external inputs. The class of piecewise Bohl functions
may however be too small for some applications. A recent paper 1181 reports existence
and uniqueness results in a larger function space for linear systems with a single relay. To
provide the same type of results for arbitrary piecewise linear characteristics is an open
problem.
The systems considered in this paper are "closed" dynamical systems (i.e. systems with-
out external variables), even though  they are constructed  with  the  aid  of an "open" linear
system and in fact we made extensive use of input/output system theory. Of course it
would be of interest to consider piecewise linear systems with additional external vari-
ables, such as would be obtained by taking a linear system and connecting some but not
all of its inputs and outputs by means of a piecewise linear relation.  As an example, the
i/0 relation V(t) = maxrg u(T) can be realized (assuming proper initialization) by a sys-
tem that is obtained in this way. More generally, it might be asked which input/output
relationships can be realized by means of piecewise linear systems with external variables.
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Given that one has established existence and uniqueness of solutions, a natural next
question is how to compute these solutions. Numerical procedures may be constructed
on the basis of locating the points in time where transfer to another branch of a charac-
teristic takes place, and re-starting the integration with the new data at each such time
point ("event tracking schemes"). When there  are many switches between branches  this
method may become awkward. There are indications that schemes may be devised that
will asymptotically (as the time step goes to zero) converge to the true solution, even
when no attempt is made to locate the switch times from one branch to another. Such a
consistency result has been recently proven under a passivity assumption for systems with
ideal diode characteristics  141, and a similar result has been obtained for relay systems in
191. Extensions to arbitrary piecewise linear systems are currently under investigation.
4.8 Proofs
4.8.1 Some Lipschitzian results on HLCP
This subsection is devoted to Lipschitzian properties of HLCP. It is known that the so-
lutions of LCP have the upper Lipschitzian property as shown in I5, Theorem 7.2.11.
Moreover, the solution is even a Lipschitz continuous function of the problem data under
certain assumptions (see [5, Theorem 7.3.101).  In what follows, we will extend the Lipschitz
continuity property  to  HLCP. We denote Ilcol(zi, 12, ...,zk)11  by  11[z] =Ill for simplicity.
Theorem 4.8.1 Assume that [M,]11 C R"'*"' has the column W-property.  The function
q »+ Iz,]11 where [zi]Li is the unique solution of HLCP(q, [Milli) is Lipschitz continuous
with the Lipschitz constant d([M,]LI) given by d([M']Li) := max11{([M,]11),}-111.
ter
define the sets ZI c 72(7 and Qi c r as
Zi = {[zi]Lt C ?ict' 1 [411,1 E <13 for j=1,2, . . . ,m} (4.22)
Q'={q€Rmlq- Mizi -  M2 2:2 -  M313 - ...-  MI' zk for some [zilli 6 29  (4.23)
where IC]11 is as in Proposition 4.3.4. Suppose that [z,]Li is the unique solution of
HLCP(q, IM,}11) for some q E Qt with 1 e F". Then, we have
11 =  Ml ZI  -  M212  -  M3 Z3  -  ...  -  Mkzk (4.24)
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j=1,2, . . . ,k.I t follows that
 0    ifi<jandi=l,
zk = i e     ifi<jand 1 2 2, (4.25)
 0    if i>j.
By substituting the above eguations into (4.24), we  %et
j-1 k




Zi2        1-1 k




Note that Ki nKj = 0 if i 0 j and  u Ki  = m. It follows from the fact that [M']11 has the
j=1
column W-property that the matrix <At:Ki     -M:K,     -M:K,     · · ·     -M:K, i s invertible.
Hence, (4.27) can be written as
/zki \
Zi.2                                                                                                                                                                                      j-1       k
Z :3   =  M.Ki  -111.K,  -Af.K3  ...   _M.kKk -1 (q-1.-ZE M.Kj€K,).    (4.28)
i=2 j=3
\Z:,/
The equations (4.25) and (4.28) imply that the function q »+ [zj]jii is affine on the set Qt.
The column W-property of [AI,]Li implies from Theorem 4.4.4 that for each q € R™ there
exists a solution of HLCP(q, IM,]11),  i.e.,    Vmet  =  Rm  and this solution is unique,  i.e.,
l€k
C Qt'  n 912)0  = 0  if 11  96 12. Furthermore, uniqueness of solutions implies  that the function
q + Izill,1 is continuous. Then. the claim of the theorem follows from Lemma 2.5.1 since
11  M:Ki  -MA.2  -M:K,  ·-·  -AI:Kk || =||  AI:Ki  M:K2  M:K   -'   M:Kk  ||
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In particular, we will need to establish lower bounds for certain transfer matrices. The
lemnia below gives such a bound for low index transfer matrices.
Lemma 4.8.2 Consider a piecewise linear system PLS(A, B, C, D, [G,]31).   Let  (qu, qu,
[Rj]f-1, [Sj]jil)  be a horizontal complementarity representation of the piecewise linear char-
acteristics [gj]f=1 and G(s) = D + C(sI - A)-18.  Suppose that IG(s)Rj - Sj}2-1 is of
index 1.   Then,  there  exists a real number a such  that for all sulliciently large a
d([G(o)Rj - Sjl;=i) 5 aa. (4.29)
Proof: By hypothesis,  we  know that s-t{(IG(s)Rj  - Sill,1)t}-1 is proper  for  all  1  €  m*.
Hence, 11{([G(a)Rj - Sjlf=i)t}-ill  S  ato  for all sufficiently large 0. Clearly, (4.29) holds
for a = maxat.                                                                                   IEr
4.8.2   On the invertibility of rational matrices
In this subsection, we state the following lemma on the invertibility of rational matrices
which will be employed later on.
Lemma 4.8.3 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D)such that G(s)  -D+ C(sI -
A)-18  is  invertible  as  a  rational matrix. Suppose  that the function pair (u, z)  c  F([0, Tl,
Rm+n)  where z  is  diferentiable  satisjies
2 = Ax + Bu + e (4.3Oa)
0=CI +Du+f (4.3Ob)
for some e € R" and f € R™   Then, z is uniquely determined, and there exist a matrix
KERmxn and a vector 1 6  Rm  both depending only in (A, B, C, D, e, f) such that u =
K z  +  1.
Proof: It follows from [8, Theorem 3.241
4.8.3 Initial solutions and their characterizations
To prove Theorem 4.5.4, we shall first define the notion of initial solution for piecewise
linear systems.
Definition 4.8.4 A triple (u, I, y) e Bm+n+m is said to be an i,litial solution of PLS(A, B,
C, D, [G'}31) with the initial state .ro if the following conditions hold.
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1.  The triple (11, I, v) satisfies
f = Ax + Bu, x(0) = zo,
y=CI+DU
2.  For each i=1,2, . . . ,m,
Cu,(t)\
Cy,(t) ,
1 G G' for all sufficiently small t.
We shall derive sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of initial solutions.  To
do this, we first need some preparations. There are several definitions in order.
Definition 4.8.5 The family of continuous functions [f']Z,1 c C™ is said to be initially
k-complementary if the following conditions hold.
1. For all sufficiently small t,
Osf 1 (t)
0 5 f'(t) S e f o r i=2,3, . . . ,n-1
0  5  fn (t)
2.  For all t € R+,
(f 1(t))T./2(t)= 0
(e - f,(t))Tf,+1(t) =0 for i - 2,3, . . . ,n.
Lemma 4.8.6 Consider a piecewise  Zinear system  PLS(A, B, C, D, [G,];li)     Let  (qu,qY,
'Rj]f-1, [Sj]jil)  be a horizontal complementarity representation of the piecewise linear char-
acteristics [gjlp=r   Assume that  all column  representatives  of [G(s)Rj - Sj]f=i  are invertible
as a rational matrix and the triple (u, z, y) is an initial solution of PLS(A, B, C, D, [9,]:11)
with some initial state.  Then the following statements hold.
1.  Let [Gjlf=t be as in Dejinition 4.3. l for each i= 1,2, . . . ,m. Then, there exists Z E r
such that
(11,(t),
1 E affn g,z ,  for each i -  1,2,...,mand t €R+
CY,(t))
2. Let 1 E r be as in the previous item.
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(a)   There  exist  vectors  fil ,   1  E  IR™   and  z  €  B™  such  that
u  =  fit  + Riz
V = 91 + Stz
when R = [-121, R2, 123, ...,Rk}  and S - [-St, S2, S3, . . . , Sk].
(b)  There ezist initially k-complementary Bohl functions [zj} =i c B"' such that
u=q i- Rill + R2Z2 + R)13 + . . . + Rklk
 = 7" -  121 + .9212 + .93Z3 + . . . + Skzk.
(c) There exist matrices Ft € li'xn and GE E Rmin , and vectors vt € R" and
wt E R"' depending only on t such that
65  -  Fi z  +  v'
u=Gtz + wt.
(d) For a given T > O, there exists al depending only on 1 and T such that
1,(t) - z(3)11 5 a'llt - 311
for all t, s E [0, T].
To prove Lemma 4.8.6, we need the following technical proposition.
Proposition 4.8.7 Let G c R2 be an a,Oine set. There exist real numbers a, B, and 7
such that
(u)
I leg **aut w +7= O,
(W,
Proof: Evident.
Proof of Lemma 4.8.6:
1.· Since they are Bohl functions, both u, and y, are continuous. It follows from Def-
inition 4.8.4 item 2 together with continuity that for each i e m there exists 1, €k such
that
CU,(t)\
1 € 91 for all t G [0, E)
Cy,(t) 3
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for some € > 0. Since G; C affn (75, we have„
/u, (t)\
1 1   E  affngl'   for  all  t  E   [0, c)
<yi (t) j
Then, it follows from Proposition 4.8.7 that for each : =1,2, . . . ,m there exist real numbers
5,  B,  and 7, such  that  a'u,(t) + B'V,(t) + 7'  =  0  for t c  [0, c). The real-analyticity of Bohl
functions implies that a'u,(t) + B,y,(t) + 7,  = 0 for t € R+ Hence,
CU,(t)\
1 € affn Q,,  for e a c h i=l,2, . . . ,m a n d t e R+ .Cy,(t),
2a: Define the sets le]Li
41 = CIZiltl C R I Z 2=Z) = . . . =Z k= 0}, (4.3la)
Ck = {[Z,]St C R I z l=0,1 2=2 3= . . . = Zk-1 =1}, (4.3lb)
6  = {IZ'Ill c R l z, = (4.31c)
0,     i =j t l,j+2, . . . ,k
Note that they are similar to (J's as defined in (4.7) but without inequalities. Define also
the sets Yt = {[23]2=1 C R™ 1 Iz ]k 1 E 46 for j = 1,2 ,... , m}.  Let 2' be defined as in
(4.22). It follows from definition of horizontal complementarity representations that
/.\ k     ,RJ \e,        r 1 q, 1 .z
Moreover, it can be verified that
affn Gi, = { Ce)- Ct.L,
k   /Ri \
r I A + E 1 11 141  [Zj lf= 1   E  Yt } (4.33)»2  Sij
Then, Lemma 4.8.6 item 1 implies that there exist functions zi : R -* R™ such that
Cuict),
-  : }- (R, 141(t) +E l s j j z (t) (4.34a)
1\      k /Rs\
Cy,(t) j                                 I /                   J=2  \   I /
Ill (t)]k=l E yt (4.34b)
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for all t  e  R .  Note that the functions 4  with j  96 1, are. constant functions due to the
definition of the set yl. Define the function z:R- *R™ , and vectors ut and #t  as
ZIi \                    E;1411211 \ / E;'--2, St, j
Z=
,
and 91 =q y +
<Szy' sim)
One can check that (4.34) yields that
u = Qt + 7212 (4.35a)
V = Vt tz. (4.35b)
It remains to prove that z is a Bohl function. It follows from  (4.35)  that the pair (Z, z)
satisfies
f = Ax + B'Riz + B t (4.36a)
0 - Cz + (DRI - St)z + Dilt - 7-1 (4.36b)
Since G(s)Rt  - St  is a column representative  of  [G(s)RJ  -  SJ]t,1,  it is invertible  as  a  ra-
tional matrix due to the hypothesis. Consequently, Lemma 4.8.3 implies that z = E'x+ d
for some El and ot. This implies together with (4.36a) that z is Bohl and hence so is z.
2b: It has already been shown in the proof of previous item that the function z is Bohl.
For each j E m define
1        Zj      if 4 = 1Z· = (4.37)
'        l 0       otherwise
  0        if tj  <  i
Z  =   z i     if 4 =i
f o r i=2,3, . . . ,k-1 (4.38)
l l      otherwise
  z j      i f 6  =k
4=i (4.39)
l 0       otherwise
where z is as in the previous item. Clearly, (4.34) holds. Since (u, I, y) is an initial solu-
tion, we know (01(u,(t), v,(t)) e 91, for each i f m and for all sufficiently small t. It follows
from  Fact  4.3.5 that  [4(t)]f=t  E  <4  for all sufficiently small t where (s defined  as  in  (4.7).
Consequently, [zi]Li is initially k-complementary.
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2c: The matrices F: Gl, 0, and wt can be given as Ft =A+ B721Et, Gl = 721El,
Vt = BW + Bletd, and wl = 111 + Rto' by substituting z into (4.35a) and (4.36a).
2d.· From the previous item, it is known that z satisfies x = F'I+Vt for some Ft € Rnxn
and vt  e Rn. Since z is continuous,  it is bounded on every finite interval  [0, T]. It follows
that i is also bounded on the interval [O, T} Therefore, it is Lipschitz continuous on [O, T]
with a Lipschitz constant depending on only t and T.                                       I
By following the footsteps of the characterization of the initial solutions of linear com-
plementarity systems in    10,111, we define the horizontal version of the rational comple-
mentarity problem.
Problem 4.8.8 (HRCP(q(s), [AI,(s)}11)) Given q(s) E Rn(s) and [M,(s)]11 c Rn*n(s),
find  [z,(s)}Li  c R" (s)  such that the following conditions hold.
1. Mi(s)zi(s) = q(s) + EL2 At,(s)z,(s).
2. For all seC,
zi(s) 1 z2(s)
(s-ie-ZE(s)) 1 zi+1(s) fori=2,3,...,k.
3. For all sufficiently large a,
0 < Z'(a)
0  5  z'(a)  S  ea-1  fori  = 2,3,...,k -  1
0 5 Zk(0).
Notice that the conditions 3 imply that z'(s) is strictly proper for i=2,3, . . . ,k-1.
The initial solutions of piecewise linear system can be characterized by the strictly
proper solutions of corresponding HRCPs as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8.9 Consider  a piecewise linear system  PLS(.4, B. C. D, [G,}:11)·   Let  (qu, qv,
[IV]9=1, [Sj]1=1)  be a horizontal complementarity representation of the piecewise linear char-
acteristics [GJ]YL r  The following statements are equivalent:
1.   PLS(.4, B, C, D, 19,]31)  has  an  initial solution  with  the initial state zo
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2. HRCP(C(sI - A)-11,0 + 3-16(s)qi - 3-iq; IG(s)Ri - Silik-1) has a strictly proper
solution.
To prove Lemma 4.8.9, we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 4.8.10 The family of Boht functions [f,]t,i  c B"'  is initially k-complementary if
and only if their Laptace transforms [f'(s)],61  c R™ (s)  satisfy the following conditions.
1.  For all s EC,
/1(8) 1 ./2(s)
(s-ie _ fi(s)) 1 f,+1(s) for i=2,3, . . . ,k
2.   For all su,Oiciently large  o,
0 5 fl (a)
0 5 .1"(0) 5 20-1 for i=2,3, . . . ,k-1
0 5 fk(a).
Proof: It follows directly from the initial value theorem of Laplace transformation.
Proof of Lemma 4.8.9:
1 =* 2: Let (u, z, v) be an initial solution of PLS. It follows from Lemma 4.8.6 item 2b
that there exist initially k-complementary Bohl functions [zj]f=i such that
u=qu- Rlzl -1- IFZ2 + R3Z3 + . . . -1- Rkzk (4.40a)
7 - q y-  lzl + $222 + S313 + . . . + Skzk (4.4Ob)
Lemma 4.8.10 implies that the Laplace transforms of [zj}f=1,  [fj (s)]11 satisfy items 2 and 3
of Problem 4.8.8.  On the other hand, the Laplace transform of (u, 9), ( (s), 9(s)), satisfies
9(s) = C(sI-A)-11,0+G(s)6(s). This equation together with the Laplace domain versions
of (4.40) results in
k
IG(s)Ri - Silit (s) = C(sI - A)-11:0 + 3-16(s)qu - s-iqy + ZIG(s)Rj - Si}21(s).
3=2
Hence, [fj (s)]ik=1 is a solution of HRCP(C(sI - A)-izo + 8-1GCs)qu - s-iqy, [G(s)Rj -
Sjlf=1)·  It is clear that [21 (s)]2=1 is strictly proper since these functions are Laplace trans-
forms of Bohl functions.
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2 => 1: Let [21(s)]f-1 be astrictly proper solution of HRCP(C(sl -A)-lzo+S-16(s)qu-
3-iqv, [G(s)Rj - Sjlf=1)·  Let [zilf=i denote the inverse Laplace transform of [21(s)lf=1·
Define u= qu-Rizi + 1 2z2+R313+...+Rkzk and y = qy-SizI+S212+S323+...+Skik.
Since [F (s)}f=1 satisfies
k
IG(s)Ri - Si]21(s) = C(sI - A)-tzo + 3-16(s)qu - s-iqu + ZIG(s)Rj - Sj]F(s),
j=2
the Laplace transform of (u, y), (u, 9) satisfies #(s) = C(sI - A)-11,0 + G(s)11(s). Define
2(s) = (sI - A)-lxo + (sI - A)-IB6(s).  It can be easily checked that (u, I, y) is an initial
solution of PLS(A, B, C, D, [G'};11)  with the initial state zo where z denotes the inverse
Laplace transform of 2(s).                                                                                                                                    I
Based on the results of 1101, we can make a connection between HRCPs and parametrized
families of HLCPs.
Theorem 4.8.11 Consider a piecewise linear system PLS(A, B, C, D, [g'];11).  Let (qu, qy,
[Rjjil, [Sj]jil)  be a horizontal complementarity representation of the piecewise linear char-
acteristics  [Gj};11 ·   Then the statements  1  and 3  are  equivalent,  and so  are the statements
2  and  4
1.  HRCP(CGI - Al-90 + 3-16(s)911 - s-iqy, [G(s)Rj - Sj]f=1) is solvable.
2.  HRCP(CGI - A)-11:0 + s-IG(s)qu - s-iq; IG(s)Rj - Sj]f-1) is uniquely solvable.
3.  HLCP(oC(aI -A)-lzo +G(0)qu- qv,[G(0)Rj- Sj]f=i) issolvable forall su,Oiciently
large  a.
4. HLCP(aCCQI - A)-izo + G(a)q" - qv, [G(a)Rj - Sjlf=i) is uniquely solvable for all
Sldliciently large a.
Proof:
1 *> 3: It follows from Remark 4.4.5 and 110, Theorem 4.11.
2 4* 4: It follows from Remark 4.4.5 and 110, Corollary 4.101
It is already known from Lemma 4.8.9 that strictly proper solutions of HRCP play a
key role in the analysis of initial solutions. The following theorem establishes an equiva-
lence between strictly proper solvability of a HRCP and solvability of a HLCP under the
assumption that HRCP is uniquely solvable.
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Theorem 4.8.12 Consider a piecewise hnear system PLS(A, B, C, D, IG,];li).   Let (qu, qy,
[Rilf=1, [Sj]11)  be a honzontal complementarity representation of the piecewise linear char-
acteristics [gj j;-r  Suppose that [G(a)RJ - Si] jk=i  has  the column Mi -property  for  all  suf-
jiciently large 0.  Then the following statements hold.
1.  Assume that [G(s)Rj - Sj]f=1  is of index 1.  The following two statements are equiv-
alent.
(a) HRCP(C'(sI-A)-'zo+s-LG(s)qu-s-iqy, [G(s)Rj-Sj]jk=i) has a strictly proper
solution.
(b) HLCP(Czo + Dqu - qy, IDRJ - Silf=1) has a solution.
2.   If [DR1  - Sl, DRk - SkI  is  nondegenerate then HRCP(((sI - A)-11,0 + 8-16(s)qu -
3-iqu, [G(s)Rj - Sj]f=I) has a strictly proper solution for all initial states zo
Proof:
la =* lb. Let [zi (s)]f=1 be a strictly proper solution of HRCP(C(sI - A)-1:ro +
s-IG(s)qu - s-iqy, [G(s)Rj - Sjlik-1), i.e., [23(s)lf= 1 satisfies the items 2 and 3 of Problem
4.8.8, and
k
(G(s)Ri - Si)zi(s) = C(sI - A)-iso + 9-16(.9)qu - s-iqY + S(G(s)RJ - Sj)zi(s)
3=2
(4.41)
for  all  s  €  C.    Define  [ij]9=1  =  lims-*oo[sz'(s)]2=1. It follows  from the items  2  and  3  of
Definition 4.8.8 that [9]11 is k-horizontal complementary. By multiplying (4.41) by s and
letting s tend to or, we get
k
(D.Rl - Sl)21 = Cro -1- Dq' - qy -1- Z(DRJ - SJ)21.
j =2
Consequently, [Flf=i is a solution of HLCP(CIo + Dqi - qy, [DRJ - Sj]1=i)·
16 => la. Observe that we have the following two facts.
i. Since [G(a)RJ-Sj]f=1 has the column W-property for all sufficiently large a, HLCP(C
(aI - A)-izo + 0-,G(a)q" - 0-iqV, [G(a) Rj - Sj]ik=i) is uniquely solvable for all suf-
ficiently large a.  Hence, it follows from Lemma 4.8.11 that HRCP(C(sI - A)-'ro +
3-16(s)qu - s-iqY,[G(s)Rj - Silf-1) has a uijique solution, say [zi(s)]9=1·  Clearly.
lazj (a) lf-1 is a solution of HLCP(aC(aI - A) -11·0 + G(a)qu - qY, [G(a),1?J - Sj}1,1)
for all sufficiently large a.
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ii. Let  2-j]11 be a solution of HLCP(Czo + Dqu - qy, [DRj - Sj]f=i) Clearly, it is
also a solution of HLCP(Czo + Dqu - qu + E;=i W(0)9,[G(a)Rj - Sj] k-1) where
Hi(s) = (G(s) - D)Ri and Hi(s) = (D- G(s))Rj for j=2,3, . . . ,k.
By using Lemma 4.8.2, Theorem 4.8.1 and the triangle inequality, we get
11[ozi(a)-zilf=111 5 ao(IlaC(GI - A)-11,0 - 0-ICIoil
k
+ IIG(a)qu - Dqull + E 'IHj(a)11115'll)
]=2
for all sufficiently large a.  Note that the right hand side of this inequality converges to a
constant  term  as a tends to infinity. This implies that  [zi (s)}f=i is strictly proper.
2: Suppose that [DR1 -St, DRk-Sk] is nondegenerate but the solution of HRCP(C(sI-
A)-izo + S-IG(s)qi- s-iqy, [G(s)Rj -Sjlf=1), [zj(s)}f=1 is not strictly proper for some zo.
This means that [zi (s), zk (s)]  is not strictly proper since [zj (s)];3 is strictly proper by defi-
nition of Problem 4.8.8.  Let 1 be an integer such that lima_»oo s-t[zi (s), zk(s)]  =  121, 2, ]  96 0.
Clearly,l 20.  Note that [zi (s), zk(s)] is a solution of HRCP(C(sI - A)-11,0 + 3-1 G(s)qi -
8-lqy + Ejk-21(G(s)Rj - Sj)zj(s), [G(s)Ri - Si, G(s)Rk - Sk]) Hence, a-t[Zl(a),Zk(a)1
is a solution of HLCP(0-'C(aI - A)-11,0 + a-t-16(op)qu - 0-1-iqu + a-1 E;N (G(a)Rj -
Sj)zj(0), [G(0)Ri - Sl,G(o)Rk - SV) Since  [zi (s)1 jk-- is strictly proper, it follows that
[21, Ek] is a solution of HLCP(0, [DRI - Si, DRk - Sk]). Then, we have
(DRI - Sl)21 = (DRk - Sk)21:. (4.42)
Note that (21)TZ-k =0. Define the index sets J, K as J= {j l i i i 4 0} and K= {j l j i J}.
The equation (4.42) can be written as
/ .1  \
 (DRI - St).J  (DRk - Sk).K) 1  43    = 0./\-4)
Note that the matrix on the left hand side is a column representative of IDR1 -Si, DRk-Sk]
and hence nonsingular by the hypothesis. Then, 21 = f2 = 0 which contradicts the
definition of the integer t.                                                                                  I
4.8.4   Proof of Theorem 4.5.4
We begin with the following lemma whicli is the last piece of preparations to prove the
main result.
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Lemma 4.8.13 Consider a piecewise linear system PLS(A, B, C, D, [Gil;11).   Let  (qu, qv,
[Rj]f=i, [Sj]jk=i)  be a horizontal complementarity representation of the piecewise linear char-
acteristics  [Gj]fli ·   Suppose  that  [G(0)Rj  - Sjlf·=t  has  the column W -propertu   for   all   suf-
jiciently large a.  Suppose also that the set
72 -{zo € R 1 HRCP(qzo(s),[G(s)R, - S,]11) has a strictly proper solution}
is closed where q (s) = C(sI - A)-1Io + 8-16(s)qu - s-lqv.  Then, there exists a unique
solution on [0,00) of PLS(A, B, C, D, [G']31) with the initial state To if and only if zo € 72.
Proof:
if: Let the initial state 2 be given such that f E R. Hence, it follows from Theorem
4.8.12 and Lemma 4.8.9 that PLS(A, B, C, D, 19,131) has an initial solution with the initial
state 2.  Let  (uf,I.*, VT) denote this initial solution. We define t : RF -0 k"' as
&(i) = 1
where  l  is as in Lemma 4.8.6  item  1  for the initial solution  (us, Zi, 72),  7- : R"  -+ R  as
/112(t),7-(f) = Sup {T 1  1   3      1  E G,(,), for all j E m and t e [0, Tl},
CY.(t)/
and x :Rn -* Rn as
1((2) = I<(7-(f)).
Note  that  t  »+  (ux, x2, V=)(t + p) forms an initial solution of PLS(A, B, C, D, 16'131) with
the initial state 2CP') whenever p 6 [O, 7-(i)). Hence, we have 1:2(p) e R for all p E [O, 7-(2)).
It follows from the closedness of the set 72 and continuity of zx that x(2) c R.
existence: Define z,+1 = K(Zi) for i - 0,1, . . . . From the previous discussion, we know
that z, C R and hence PLS(A, B, C, D, [g'lili) admits initial solutions for all initial states
xi  due to Lemma 4.8.9.   Let  (ux•, I=•, yx') denote an initial solution  with the initial state
Ii. Define 'rk = Eif 1 T(Zk-1) for k>0 and T o=0. Also define
(U, Z, V)'[Tk.Tk+11 = (Urk,I=k, vz')1[o,T(.rk)}.
It can be verified that  (u, 1, 1/) is a solution on [0, T) for some T>O o f PLS(A, B, C, D,
[G']Ill)with the initial state zo. Suppose that T is such that there is no solution on [0. T')
whenever T' > T. However, Lemma 4.8.6 item 2c implies that z is Lipschitz continuous
with the Lipschitz constant maxter' al where 0,1 is as in the same item. Hence, x is
uniformly continuous on  [O, T) and I-  :=  limt_,T- Z(t) exists due to 119, exercise 4.131
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Since :r.(t)  c  R  for all  t  c  [0, T)  and  z is continuous,  I'  € R which means  one can extend
the solution (u, I, y) beyond [0, T) by using the initial solution of PLS(A, B, C, D, Igi 1  1 )
with the initial state x'. This contradicts the definition of T.  Thus,  we  can  conclude that
there exists a solution on 10,00) of PLS(A. B, C, D. [9,}31) with the initial state to.
uniqueness: Let (u', 2. yi) E PBm+n+m for i = 1,2 denote two solutions of PLS(A, B. C,
D, 199,71)  with the initial state zo. Clearly,  (ul, Ii, yl)  -  (u2, :1:2, 72)  is a piecewise  Bohl
function as well.  If it is not identically zero then there should exist t 2 0 and 6>0
such that ((ul,Ii, .,4 - (112, z2, 72)) fo,tl  E 0 and  ((ul,Z; Vi) _ (u2,1,2, 92))(s) 4 0 for all
s E  (t, t + f) due to the definition of piecewise Bohl functions.  For (tzi, Ii, v,) and t 20, one
can find 4 > 0 and Bohl functions ( 0, 13, 9') such that (u', z', 1/')1[t,t+„) = (lf, 19, 9,)1[0.'.)
with  i  = 1,2 again  by the definition of piecewise Bohl functions.    It  is  easy  to  see
that  (ft'' 2,, 9,)  form two different initial solutions of PLS(A, B, C, D, [9'1111) with the
same initial state.  xi (t)  =  I2(t). Then, Lemma  4.8.9 and Theorem 4.8.12 imply that
HLCP(C(GI-A)-11:1(t)+8-1G(a)qu-s-lqi, [G(0)Rj-Si]jk=i) has at least two different so-
lutions for all sufficiently large a which is ruled out by Theorem 4.4.4 since IG(a)Rj-Sj]k3=1
has the column 1/V-property for all sufficiently large 0.
only if: Let (u, z, v) e PBm+n+m be the unique solution of PLS(A, B, C, D, Ig,l;11) with
the initial state zo.  By the definition of piecewise Bohl functions, we know that there exists
6 > 0 and (u,2,#) G B™+R+m such that (u,T, 9)1Io,,) = (u,2,9)1Io,4 Obviously, (u, 2, #) is
an initial solution of PLS(A, B, C, D, Ig,}31) with the initial state ;ro. Hence, to f 72 due
to Lemma 4.8.9.                                                                                  I
Proof of Theorem 4.5.4:
1: Let R be defined as in Lemma 4.8.13. It follows from Theorem 4.8.12 item 1 that
72 - {so I HLCP(Czo + Dqu - qY, [DRj - SJ}f= ) has a strictly proper solution}. Since
the set {q E Rn
I
HLCP<q, [M']St)  is  solvable}  is  closed,  72  is  closed.    Then,  Lemma
4.8.13 proves the statement.
2: Let R be defined as in Lemma 4.8.13. It follows from Theorem 4.8.12 item 2 that
R = 120 Then. Lemma 4.8.13 proves the statement.                                        I
4.8.5   Proof of Theorem 4.5.5
To devise a proof of Theorem 4.5.5, we need some preparations. Three rather technical
lemmas on piecewise linear characteristics are in order. The first one presents equivalent
conditions for redundancy of a vertex.
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Lemma 4.8.14  Let G = plc(d-, [u,}Sti,d+)  be  a k-piecewise linear characteristic and Qi
be as in Dejinition 4.3.lfor i € k. Also let the uectors r and s be defined for the piecewise
characteristic G  in  accordance  with  (4.9).   The following statements  are  equivalent.
1.  The vertex V' is redundant.
2.  The set gi U g,+1 is convex.
3.  There exists a>0 such that rj = arj+i and si = asj+1.
Proof:
1 ** 2.   Evident.
2= *3:  We prove the statement only for 1 0:9 6 k-1. The other two cases can be
proven in a similar fashion.  Note that vi = g,ng,+land gi-{Av,-1-1-(1-A)vilos  A S l}
Since GiUG,+1 is convex, we can conclude that G,UG,+1 = {Av'-1+(1-A)v,+1 |O f· \S l}
By writing v' as a convex combination of u,-1 and v,+1, we get
vi = Avi-1 + (1 - A)u'+1
Hence,
vi - Vi-1 =  1-A (vi+1 - vil- A,6-
1.,j           1 rit, 1
>0   /   \
<Si              Sitl 
3 4 2:  It is enough to show that v' can be written as the convex combination of v, -1
and v'+1 Since there exists  o  >  0  such  that  rj = Orj+1 and sj = osj+b we get
vi - vi-1 = a(vi+1 - vi).
It follows that
vi . -Lvi+1   .9-Vi-11+0 l+a
Note  that  0  5  Tf=  5 1.
By utilizing these properties of redundant vertices. it can be shown that arbitrary
descriptions of a piecewise linear characteristic must have some common properties in
terms of minimal descriptions as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8.15  Let  G  =  plc(d-, [v']Sli, d+)  be  a  k-piecewise  linear  characteristic  and
(d-, [vi'll-11, d+)  be  one  Of its  minimal descriptions. Also tet the vector pairs (r, s)  and
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(rmin, smin)  be dejined for plc(d-, [u,]Sli,d+)  and plc(d-, [vt•]Sit.d+) in accordance with
(4.9), respectively.  Then, the following statements hold.
1. For each j  e  k  there  exist  a  >  0  and pEP  such  that  rj  =  orpmin  and  sj  =  aspmin.
2. For each pEP  there  exist a  >  0  and j  E  k  such  that rpmin =  arj  and s in  = asj.
Proof: All the statements that will be made for the vectors r and rmin are equally valid
for the vectors s and smin in the rest of this proof.
1: We distinguish four cases.
•   Case  1:   j e {l,k}. Obviously,
f 1     if j - 1,
p=<
lk,    if j = k.
and a=l d o the job.
•  Case 2: j € {2,3,...,11 . Note that vj' isredundant for all j' E {1,2,..., ti - 1}. It
follows from Lemma 4.8.14 that there exists aj, such that Tj, tl = otj,T ,. Therefore,
rj  =  (11;,1 1 Oj, )ri .  Consequently, p -  1  and  a = IE,li aj,  do the job.
• Case 3: j c {4-1 + 1,4-1 + 2,..., 4}. Note that vj' is redundant for all j' E
{4-1 +1,4-1 +2, . . . ,4-1} . It follows from Lemma 4.8.14 that there exists aj, such
that rj,+1 = al,Tj, Thus, we get
 (11 :lt„ aj,)-irj   ifj" CE {4-1,4-14-1,...,j- 1},
rj. = 1 rj if j" = j,
(4.43)
".
l (11;,U aj,)rj ifj" E{j+ 1, j +2, . . . ,t p}
On the other hand, we have
-min _ 4,lp _ 4,4-1
i P         9      61
= v '- u '-1 +Vt<-1 - vt-2 + - . . . + u/-1+1 - u p-'
6-9V4 .-. .-I
rl                      ri  - 1 rip-1+1
By using (4.43), we get rpmin = Brj for some B > 0. Therefore, p and a = 1/B do the
job.
•  Case 4:  1  E  {4-1 + 1,lk'-1 +2, „  . .k- 1}.   Note that  vi' is redundant for all
j' 6 {4,-1 +1,4,-1 +2,   .,k-1}. It follows from Lemma 4.8.14 that there exists
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01' such that rj, = aj,Tj,+1 Therefore, rj = (11 ,-4 aj,)rk.  Consequently,p=k and
a = Ilk-11 aj, do the job.
2:  The proof of the previous item shows that one can find positive a's for the following
choices of j's.
•  Case 1: p€ {1, k'}. Take j=1 ifp =1 and j=k ifp = k'.
•  Case 2.  p E {2,3,...,k'- 1}. Take any j< {4-1 + 1, lp-1 +2' . . . , lp}.                  I
As indicated in Remark 4.3.2, there are exactly two minimal descriptions. The following
lemma depicts how those descriptions are related to each other.
Lemma 4.8.16  Let (d-, vi, v2,..., uk-1, d+)  be a minimal description of a k-piecewise lin-
ear  characteristic G.   Atso  let  the  vector pairs  (rmin, smin)  and  (rmin' , smin') be dejined for
plc(d-, vl, v2 ' . . . , vk-1, d+)  and plc(d+,uk-1, uk-;.., Ul, d-) in accordance with (4.9), re-
spectively.  Then, r;lin = r M'-j and smin = s=1'_ j for each j f k.
Proof: Evident.                                                       I
Finally, we can proof Theorem 4.5.5 by employing the above lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 4.5.5: Let plc(d'.-, [v,J]jk--6 01'.+) and plc(di·-, [D'·iM=-i (p,+) for i c
m be the descriptions of the piecewise linear characteristics Igil;11 corresponding to the
horizontal complementarity representations  (·, ·,[Rj};-1,[Sj]f=1)  and  (·, ·,[.Rj}f=-1, [Silf=i),
respectively.
i.  Assume  that  for  each  i€m the minimal descriptions of plc(di,-, [u,Jlk-1, d'·+)  and
plc(di,-, 10'J]9-11, di,+) are the same and (d'·-, [vi,t,]lit, di,+). Note that every column
representative matrix of [MRj + NSjlf=1 is of the form
([MA,+Arsilik-1)1 -   (MiR,1  + Nst,).1··· (114'Rt- + N•91-).m 
for some t E r. However, (4.44) and Lemma 4.8.15 imply that for each column
representative matrix of [MAJ + NSj] 5,  one can find a column representative matrix
of [MRj + NSj]f=1 such that the determinants of these two representative matrices
have the same sign. Since [MRj + NSJ Jik= i enjoys the column W-property, so does
IM Rj + NSjl -1
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ii.  As already noted in Remark 4.3.2. there are exactly two minimal descriptions of a k-
piecewise linear characteristic.  Let q of the minimal descriptions of plc(di,-,[v"ilik-11,
di,+) and plc(d',-, [v''j]f-:, d'·+) be different. The equation (4.44), Lemma 4.8.16 and
Lemma 4.8.15 imply that for each column representative matrix of \M Rj  +  N Biljk-1
one can find a column representative matrix of IM Rj  +  NSit=i such that the sign
of the determinant of the former is equal to (-1)4 times the sign of the determinant
of the latter. Since [MRJ + NSilf=1 enjoys the column 1/V-property, so does [MRj +
Nplf·=1·                                                                       
4.8.6  Proofs for Section 4.6
Proof of Corollary 4.6.1:  Note that G' = plc(di,-, vi,1, di,+) where
di- - (0},vu - (0) , and 'b - (1} .
Therefore,
»0 and si -  -- 1 
A horizontal complementarity representation   (qu, qv, [Rl, R2], [Sl, S'])  of [Q,1,01 can be
given by
qu = qv = 0, Ri = 0, R2 = I, Sl = -I, and S2 - 0
Hence [G(s)Rl - S; G(s)122 - S2] = [I, G(s)}. Note that there is a natural correspondence
between the column representation matrices of [I, G(s)] and the submatrices of G(s).  This
fact results in
•  The ordered matrix set [I, G(s)} is of index 1 if and only if G(s) is totally of index 1.
•  The ordered matrix set [I, G(a)] has the column W-property for all sufficiently large
a if and only if G(a) is a P-matrix for all sufficiently large a.
Note alsothat [DRl-Sl, DR2-,921 - [I, D]. Hence, due to Remark 4.4.5, HLCP(Cio, II, Dj)
is solvable if and only if LCP(Czo, D) is solvable. The assertion follows immediately from
the facts listed above together with Theorem 4.5.4 item 1.                                  I
Proof of Corollary 4.6.2:  Note that G, = plc(d'·-, 23'.1, vi,2, di,+ ) where
"·- - (9. vi,1 - t I). „·2 - (e6j , and &,+ = 'j.0)        (-lj
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Therefore,
r' = col(O, e& - el, 0) and s' = col(-1,0,-1).
A horizontal complementarity representation  (qu, qu, [Rl, RY, 1231, [Sl, S2, S3}) of [G']31 can
be given by
qu = col(e , et,...,e;'), qv -0,
Ri =   3=0, · 2 = diag(e  - e , e  - ei,..., e;' - ein),
st=S3=-I, S2=0.
Hence  [G(s)Rj - Sj]j=i  =  [I, G(s),122, I] Since R2  is a diagonal matrix with positive
elements on the diagonal and [DR1  -  Sl, DR3  -  .93]  =  [I, I], the following facts  can  be
inferred.
• The ordered matrix set [I, G(s)122, I] has the column W-property for all sufficiently
large a if and only if G(a) is a P-matrix for all sufficiently large  a.
•  The ordered matrix set  [DRI  - Si, DR.3 - Ss] is nondegenerate.
The assertion follows immediately from the facts listed above together with Theorem 4.5.4
item 2.                                                                                       I
Proof of Corollary 4.6.3:  Note that Qi = plc(d'·-, 7,2,1, vi,2, v',3, ui,4, oP,+) where
&,- - (:} , vi,1 - (:1} , vi,2 - ( } , ..,3-(;) , vi,4 - (t) , and '1+ - (-'1)
Therefore,
T' = Col(0,-el, 0,4,0) and s' =col(-1,0, fi - fi, 0,-1).
A horizontal complementarity representation   (qu, qY, [Rl, 122, . . . , RS], [Sl, S2, . . . , SS])   of
Igil,71 can be given by
qu = col(ei. e ,I  ., ein), ql' = col(f  , f&,.  ., fim),
Ri = R 3= ,1 2 5=0,1 2 2= -diag(el, 4, . . . , eT), R4 = diag(ed, 4, . . . , e;'),
Sl  =  ss=-I,  f  =SA=  0,  S3=  diagtft-fll,ft-  ft,···,fr-  An
Hence IG(s)Rj - Sjlf=i = [I, G(s)/22, .5.3, G(s)R4, I]. Since 122, S3 and R4 are all diagonal
matrices with positive elements on the diagonal and [DR1 -Sl, D./2 -S5} = [I, I], the
following facts can be inferred.
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•  The ordered matrix set [I, G(s)R2, Sa, G(s),124, Il has the column W-property for all
sufficiently large a if and only if G(a) is a P-matrix for all sufficiently large a.
•   The ordered matrix set  [DRI  - Sl,  DR5  - 95} is nondegenerate.
The assertion follows immediately from the facts listed above together with Theorem 4.5.4
item 2.                                                                                 I
Proof of Corollary 4.6.5:  Note that G, = ple(di,-, U'.1, Ui,2, d''+) where
dd
(0)  v'., = (4)  v'., = (4j . and d'·+ = (0)




T' = col(O, e& - el, 0) and si = col(-1, fj - .4,-1).
A horizontal complementarity representation (qu, qy, [Rl, 122, R31, [Sl,S2, Sal) of [gi]ili can
be given by
qu = col(e , 4, . . . , ei), qu = col(fii, ft, · · · , fi),
121 =R) =0, R 2 - diag(€2 - el, e  - e , · · · , e;' - eln),
Sl =S3= -I, S2 - diag(f  - fi, f22 -ft'...,fr - fr).
Hence [G(s)Rj - Sj]j=i  =  [I, G(s)R - S, I].   Note that  [DR1 - St, DR  - Sal  =  [I, I].
Then, the following facts can be inferred.
•  The ordered matrix set [I, G(s)R- S, I] has the column W-property for all sufficiently
large a if and only if G(o)R - S is a P-matrix for all sufficiently large a.
•  The ordered matrix set  [DR1  - Sl, DR3  - S3] is nondegenerate.
The assertion follows immediately from the facts listed above together with Theorem 4.5.4
item 2.                                                                                 I
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From Lipschitzian to non-Lipschitzian
characteristics: convergence of solutions
5.1 Introduction
Modeling process can be viewed as a mapping which assigns models to physical systems.
Reasonably, close physical systems should be associated to close models. Stated differently,
the modeling process should depend on physical systems continuously. We aim to address
the question of continuity of linear complementarity models in this chapter.
The approach that is taken in this chapter has certain parallelism with the work that has
been done in the context of singular perturbations.  For an extensive survey on the subject,
we refer  to   I31  (see  also I6, Sections 4.3  and  5.51  for a quick review). Our treatment differs
from this vein of research considerably since the systems under investigation are nonsmooth
in general.
In mechanics, the smoothing methods have been extensively studied. Roughly speaking,
the aim of the smoothing methods is to consider the nonsmooth system as the limit of (in a
suitable sense) a sequence of smooth systems for which strong properties such as existence
and uniqueness of solutions, continuous dependence on parameters etc. are known.  For an
encyclopedic survey, we refer  to    Ill. A comparison of smoothing methods, time stepping
methods and event-tracking methods (in the context of mechanics again) can be found in
141. The framework that is used in this chapter is very close the framework used in that
context. However, the systems under investigation here, namely linear complementarity
systems, are not completely covered by the work in nonsmooth mechanical systems.
Continuity of linear dynamical models is addressed for instance in 12,81 While conti-
nuity is defined via pointwise convergence of trajectories in   I81, 121 considers continuity
in the graph topology. Similar to what has been done in   181,  we will look at convergence
of trajectories.
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We will mainly focus on the linear complementarity systems given by
2 =Ax + Bu (5.la)
7 - CZ+Du (3.lb)
Osuly/0. (5.lc)
Notice that the so-called complementarity conditions (5.lc) as depicted in Figure 5.1 do
not define a function between u and v However, a slight perturbation of the piece with
U -U
L1
v                          y
-€
Figure 5.1: Complementarity characteristic and one of its possible approximations
infinite slope allows to express u as a piecewise-linear (and hence Lipschitz continuous)
function of v. Naturally, one might expect/desire that this approximated characteristic
generates trajectories close to ones of the complementarity system (5.1). However, if the
complementarity system is ill-posed it is not hard to find examples for which this property
does not hold .  The main objective of the present chapter is to prove the convergence
of the trajectories generated by the Lipschitzian characteristics to those generated by the
(non-Lipschitzian) complementarity characteristic for a class of well-posed complementarity
systems including linear passive ones.
In the sequel, we distinguish two types of approximations, namely structured and un-
structured approximations.  As an example of structured approximations, consider the
linear system (5.la)-(5.lb) with the approximating characteristic of Figure 5.1. It can be
verified that the overall approximating system is equivalent to the complementarity system
given by
2* = Aez' + B,u' (5.2a)
7, = C,ze + De ue (5.2b)
0 5 u'ly' 20 (5.2c)
with (Ae, Be, Ce, DJ - (A, B, C, D + <I) in the sense that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the state trajectories of the two systems.  We call this type of approximations
structured because of the explicit dependence of (A„ B„C„DJ on  (A, B, C, D).  When
such an explicit dependence is absent. we call the approximations unstructured.
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The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2, we recall several facts such
as CarathOodory solution of a differential equation, and the notions of passivity and pas-
sifiability by pole shifting. The well-posedness results on linear passive complementarity
systems will be summarized in Section 5.3 for the sake of completeness. Section 5.4 con-
tains the main contributions of the chapter. It consists of two subsections in which the
continuity of the solutions of structured and unstructured approximations are investigated,
respectively.  This will be followed by Section 5.5 where convergence of approximating tra-
jectories for nonregular initial states of the original system is considered. The chapter will
be closed by conclusions in Section 5.6 and proofs in Section 5.7.
5.2    Preliminaries
Consider the continuous-time, linear and time-invariant system
2(t) = Al:(t) + Bu(t) (5.3a)
y(t) = Cz(t) + Du(t) (5.3b)
where z(t)  E Rn,  u(t)  € IR™,  y(t)  € R"'  and  A,  B,  C,  and  D are matrices with appropriate
sizes. We denote (5.3) by E(A, B, C, D)
A  triple  (u, I, y)   E  t2((to, ti), Rm+n+m)  is  said  to  be  an  £2-solution  on  (to, ti)  of
E(A, B, C, D) with the initial state .To if it satisfies (5.3a) in the sense of Carathdodory,
i.e., for almost all t E [to, til,
ft
x(t) = zo + /  [Az(s) + Bu(s)}ds. (5.4)
 /to
and (5.3b) holds.
Next, we recall the definition of the passivity notion.
Definition 5.2.1   171 The system E(.4, B, C. D) given by (5.3) is said to be passive (dis-
sipative with respect to the supply rate u TY) if there exists a function V : Rn -+ R  (a
storage function), such that
Fll
V(Z(to)) + I   liT(t)11(t)dt 2 V(I(ti)) (5.5)
Jto
holds for all to and ti with ti 2 to, and all £2-Solutions (U. x. y) E £2((to, ti), Rm+n +m) of
E(A, B, C, D).
We state a well-known result on passive systems which characterizes passivity in terms of
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linear matrix inequalities.
Lemma 5.2.2 171 Assume  that  (A, B, C)  is minimal.   Then E(A, B, C, D)  is passive if
and only if the matrix mequatities
K =KT> 0 and I 1<0 ArK+KA KB-CTA
  BTK - C    -(D + DT)]
have a solution. Moreover, V(z) =  ITKI is a quadratic storage function if and only if
K is a solution of the above matrix inequalities.
The notion of passifiability by pole shifting is of interest in the context of linear complemen-
tarity systems.  For the sake of completeness, we recall this notion which was introduced
in Chapter 3.
Definition 5.2.3  The quadruple (A, B, C, D) is said to be passijiable by pole shifting if
there exists PER such that £(A + PI, B, C, D) is passive.
The following theorem is quoted from Chapter 3. It provides necessary and sufficient
conditions for passifiability by pole shifting.
Theorem 5.2.4 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D) such that (A, B, C)  is a min-
imal representation and col(B, D + Dr)  is of fult column Tank.   Let E  be such  that
ker E = {0} and im E = ker (D + D-r).    Then  (A, B, C, D)  is passijiable  by pole  shift-
ing if and only if D is nonnegative dejinite and ETCBE is symmetric positive dejinite.
5.3 Linear Complementarity Systems
The main objects of study will be the linear complementarity systems, that is to say, linear
systems with complementarity conditions given by
f -Ax + Bil (5.6a)
y =CI + Dll (5.6b)
Osuly20 (5.6c)
We denote the linear complementarity system (5.6) by LCS(A, B, C, D).  Next, we shall
define what is meant by a solution of a linear complementarity system by clarifying the
meaning of the complementarity conditions  in  (5.6c).
Definition 5.3.1 The triple (u, z, y) E £2((0,7-). Rm+n+m ) is a 4-solution of LCS(A, B,
C, D) on [O, 7-1 with initial state zo if the following conditions hold.
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1.   (u, z, 1/)  is a £2-solution of on  [0,7-1  of E(A, B, C, D) with the initial state .ro
2.  For almost all t € [O, 7-1, 0 5 u(t) 1 7(t) 2 0
The initial state is said to be regular if there exists a solution with this initial state and
nonregular otherwise.
As it is shown in Chapter 3, the passifiability of the system E(A, B, C, D) guarantees the
existence and uniqueness of solutions (in the sense of Definition 5.3.1) to LCS(A, B, C, D)
for suitable initial conditions. Indeed, the following lemma has been proven in Chapter 3.
Lemma 5.3.2 Consider a matrix quadmple (A, B, C, D) such that (A, B, C) is a minimal
representation  and col(B, D + DT)  is  of full  column  rank.   Suppose  that  E(A, B, C, D)  is
passifiable by pole-shifting.  Let T > O be given.  Then, there exists a unique (2-solution on
[O, ·r}  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with  the initial state zo  if and only if CIo E  Qb
Here the dual cone of the set QD =SOL(0, D) = {v l v 2 0,D v 2 0,  and vTDv =0} (as
defined in Chapter  1) is denoted  by  Qb·
5.4   Continuity of Solutions
In this section we investigate continuity of behaviors of linear complementarity systems.
First, some specific approximation schemes will be under consideration. These approxima-
tions will be obtained by approximating only the complementarity characteristic. In this
respect, they are structured approximations. Later on, the investigation will be carried out
for more general approximations. Those approximations will be obtained by approximat-
ing linear complementarity system as a whole. For this reason, we call them unstru Ctured
approximations.
5.4.1 Structured approximations
For a given LCS(A, B, C, D), we consider the following systems
2 =Ax + Bu (5.7a)
1 -Cr + DE (5.7b)
 _(<5 -11,(t)  ifz,(t) 50
v, (t) = < for all t and for each ie m (5.7c)
l-qzi (f) if z, (t)  20
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where c", €' E R", and col(ev, t) > 0.  The piecewise linear relation (5.7c) between 4 and zi
is depicted in Figure 5.2. Note that these characteristics converge to the complementarity






Figure 5.2: Approximation of the complementarity characteristic
We say that a triple (v, I, z) E £2((0, T), Rm+n+m ) is a solution on [O, T] of App(A, B, C,
D, 2, cz  with the initial state iro  if (v, I, z)  is an £2-solution of E(A, B,C, D) with the
initial state zo and (5.7c) holds.
With a change of variables, every  App(A, B, C, D, EV, €:)  can be rewritten as a linear
complementarity system. Next, we state this equivalence in the following proposition. To
do this. we need to introduce some nomenclature. Let two positive vectors €1' E IR  and
e ER™ be given. We denote col(EV, €g), diag(<V) and diag(<:) by E, Av and Az, respectively.
For each matrix quadruple  (A, B, C. D), we associate a matrix quadruple  (Ae, Be, Ce, D )
where
Ar =A-BA"(I + DAV)-lc
BE = B(I  + A" Dj-1
Ce = (1 - AVA*)(1 + DAV)-1C
De= (Az + D)(I + A"D)-1
Note that (.42. Bi. G, D<) converges to (A. B. C. D) as i tends to zero.
Proposition 5.4.1 Consider a matrix quadrupte (A. B. C. D) and two positive m-vectors
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Ev and ez .  Let the pairs (u, z) and (11, y) satisfy
(:) - (1 t.} (:}                    (5.,al
Then,  the following two statements are equivalent for alt stdliciently small €V  and €:.
1.   The triple (v,z, z)  is a solution Of App(A, B, C, D, 2, 3)  with the initial state zo.
2.   The  triple  (u, I, y)  is  an  (2-solution  of LCS(Ae, 8-, C'-, Dej  with  the  initial state zo.
In the study of convergence of the solutions of App(·, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·), the uniform passifiability
notion, as introduced in the following definition, plays an important role.
Definition 5.4.2 The sequence of systems E(A; Bv, C., Dv) is said to be uniformly pas-
sijiable by pole shifting in a neighborhood of zero if there exist a real number p and a
positive definite matrix K such that for all sufficiently small t/ S(A' + pI, Bv, (7", Dv) is
passive with the storage function x + :CT  Ks.
For ease of reference, we state the following rather obvious fact which will be used later.
Fact 5.4.3 Suppose that the sequence of systems S(A",Bv, Cv, Dv) is uniformly passifi-
able by pole shifting for all sufficiently small v and (Ae, B*, Cv, De) converges to (.4, B, C,
D)  as v tends to zero.  Then, (A, B, C, D) is passifiable by pole shifting.
Now, we can state our first convergence result.
Theorem 5.4.4 Consider a matrix quadruple (A, B, C. D) such that (A, B, C) is a mini-
mal representation and B is offult column rank.  Stippose that E(Ai, BE, Ce, Di) is uniformly
passijiable by pole shifting for alt sulliciently smalt E.  Let 7- > 0 and a reglitar initial state
zo of LCS(A, B,C,D) be given. Assume that Cezo E QL, for all su,Oiciently small E. Let
(140, :rzo, ygo)  and (vj„ x o, zio)  denote the  unique solutions  on  [0, T]  of LCS(A, B. C. D)
and App(A, B, C, D, EV, c') with the initial state zo, respectively.  Then. the following state-
ments hold as E tends to zero.
1. The sequence  of state  trajectories  {Tio }  converges  uniformly  to Izo  on  [0. Tl
2.   If {vio }  is  bounded for  all  su,Oiciently  small E  then  {(u;0, zio)}   converges  weakly  to
(Uzo, ygo).
Next, we will show that the uniform passifiability hypothesis holds for two specific approx-
imations.
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Lemma 5.4.5 Consider a matril: quadruple (A, B, C, D) stich that (A, 8, C) is a minimal
representation and B  is  of full  column  rank.   Suppose  that E(A, B, C, D)  is passijiable  by
pole shifting.  Let p be such that E(A + PI, B, C, D)  is passive with the storage function
I »+ JITKI.  Then, the fottowing statements hotd.
1.   The system I(A + PI, B, C, D + €I)  is passive with the storage function z »-+  z-1-KI
for alt <  >  O,  i. e.,  E(A, B, C, D + €I)  is  uniformly passijiable  by pole  shifting for  all
sulliciently small €.
2.  For all d < p and for all sulliciently small E,  the system E(A, + p'I, B„ C., DJ  is
passive  with  the  storage function  x  »+   IT KI  where
A,= A- cB(I + ED)-IC
Be =B(I + cD)-1
Ce = (1 - €2)(I + ED)-iC
D, = (I + <D)-1(D +  I).
In other words, E(Ae, B„ Ce, De) is uniformly passijiable by pole shifting for alt suf-
jiciently small c.
Therefore, the following corollary can be stated as an application of Theorem 5.4.4.
Corollary 5.4.6 Consider a matrix quadrupte (A, B, C, D) such that (A, B, C) is a mini-
mal representation and B is of fult column rank.  Suppose that E(A, B, C, D)  is passviable
by pote shifting.   Let  (ltzo, xxo, vzo)  be  the  unique solution  on [0, T}  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with
the initial state To
1.  Let (vio,zio,zio)  denote the unique solution on [O, 7-] Of App(A,B, C,D, 0, EL).   As   
tends to Zero,
(a)  the sequence of state trajectories /4 converges uniformly to zzo  on [O, T],  and
(b)  if vio  is  bounded for alt st:,Oiciently small €  then {(vi.o,zio)} converges weakly  to
(U/O,  9/0 )
2.  Let (tljo, Izo, zzo) denote the unique solution on [0, T] of App(A, B, C, D,El,€t. . As<
tends to zero,
(a)  the sequence of state trajectories Ii,  converges uniformly to Iro  on [O, T], and
(b,1  if vi,  is  bounded for all stdl'iciently small E  then  {(vio, zio) }  converges weakly  to
(uxo, Yro )
Here i denotes the. vector of ones.
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5.4.2 Unstructured approximations
Having established results on the convergence of structured approximations, we pass to the
investigation of the convergence of more general approximating systems. The introduction
of the class of approximating systems that will be under consideration is in order.
Definition 5.4.7 The sequence {(A„ B" G, DJ } is said to be an admissible approxima-
tion of (A, B, C, D) if the following conditions hold.
1. D, is positive definite for all sufficiently small positive c.
2. {(A„Be,Ce, De)} converges to (A, B, C, D) as  tends to zero.
Note that the positive definiteness of D, implies passifiability by pole shifting. Therefore,
for all sufficiently small c the system E(A„ B„ C<, DJ admits unique solutions for all initial
states.
Now, we can present the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 5.4.8 Consider a matrit quadruple (A, B, C, D) such that (A, B, C)  is a min-
imal representation and B  is  of full cotumn rank. Suppose that E(A, B, C, D)  is passi-
jiable by pole shifting.   Let T  >  0  and a regular initial state  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  zo  be
given. Also let {(A„ B„ Ce, DJ}  be an admissible approximation of (A, B, C, D),  and let
(112.0, Z*o, 1/ )  and  (tti0, 160, 1/Jo)  be  the  unique  solutions  on  [O, 7-l of LCS(A, B, C, D)  and
LCSiAe, B„C„ DJ with  the  initial  state  zo,  respectively.   If {1160 }  is  bounded  then  {zi,}
converges (strongly) to zzo  and {(ul.0, 140)}  converges to (uxo, yzo)  weakty in £2-sense as E
tends to Z€TO.
As illustrated in the following example, not all admissible approximations produce bounded
u-trajectories.
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and the approximating systems LCS(A„ B<, CI. D,) given by
Ii= ui
I  = U 
M =Ii- EX  + Eklti
1,4 - -€Ii + I  + €kit;
0 < 4 1 120·
It is easy to see that the above approximations are admissible. The unique solution
r  l T
(u; Ic,y') of LCS(A„ B„ G, DJ with the initial state To - [0  1]  can be computed
as
(UE, IC) = 11 |-€e-'-'1 + El \  ye = 1
/ Ff-k-le-'-ktl  r 0
(      O     ' [     1     W       (1 -,2+£28-.-k, 
· n    .-k+2
One can check that  11111 114 =  L-2-(1 - e-2,-*T) ona given interval  [0, T} Consequently,  {u'}
is not bounded if k > 2. An interesting observation is that the sequence of approximating
systems is not uniformly passifiable by pole shifting in a neighborhood of zero if k > 2.
5.5 Nonregular Initial States
So far, what has been done is to investigate the convergence of the solutions, only those
with a regular initial state of the limit system, of approximating systems. Although the
limit system does not have solutions with the nonregular initial states, the admissible
approximations have.  Then, it is natural to raise the question if and in what sense the
approximating solutions with nonregular initial states converge. By means of the following
example, we will illustrate that different approximations may yield different limits in this
case.
Example 5.5.1 Consider the LCS(A, B, C, D) given by
.El = 2ul + 712
I2 = ill + 2u2
yl = It
9'2 - IV
0   u l y 2 0,
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the approximating systems LCS(A„ B„ G, D,) given by
ti   =  2 ui  +  11&
i:& = ui + 2u 
It; = I  + €Ul
1/6
= :r  + Cu 
0 5 u'ly' 2 0
and LCS(At*, Bp, Cp, Dx) given by
ir  = 271  + u 
•B -, B , 0 ILI2 - Ul -1- LU2
H_  B' .  P     B1/1 - Il -t- Z*Ul t MU2
99 = Ig + pul' + 2/ing
0 5 11  ly" 2 0.
Evidently, both {(A„ Bc, C„DJ} and {(Aw,Bx, Cw, Du)} qualify as admissible approxima-
tions of (A, B,C, D).  Let (uc, t, 7,) and (uu,IF, yf) denote the solutions of LCS(A„ 4, C„ DJ
1T
and LCS(A , B , (p, Du) with the initial state zo =   -5   - 1 1   .  It can be checked that
both  {u'}  and  {ul'} are convergent  in the distributional sense. Indeed, they converge  to
r   l T
I3
- -
4 T 8 and  13   01
8, respectively.   The  fact that these approximations
converge to different limits naturally weakens the power of ideal modeling in this context.
In fact, it shows that the ideal model cannot capture the fast dynamics of the actual system.
5.6 Conclusions
We have considered linear complementarity systems described by linear time invariant sys-
tems coupled to complementarity characteristics. It is known that these systems possess
unique solutions if the underlying linear system is passifiable by pole shifting.  For the
uniformly passifiable structured approximations of these systems. it has been shown that
the approximating state trajectories converge uniformly on each finite interval to the state
trajectory of the original one. However, only weak convergence (in £2-sense) of approxi-
mating u-trajectories to the original u-trajectory could be established provided that they
are uniformly bounded. As a side result. we proved that the uniform passifiability as-
sumption holds for two particular approximations. Not surprisingly, stronger conditions
were needed to prove convergence of approximating trajectories for unstructured approx-
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imations. Indeed, what has been shown is that the approximating state trajectories and
u-trajectories converge, respectively, strongly and weakly in 4-sense to the corresponding
original ones if u-trajectories are uniformly bounded. Moreover, by means of an example,
it has been illustrated that the limit of the approximating trajectories for nonregular initial
states of the original system depends in general on the approximation scheme.
We believe that the uniform passifiability property, both for structured and unstruc-
tured approximations, needs to be studied further. Another interesting research topic
might be the characterization of the class of approximations for which the approximating
trajectories for a given nonregular initial state converge to the same limit.
5.7   Proofs
This section contains the proofs of previously stated results in this chapter. We start with
two preliminary subsections. First of them is devoted to the topological complementarity
problem which will play a key role in proving the main results. The second one collects
some basic facts from matrix theory. These subsections are followed by the proofs.
5.7.1 Topological complementarity problem
To prove Theorem 5.4.4 and Theorem 5.4.8, we employ a result, which was established in
Chapter 6, on the convergence of solutions to the topological complementarity problem.
For the sake of completeness, we quote TCP and related facts from Chapter 6.
TCP  for the function space  £2([O, T], R)  can be formulated as follows.
Problem 5.7.1 (TCP(q, T)) Given q E £2([O, T},R™) and T : £2([O, Tl, R™)  -+ £2(10,7.1,
Rm), find z E (2([0, r}, R"') such that
z(t) 20 (5.9a)
q(t) + (TZ)(t) 2 0 (5.9b)
for almost all t e [O, T] and
<z, 9 + Tz> = 0. (5.9c)
If z satisfies (5.9), we say that z solves TCP(q, T).
Note that the conditions given in item 2 of Definition 5.3.1 may be equivalently written
as u(t)  2 0, y(t)  2 0 for almost all t €  [O, 7-l and  <u, y>  = 0.   Hetice, by associating the
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operator liA,B,C,D) defined by
ft
(7'(A,B,C,D)u)(t) = Du(t) + /  CeACt-,)Bu(s)ds
Jo
to the matrix quadruple  (A, B, C, D), the solutions of LCS(A, B, C, D) can be identified
with the solutions of certain TCPs in the following manner.
Proposition 5.7.2 The fottowing statements hold.
1.  If (11, z, 7) 6 4([0,7-],R™+n+m) isa solution on [O, T} of LCS(A, B,C,D) with initial
state Io,  thenu  is  a solution  of TCP(CeA.zo l[o,T}, T(A,B,C,D))·
2.  If u e £2([O, T],R"')  is a solution of TCP(CeA.Iol[o,TI, T(A,B,C ID)),  then (u, z, y)  is a
sotution on [0, ·r]  of LCS(A, B, C, D) with initial state zo where
I=€
.4.Zo 1[0'Tl + 7'(A,B,I,0)1L
1/=CI+Du.
Before stating the theorem concerning convergence of solutions to TCP we need to intro-
duce some nomenclature. Let U be a normed space. A sequence of operators Sk : U -+ U
is said to be uniformly convergent to S if ||Sk - Sll converges to zero where li · II denotes
the norm induced by the norm defined on U. An operator T:U- + U will be said to
be a compact operator if it maps every weakly convergent sequence of U to a strongly
convergent one.
Theorem 5.7.3  Let T  :  £2([0,7-1, R'n)  -4  £2([0, T], R™)  be a compact operator and let
S  :  (2(IO, T], R"')  »  £2(10,7-], R"')  be a linear continuous operator. Suppose that there
exist sequences {qk}, {Sk}  and {Tk}  such  that  {qk}  converges to q,  Sk  is linear continuous
nonnegative definite (i. e.  <v, Skv>  2 0 for att v E £2([O, T], R"')) for alt su,Oiciently large
k, and TCP(qk, Sk + Tk)  is solvable for all k.  Let zk  be a solution of TCP(qk, Sk + Tk).  If
{Zk} converges weakly to z, Sk converges uniformty to S and {Tkzk - Tzk} converges to
Zero then z solves TCP(q,S+T)
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5.7.2  Proofs for Section 5.4
Proof of Proposition 5.4.1: Note that all the inverses mentioned in the statement of
the  proposition and below exist  for all sufficiently small  €V  and  t.  One can check  that
(BE  -liI+AE   0  - (I    -BAvu + DAV)-1 j
<Ce       De       -Iy|      0  (I- AVA:)(I + DA7-1 1
. -1
I  0 AVI 
* (B  -fiI + A    0    0    I    0                         (5.10)(C
D -Ii
/ MIDI)
by using the identities [I - Av(I + DAV)-1(D + Az)](I - AVA:)-1 = (I - AVD)-1 and
(I - AVAZ)(I + DAV)-1(D + A:)(I - AVA:)-1 = (D + A:)(I + AVD)-1.  The equations
(5.8a) and (5.10) imply that (u, z, z) is a solution of E(A, B, C, D) if and only if (u, I, y) is
a solution of E(Ae, Be, Ce, D,).  On the other hand, the equation (5.8a) and the condition
(5.7c) imply for each i E m and for all t
i.   z,(t)  5  0  if and  only if v,(t)  = 0 and  u,(t)  2 0  for all sufficiently small €v  and  E..
ii.  z,(t) 2 0 if and only if u,(t) = 0 and V,(t) 2 0 for all sufficiently small €V and t.
Therefore, the equivalence of the statements 1 and 2 follows from Definitions 5.3.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.4.4: We denote the system E(Ae + PI, Be, Ce, De) by E; in the rest
of this proof.  Let  (u4, I6, 1/j)  be defined  by
 u*\ = <I  0  A'\   Ve
1 z:o        O  I  O z. (5.11)'tit)\Vio A:  0   I ./0
Proposition 5.4.1 implies that (uQ , Ijo, 1/60) is the unique solution on [O, 7-l of LCS(Ae, Be,
CE, Dej with the initial statero in light of Fact 5.4.3 and Lemma 5.3.2.
1.  Note that (ttgo + Avygo, Igo, ytro + Avu ) is an £2-solution of E6 with the initial state
zo. Hence, (ulo - uzo - Avyro, IL  - 4,4 - 1/go
- Avuzo) is an t2-solution of t& with
the zero initial state. Since E6 is uniformly passifiable for all sufficiently small E, there
exist a real number p and a positive matrix K such that El is passive with the storage
function z + IT KI for all sufficiently small E. On the other hand, Fact 3.4.1 reveals that
eP (uio  -  tizo -  Avy=o, Iia  -  :Ego, 140  -  160  -  Avuzo)  is  an  (2-solution  of El  with  the  zero
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initial state. Then, the dissipation inequality yields
ft
i  €2ps[u:0(s)-u=0(s) - Avy=0(s)]T[140(s) - y,£0(s) - Azuzo(s)Ids
Jo
2  £2pt [I00(t)  - 1:zo(t)1-rK[zio(t)  - Ixo(t)] (5.12)
for all t € [O, T].  Note that
rt
1  €228[ui°(s)]Ti/10(s) ds = 0
rt
I  £2p,[uio(s)}Ty=0(s) ds 2 0
JO
rt
1  €2Ps[uto(s)]TA'uT0(s) ds 2 0
JO
rt
/  €2Ps[u.0(3)17-ylo(s) ds 2 0
JO
rt
I  €2ps[11*0(s)]Ty=0(s) ds = 0
Jo
rt
 0  €208[Avy=0(s)]TyL(s) ds 2 0
rt
   £*s[Avy=0(8)]TA'um(s) ds = 0
JO
for  all  t  €  [O, 7-]  due  to the complementarity conditions  and the diagonality  of AV  and  Az.
As a consequence of above inequalities, (5.12) yields
£2pt[Z60(t) - Zzo(t)]-T-K[zi0(t) - z*0(t)] (5.13)
ft                                     ft
5  1  £2"[11*0(s)]TA*uxo(s) ds +      eY"[y=0(3)11-Avy=0(s) ds (5.14)
Jo
for all t E [O, Tl.  Note that without any loss of generality p can be taken negative.  Thus,
e»T  5  ezpt  5  1  for  all  t  E  [O, T] Therefore,  we  get
[Zio(t) - 3:go(t)]1-K[zio(t) - Igo(t)] 9 ar,zo(E)
for all t E [0,7-} where aT,To (c-) converges to zero as E tends to zero. The above inequality
together with the positive definiteness of K immediately implies that 1 0 converges to Iro
uniformly on 10, T]
2: Consider the TCP(q, S + T) where
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I q = C€Atzo I [O,rl,
• S = D, and
•  (Tv)(t) = f  Ce.4(t-s)Bv(s) ds.
Consider also the TCP(qe, Se + 79) where
•   qe  =  Ce€Mtzo 110.rl,
0 SE = De, and
.  (Tiv)(t) = fo  CgeA:(t-s)Bit,(s) ds.
Proposition 5.7.2 item 1 implies that uxo and ufo are the unique solutions of TCP(q, S +
T)  and  TCP(q„ Se + TE), respectively. Since  vjo is bounded by hypothesis,  so  is  u ,
Therefore, Lemma 6.6.1 item 1 implies that there exists a subsequence, say 4, such that
{u } converges weakly. Let fi denote this limit. On the other hand, it can be checked that
• T : £2([O,T},R"') -+ £2([O, T},R'°) is compact (see I5, Exercise 4.151)
•  S: £2(IO, Fl, R"') -0 £2([O,Fl, ir) is linear continuous,
• qe converges to q,
. Se is linear continuous and moreover is nonnegative definite for all sufficiently small
i due to uniform passifiability,
•  TCP(qe, SE + T,) is solvable for all sufficiently small E (by u ), and
• Sz and Te converge uniformly to S and T respectively.
Theorem 5.7.3 implies, in light of the facts listed above, that ti solves TCP(q, S + T).
Hence, (ii, 2, #) is a solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) for some f and # due to Proposition 5.7.2
item 2. We know already that LCS(A, B, C, D) admits unique solutions. Therefore, every
weakly convergent subsequence of {u  } has the same limit, namely u=o. This implies
that the sequence  {11 j, } itself converges  to uzo weakly according to Lemma 6.6.1  item  2.
Evidently,  {go }  converges  to yxo weakly. It follows from  (5.11)  that  {(v&„ zjo)} converges
to (11%0, 1*0) weakly.
We introduce the following notation for the sake of brevity.
Notation 5.7.4  For a given matrix quadruple (A, B, C, D) and K,  AC(  g) denotes the
matrix
 A K+KA KB-CT.\
  BTK - C    -(D + DT)]
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Proof of Lemma 5.4.5  Note that if the matrix triple (A, B, C) is minimal then so is
(A + pI, B, C) for all p.
1:  Since  E(A + pI, B, C, D) is passive  and  (A + pI, B, C) is minimal, Lemma 5.2.2
implies that /C( At.PI  ) is nonpositive definite. Note that
/0   0 j
K   Alp'  Dfet )  =  /C (At.PI )  +   1
(0 -2<I 
As the sum of two nonpositive matrices, /C ( AY' Df,I) is nonpositive too. It follows from
Lemma 5.2.2 that t(A + PI, B, C, D + cI) is passive with the storage function x »+ JITKZ
for all c > 0.
2: Note that
4=A- EBC + 09)
B, =B- cED + 0(2)
Ce =C- EDC + 0(62)
D, =D+ £(I - 1)2) + 0(€2). (5.15)
Hence, we get
£(A,Ap, I f: ) =/c( A-y''I  )+ €/c(-DB IB 2)+ 0(€2).
Let col(x, u) be such that
/ \ T
<I   c(A-Y'I ) <I  =0.CU,            \U/
Note that
K'(Atf,/B                   D)D  -AC(At,PIB-  <2(p_ )1 0 
CO     0,
Since £(A + PI, B, C, D) is passive and p - p' < 0, the two summands on the right hand
side of above equation are both nonpositive definite. Therefore, we get
/.\T
t '1 "(AY, :) (:) -,
(,)T (,(,- 4), 0j  ,j -0O    0, Cu)
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The latter equation implies z = 0 and hence we get ul- Du = 0 from the former one. Since
D is nonnegative definite due to the passifiability of E(A, B, C, D), it·[Du = 0 implies that
(D + DT)u = 0. Therefore,  uT D211 = -11Dulli whenever uT Du = 0. This means that  we
have the following implication
u 9 6 0, u.1-Du =0» uT(I - 02)11 >0. (5.16)
Hence, we can apply Lemma 3.8.3 by taking M = -1(( Alf"I  )  and N =  -/C ( -Dcc Ifs,)
Indeed, M is nonnegative definite and v 96 0, vl-Mu = 0 implies vTNu > 0. Then, we know
that there exists  11  <  0  such  that  K ( Atf'TB) +  E/2 ( -i:F 'f22 )  5 XEI for all sufficiently
small €. Since € K.+ /C ( A'2' P ) is continuous  and /C( A.2'I :t)  S ME + O(€2), we can
conclude that K (  27:) iS nonpositive definite for all sufficiently large a. Note that the
set of all minimal matrix triples is open. Hence, (Ae, B„ C,) is minimal due to the continuity
of the mappings E ,-+ A„  c  »+ Bf,€ »+ C,  and  € e.+ De Consequently, Lemma 5.2.2 implies
that E(A. + p'I, Bc, Ce, DJ is passive with the storage function x,-+ 3ZTKz.                  I
Proof of Corollary 5.4.6:
1:  Note that 2  =  col(0, E L) and hence Av  =  0  and  Ag  =  €I for  this case.   Then,
(Ae, Be, Ce, De)=(A, B, C, D + cI). It follows from Lemma 5.4.5 item 1 that the sequence
of systems ir(Ae, Bz, Ce, Dg) is uniformly passifiable for all sufficiently small €. Clearly, DE
is positive definite for all 6 > 0.  Hence, Qb. = R™ for all sufficiently small €.  Then, the
rest follows from the application of Theorem 5.4.4.
2: Note that e = col(< 4 E t) and hence Av - A, = EI for this case. Then, (AE, B2,CE, DJ
=  (Ae, B„ C„ DJ.   It  follows from Lemma 5.4.5 item  2  that the sequence of systems
E (Ag,  82, Ce, De) is uniformly passifiable for all sufficiently small <. On the other hand, it
follows from (5.16) and Lemma 3.8.3 that D + 6(I - 02) 2 FEI for some positive B.  Then,
(5.15) and the fact that < »+ De is continuous imply that De is positive definite for all
sufficiently small E. Hence, 91. = R™ for all sufficiently small E.  Then, the rest follows./
from the application of Theorem 5.4.4.                                                                       I
Proof of Theorem 5.4.8: Consider the TCP(q, S + CT) where
0 q = CeAtzo|P'rli
• S = D, and
•  (Tv)(t)= · f  eA(t-,)Bu(s) ds.
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Consider also the TCP(q„ S, + CT,) where
• q, = C,e..1.exol[o,rl,
• S, = D„ and
•  (T,v)(t) = j' t e.4,(t-,)B,v(s) ds.
Proposition 5.7.2 item 1 implies that uzo  and t<o are solutions of TCP(q, S + CT)  and
TCP(qf, Se + (,TA, respectively. Since  {uj, } is bounded,  it  is  known from Lemma  6.6.1
item  1  that  {uio}  has a weakly convergent subsequence,  say  {ult}.  Let g denote  the weak
limit of this subsequence.  Note that
. T: £2(10, T],Rm) 0 £2([O, T],Rm) is compact (see 15, Exercise 4.151)
•  S : £2(IO, T], Rm) -,4([O, T],Rm) islinear continuous,
• q, converges to q,
•  S, is linear continuous and moreover is positive definite for all sufficiently small € by
the hypothesis,
•  TCP(*, Se + C,11) is solvable for all sufficiently small € (by ui,), and
• S, and T converge uniformly to S and T respectively.
Therefore Theorem 5.7.3 implies, in light of the facts listed above, that ti solves TCP(q, S+
CT).  Hence,  (11, 5:, 9) is a solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) for some Y and y due to Proposi-
tion 5.7.2 item 2. We know already that LCS(A, B, C, D) admits unique solutions due to
Lemma 5.3.2 since E(A, B, C, D) is passifiable by pole shifting. Therefore, every weakly
convergent subsequence  of  {u&, }  has  the same limit, namely  u.,. This implies  that  the
sequence  {u } itself converges  to ·uzo weakly according to Lemma 6.6.1  item 2. Evidently,
{Ao} converges  to ye weakly. It remains to  show  that  {zio } converges (strongly)  to  zzo.
Indeed, we have
Ijo  =  eA, tzo 1 10'TI  +  T, uio
according  to  Proposition  5.7.2  item  2.    Note  that  {eA,tzo 1[o,TI}  converges  to  e.'ltxol[o'Tj  as
€  tends  to zero. Since   {T, } converges uniformly  to  T,   we  know  that   {T,uj,  -  Tuia }
converges to zero. It follows from the compactness of T and the weak convergence of CUL}
that {Tu:o} converges (strongly)  to Tuzo. Hence,  {zio } converges strongly to e'llzo lEo,TJ +
Tuxo.    Since  uxo  is a solution  of TCP(q, CT),   we   have   zzi    = e.41 IO 110,rj  +  Tugo   due   to
Proposition 5.7.2 item 2.                                                                   I
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Chapter 6
Consistency of Backward Euler Method
for Linear Networks with Ideal Diodes
6.1 Introduction
Simulation of switching networks is a problem that has been studied extensively in circuit
theory [1,2,7,14,15,19,24,311. Roughly speaking, there are two main approaches, namely
event-tracking  (see e.g.   <1,19 ) and time-stepping methods (see   [2,14,15,241 for electrical
networks and  117,20,21,28,301 for unilaterally constrained mechanical systems with friction
phenomena). Representing a hybrid systems point  of view  (see for instance 1271), event-
tracking methods are based on the idea of solving corresponding DAEs of the current circuit
topology (called  'mode'  in the hybrid systems terminology), monitoring possible changes
of circuit topology (mode transition),  and (if necessary) determining the exact time (event
time) instant of the change of topology and the next topology. Time-stepping methods
differ from this scheme by putting aside the hybrid features, and by regarding the whole
system as a collection of diKerential equations with constraints and trying to approximate
the solutions of these difTerential equations with constraints.  As a consequence of this
point of view, there is no need to locate exact event times. However, the convergence of
the approximations in a suitable sense has to be guaranteed. Since the methods seem to
work well in practice, the question of convergence is usually neglected iii the literature.
It is the objective of this chapter to provide a rigorous basis for the lise of time-stepping
methods in the simulation of circuits with state events.
In Chapters 2 and   3  (see also    4,5,91) the meaning of a transient true solution to linear
dynamical network models with ideal diodes has alreacly been established. Using techniques
borrowed from the theory of linear complementarit.y systems (LCS)    10,11,16.25.261,
existence and uniqueness of solutions have been proven iinder mild conditions. Moreover,
several regularity properties have been shown from which this chapter will benefit.
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The particular time-stepping method that we will study here is based on the well-known
backward Euler scheme and has been described, for instance, in    2,14,151 for electrical
networks. Similar methods have been used in a mec.hanical context in   17,20,21,28,301. The
advantage of the method is that it is straightforward to implement and many algorithms
(e.g. Lemke's algorithm 161, Katzenelson's algorithm  1131 and others  1151) are available
to solve the one-step problems consisting of linear complementarity problems (LCPs).
In  )141 the use of a time-stepping method based on the backward Euler scheme (or
higher order linear multistep integration methods  181 like the trapezoidal rule) has already
been  proposed for the class of linear complementarity systems, i.e., linear time-invariant
dynamical systems coupled with ideal diode characteristics (complementarity conditions).
By  an  example (cf. Example 6.3.3 below),  it  will be shown  that the method  is not suited
for the general class of linear complementarity systems. This example indicates also that,
although the method has proven itself in practice, one should not indiscriminately apply
it to general discontinuous dynamical systems.
Convergence problems of time-stepping methods for mechanical systems subject to uni-
lateral constraints or friction have been studied by Stewart   128,291.  He shows that for a
broad class of nonlinear constrained mechanical systems there always exists a subsequence
of approximating time functions that converge to a real solution of the mechanical model.
However, the convergence  of the complete sequence  has  not been shown  in    128,291.   The
conditions used in    28,291 do not cover electrical networks containing ideal diodes, which
form the subject of this paper. Specifically, we will show that for the class of discontinuous
dynamical systems consisting of linear electrical passive circuits with ideal diodes the back-
ward Euler time-stepping method is consistent. To be specific, we prove that the whole
sequence (and not only a subsequence) of the approximating time functions converges to
the real transient solution of the network model, when the step size decreases to zero.  Al-
though the results are written down here for networks containing ideal diodes (internally
controlled switches) only, externally controlled switches can easily be included without
destroying the convergence proof. The results presented here form a justification of the
backward Euler time-stepping scheme in the field of switched electrical networks.  Such
a justification seems required considering the problems that might occur due to changing
configurations of the network, the possibility of Dirac impulses and the discontinuities of
the system's variable: .
The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Section 6.2 preliminaries on linear comple-
mentarity systems ancl passivity are stated. The time-stepping method that will be studied
is considered  in  Sect ion 6.3. Moreover. a result on consistency  of the numerical method  is
formulated for a general class of linear complementarity systems. In the next section. this
result is applied to linear passive complementarity systems. The continuous dependence of
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solution trajectories on the initial states is also mentioned in section 6.4. The conclusions
follow in Section 6.5. The proofs of the main results can be found in Section 6.6.
6.2 Preliminaries
As discussed  in 15,91, linear networks with ideal diodes can be modeled as linear comple-
mentarity systems  (see   110,11,25,261 for detailed discussion), which are dynamical versions
of the linear complementarity problem. They are of the form
i:(t) = Ax(t) + Blt(t) (6.la)
y(t) = Cs(t) + Du(t) (6.lb)
0 5 u(t) 1 9(t) 2 0 (6.lc)
where  u(t)  E  R™,  1:(t)  E  Rn,  7(t)  E  R"'  and  A,  B,  C,  and  D are matrices of appropriate
dimensions. We denote (6. la)-(6.lb) by E(A, B, C, D) and (6.1) by LCS(A, B, C, D).
Next, we recall (see   [10,111) the notion of initial solution which is of considerable
importance in the analysis of linear complementarity systems. Notice that the following
definition is slightly more general than the ones we have worked with in Chapters 2 and 3
in the sense that it allows the presence of Dirac distributions.
Definition 6.2.1 The triple (u, x, y)1 6 B;'+n+™ is an initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D)
with initial state zo if there exists an index set K c m such that
i =Ax + Bu -1-1,06
y=Cx+Du
u, =O i f i E K
y,=0 ifi/K
hold in the distributional sense, and u and y are initially nonnegative.
It can be shown (see for instance   110,261) that there is a one-to-one relation between the
initial solutions to LCS(A, B, C, D) with initial state xo and the Proper solutions of the
so-called rational comptementarity problem.
Problem 6.2.2 (RCP(zo, A, B, C, D)) Given zo c R"  and (A, B, C, D) with .4 e Rn*n  ,
1 Throughout this chapter,  we use typewriter  font  for the distributions.
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BERnxm,CER 771 X n and D E R mXm , find  12(s) e R"'(s)  and 9(s) e R™(s) such that
9(S)
= C(sI - A)-tzo + IC(sI - .4)-1 B + D}6(s)
ft(s) 1 9(s)
for all s E C and 11(0) 2 0 and 9(a) 2 0 for all sufficiently large a € R.
We say that 11(3) is a solution of (or 11(s) solves) RCP if it satisfies above conditions. In a
similar fashion, we sometimes also write (11(8), #(s)) is a solution of (or solves) RCP.
The following proposition states the above mentioned one-to-one relation which is given
by the Laplace transform and its inverse. This connection indicates the relevance of the
rational complementarity problem to the study of LCS.
Proposition 6.2.3   1101  The triple (u, x, y) is an initial solution of LCS<A, B,C,D) with
initial state xo if and only if its Laptace transform (11(s), S(s), 9(s)) is such that (tl(s), #(s))
is a proper solution of RCP(xo,.4, B, C, D) and 2(s) = (sI - A)-lzo -1- (sI - A)-1811(s)
Now, we can give a precise definition of what is meant by solution of LCS(A, B, C, D).  For
a more detailed discussion see Chapter 3.
Definition 6.2.4 The triple (u, x, y) E £6([O, ·r], Rm+n+m) is a (global) solution on [O, T] of
LCS(A, B, C, D) with initial state zo if the following conditions hold.
1. There exists an initial solution ( , it, 9) such that
(UimP' Ximp, Yimp  = (ilimp, Rimp,  imp 
2. The equations
i =Ax +Bu + xO8
y=Cx+Du
hold in the distributional sense.
3.  For almost all t E 10, ·r], 0 5 ureg(t) 1 Yreg(t) 2 0.
In the sequel, we are mainly concerned with linear passive complementarity systems. For
ease of readability. we shall quickly review the notion of passivity and its characterizations
iIi terms of the state representation and the transfer matrix of the system.
Definition 6.2.5   l321 The system E(.4. B. C, D) given by (6.la)-(6.lb) is said to be pas-
sive (dissipative with respect to the supply Tate u.ry) if there exists a function  1' :R n- +R+
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(called a storage function), such that
rtl
V(Z(to)) + I   uT(t)7(t)dt 2 V(Z(ti))
J to
holds for all to and 4 with ti 2 to, and all (u ,:r, v) E £2([to, til, Rm+n+m) satisfying (6.la)-
(6.lb).
We repeat a well-known theorem on passive systems which is sometimes called the positive
real lemma.
Lemma 6.2.6   1321 Assume that (A, B, C) is minimal.  Then the following statements are
equivalent:
1.  E(A, B, C, D) is passive.
2. The matrix inequalities
 A K+KA KB-(-rlK =KT 2 0 and I 1<0
   ETK - C      - (D+ DT)]   -
have a solution.
3. G(s) is positive nat, i.e., G(A) + GT(A) 2 0 for all A E C with A % 0(A) and
Re(A) > 0.
Moreover,  if E(A, B, C, D)  is passive all solutions of the matrix inequalities in item 2 are
positive dejinite
Throughout the paper, we will frequently use the following assumption.
Assumption 6.2.7  (A, B, C) is a minimal representation and B is of full column rank.
The following theorem is quoted from Chapter 3 and deals with the existence and unique-
ness of solutions to linear passive complementarity systems.
Theorem 6.2.8 Consider  a  matrix  quadruple  (A, B, C, D)  such  that  Assumption  6.2.7
holds and E(A, B, C, D) is passive.  Let 7- > O be given.  For each zo, there exists a unique
sotution  (u, x, y)  E  4([0, T], R™+n+m )  on [0, T of LCS(A, B,C, D) with initial state zo
6.3 The Backward Euler Time-stepping Method
For the numerical approximation of the solutions of switched electrical networks the fol-
lowing time-stepping scheme has frequently been used   [2,14,15,24 j.  For LCS the method
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consists of discretizing the system description by applying the well known backward Eu-
ler integration routine and imposing the complementarity conditions at every time step.
This comes down to the computation of u +1,  Y +1,  and  x +1  given  x   through  the  linear
complementarity problem given by
hh
Xk+1 - Xk
h      = AX:+i -1- Bu +l (6.2a)
h       r h n h
Yk+1 - L,Xk+1 + -L'Uk+1 (6.2b)
0 5 y#+11 u +1 2 0 (6.2c)
Here • denotes the value at the kth step of the corresponding variable for the step size
h > 0. Based on this scheme, one can construct approximations of the transient response
of a LCS by applying the algorithm below.
Algorithm 6.3.1 ({U },{Xkh},{ykh}) = Approximation(A, B, C, D, 7-, h, zo)
1. N = [i]
2. xh1 - ZO
3. k:= -1
4. solve the one-step problem
Y +1 = C(I - h.,1)-lx  4- ID + hC(I - hA)-1Bju +1
0 5 up+11 yE+1 2 0
5. x +1 := (I - hA)-1,4 + h(I - h.4)-1 Bu +1
6.  k: =k+1
7. if k < NA goto 4
8. stop.
The one-step problem is given by a linear complementarity problem in step 4. In general
a linear complementarity problem may have multiple solutions or have no solutions at
all. We shall proceed by assuming uniqzie solvability of the problem. The assumption is
introduced here for reasons of generality; later on we will prove that the assumption is
implied by passivity.
Assumption 6.3.2 For all sufficiently small h > 0, LCP(C(I - hA)-12, G(h-I)) has a
unique solution for all 2, where G(s) is given by D + C(sI - A)-1B.
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This assumption implies that for all sufficiently small h > 0, Algorithm 6.3.1 generates an
output, which is unique. Hence, for a given step size h>0 (sufficiently small), we can
define the approximations (uh, xh, yh) E £ ( 0. T], Rm+n+m) given by
ULP = hu*8 (6.3a)
Xgnp hx88 (6.3b)
YLp = hy48 (6.3c)
U g(t) = Ui  1
xlg(t) =x,
k
whenever (1 - 1)h S t< th, (6.3d)
Ylg (t)  = Y'
where u2, x  and y , k=0,1, . . . ,N b have been obtained from Algorithm 6.3.1.  One of
the main goals of the paper is to prove that for a passive system these piecewise constant
approximations converge in a suitable sense to the actual solution of the system.  This
property is called consistency of the numerical method.  In the following example, we
illustrate that Algorithm 6.3.1 is not always consistent even if Assumption 6.3.2 holds.
Example 6.3.3 Consider the linear complementarity system (consisting of a triple inte-







with the initial state zo =  0 -1 0    As we have already mentioned before, Def-
inition 6.2.4 is a simplified version of the general one given in  1111 for linear passive
complementarity systems. Since the triple integrator is not a passive system, we must
utilize the general definition rather than the simplified one. Indeed, it can be checked that
(u, x, y)  = (a, 0,0), which does not qualify as a solution in the sense of Definition 6.2.4,
is the 'true' global solution of the system with the given initial state.  Here 3 denotes the
distributional derivative of the Dirac impulse d. Algorithm 6.3.1 gives
C h h\ f (h-2,0) ifk=0
luk, Yk J ==   (0, ki 1)h) if k 96 0.
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Figure 6.1: Nonconvergence of backward Euler approximations for the triple integrator
with diode.
It follows from (6.3d) that
£(NA-1)h (Nh - 1)Nb
Ilylgll 2( / 1|Y NA-1)112 dt 1/2 - h3/2 - 0(h-1/2 2J(Nh-2)h
whenever Nt, 2 2 Therefore, ylg is far from being convergent as it is not bounded as
h converges to zero. For three different values of h, the trajectories of ylg on [0,1] are
depicted in Figure 6.1.
This example indicates that one should be cautious in applying a time-stepping method to a
general LCS. As a consequence, verification of the numerical scheme in the sense of showing
consistency is needed. Before passing the following theorem which states conditions that
imply consistency, we need to introduce some nomenclature. We say that the sequence of
distributions {uoka + u eg}  c  £4(fl, R) converges (weakly)  to uob + ureg, if {u } converges
to  uo  and  {u eg } converges (weakly)  to  ureg in £2-Sense.
Theorem 6.3.4 Consider LCS(A, B, C, D) such that Assumption 6.3.2 holds.  Let T > 0
and zo  E  R"  be given.   Also  let  (uh, xh, yh)  be  given  by  (6.3)  via  Algorithm  6.3.1.   Suppose
that there exists a>0 such that for alt suiliciently small h
Ilhu 11 5 a and Ilulgll 5 a.
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Then, we have the following statements.
1. There exists  a  unique  initial solution  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  with initial state zo  in
the  sense Of Dejinition  6.2.1  and  the  impulsive  part  of this  solution  is  of the form
(uod, 0, 906)  with uo, yo E Rn.
2.  As h tends to zero, {(ULp, Xtp, ytp)} conve,yes to (uimp, 0, Yimp) where (uimp, yimp) =
(uoo, 106)
3. Let {hk} converge to zero.  Suppose that D is nonnegative dejinite.  Then the following
holds.
(a)  There  exists  a  subsequence  {hk'}  c  {hk}  such  that  ({uhk, }, {yhkt}) converges
weakly to some (u, y)  and {xh# }  converges to some x.
(b)  (u, x, y) is a solution of LCS(A, B, C, D)  on [0, T} with the initial state zo.
(c)  If the solution (u, x,y)  is unique for the initial state zo  in the sense of Dejini-
tion 6.2.4,  then the complete sequence ({uhk}, {yhk})  converges weakly to (u, y)
and  {xhk } converges  to  x.
6.4 Main Results for LPCS
In Section 6, we shall show that the conditions of Theorem 6.3.4 are satisfied in the case
of passive complementarity systems so that the following result holds.
Theorem 6.4.1 Consider  a  matrix  quadruple  (A, B, C, D)  such  that  Assumption  6.2.7
holds and E(A, B, C, D)  is passive.   Let 7-  >  0  and zo  E  Rn  be given.   Let (u,x, y)  be
the  solution  of LCS(A, B, C, D)  on  [0, T]  with  the initial state  To.   Also  let  (uh, Xh, yh)  be
given by (6.3)  via Algorithm 6.3.1.  Then,  ({uh ,  yh ) converges weakty to (u, y)  and {xh}
converges to x as the step size h tends to Zero.
The above theorem assumes exact computations. In implementing the backward Euler
time-stepping method numerical errors will of course be introduced.  To give some justi-
fication that also in the case of (small) numerical errors the method is still suitable, we
study the issue of the dependence of the solution trajectories on the initial conditions.  For
general LCS such a property does not hold. However, in the special case of linear passive
complementarity systems, the continuous dependence holds. To forinulate this in a mathe-
matically precise way, we have to introduce some nomenclature. Let R be a Hilbert space.
We say that T  :  R"  -+  7£  is  continuous  (weakly continuous), if continuity is considered
with respect to the strong (weak) topology on R. In other words, T is continuous (weakly
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continuous),  if  for all convergent (weakly convergent) sequences  {Ik }, {TEk} converges
(converges weakly) to Tz- where z- = limk-*90 Ik
Theorem 6.4.2 Consider  a  matriI  quadruple  (A, B, C, D)  such  that  Assumption  6.2.7
holds and E(A, B, C, D) is passive.  Let T >0 be given.  Dejine the operators zo t.+ (u, y)
and zo »+ x,  where (u, x, y)  is the solution of LCS(A, B, C, D)  on [0, T]  with the initial
state To.   The operators zo »+  (u, y)  and zo e  x are weakty continuous  and Continuous,
respectively.
Note that Theorem 6.4.2 is not a property of the numerical scheme, but of the class of
LCS satisfying a passivity assumption. Of course one may look for schemes that perform
particularly well in coping with numerical errors, but this is outside the scope of the present
paper.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we studied the consistency of a time-stepping method based on the back-
ward Euler integration routine. The method has proven itself already in practice for the
transient simulation of piecewise linear electrical circuits and constrained mechanical sys-
tems.  However, one cannot indiscriminately apply this method for general classes of discon-
tinuous systems as shown by an example in this paper. The main result of the chapter has
presented a rigorous proof of the consistency of the backward Euler time-stepping method
when applied to the class of linear passive electrical networks with ideal diodes. In spite of
the mixed continuous and discrete behaviour of the circuit and the possibility of Dirac im-
pulses occurring at the initial time, we have shown the convergence of the approximations
to the actual transient solution of the network model. Using almost the same arguments,
we have also proven the continuous dependence of the transient solutions on the initial
state. For simulation of linear passive networks with ideal diodes, this has the important
consequence that numerical errors do not have a large influence on the outcomes of the
approximation method. These results provide a justification for the use of time-stepping
methods.
Of course, it would be interesting to generalize these results to other systems of a mixed
continuous and discrete nature. 1n particular, we are currently studying the consistency
of the backward Euler method for dynamical systems with relays and for other linear
complementarity systems. For many systems where the backward Euler time-stepping
scheme does not generate proper output (like the triple integrator), it is useful to consider
extensions of the time-stepping algorithm that are consistent.
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6.6 Proofs
The outline of this section, in which we give the proofs of the results presented in the
previous sections, is as follows. We begin with some preliminaries that will be employed
in the sequel. The proofs of items 1 and 2 of Theorem 3.4 will be followed by a recall of
the so-called topological complementarity problem (TCP) which is the main tool used in
proving item 3 of Theorem 3.4, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. After fitting the solution
concept as well as the approximations into a TCP framework, we present a general result
(Theorem 6.9) concerning the convergence of the solutions to TCPs and deduce the proof
of item 3 of Theorem 3.4 from this result. Finally, the section ends with some technical
lemmas on LCPs and the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 as inferred from these
lemmas and the result on the convergence of the solutions to TCPs.
6.6.1      Preliminaries
For ease of reference, we recall some standard results on weakly convergent sequences.
Lemma 6.6.1 The following statements hold in every nat Hilbert space 71 with inner
prodtict (·, ·>
1. Every bounded sequence has a weakly convergent subsequence.
2.  If all weakly convergent subsequences of a bounded sequence have the same weak limit,
then the sequence itself converges weakly to this limit.
3. Assume that {uk} C 'H converges weakly to v and {wk} C 74 converges to w. Then
Ca) There exists a > 0 such that jlvk|| 5 a for alt k and Ilvll 5 a.
(b)  {Suk}  converges  weakty  to  Su  whenever S  :  W  -4  71  is  a  continuous  linear
operator.
(C)  {(Uk, wk>} converges to  (u, w>
Proof:  For the proofs of the statements 1, 3a, 3b, and 3c see Theorem 3.7, Exercise 3.3.10a
and Proposition 3.6, Proposition 3.8, and Exercise 3.3.10b of )12J, respectively. For the
proof of the statement 2, let {vk} c 74 be such a sequence. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that the limit of all its weakly convergent subsequences is zero.  If the sequence
itself is weakly convergent then its weak limit is zero since every sequence is a subsequence
of itself. Suppose that the sequence does not weakly converge to zero. Then there exist
€  >  0,  w  E  71  and a subsequence,  say  {u*, },  such  that for  all  l
 (Ukt'W>I>€. (6.4)
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for a given c. Since the sequence {uk} is bounded, this subsequence is also bounded and
hence has a weakly convergent subsequence. By the hypothesis, it must converge weakly
to zero. Clearly, this contradicts (6.4).                                                         I
We recall the notion of a compact operator for ease of reference.
Definition 6.6.2 Let 72 be a Hilbert space. T: 72 -* 72 is said to be a compact operator
if for any weakly convergent sequence {uk} c 71, {Tuk} is a convergent sequence.
In the following lemma, we state some results  for the matrix inverse  (I  -  hA)-1
Lemma 6.6.3 Let A E Rnxn . The following statements hold:
1.11(I - hA)-111 5    1    for alt h with Ah < 1 where A is the largest eigenvalite of
1- Ah
 (A + AT).
2. There exists an a>0 such that  11(I - hA)-111  5 ci for all sidliciently small h.
3.   If {rkhk}  converges  to t  then  {(I - hkA)-rk }  converges  to £At.  Moreover,  the  conver-
gence is uniform in t on any bounded interval.
Proof:
1:  By the Wazewski inequality  (see e.g.  33, Theorem 8.11),  IleAt  1  5 evt  for all t where
A is the largest eigenvalue of  (A +  AT).    Theorem  1.5.3  in [221 gives  now the desired
inequality.
2:   It can easily be verified by using  item  1  that  11(I - hA)-111   5
i--·1-3
whenever
A h S B<1.
3: This follows from [22, Theorem 3.5.31.
6.6.2    Proof of Theorem 6.3.4 items 1 and 2
For proving Theorem 6.3.4, we start by considering items 1 and 2, which are concerned with
the existence/uniqueness of the initial solution and the convergence of the impulsive parts
of the approximations to the impulsive part of this initial solution.  Note that the latter
is needed to show that the limit of the approximations exists and satisfies Definition 6.2.4
item  1.
We shall use the following proposition which establishes the relation between the solu-
tions of the one-step problem and the solutions of the rational complementarity problem.
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Proposition 6.6.4 Consider a matrix quadmple satisfying Assumption 6.3.2.  We have
the following statements for all To e Rn.
1. RCP(zo, A, B,C, D) has a unique solution.
2. For alt stdliciently small h,
6(h-1) = hut, 2(h-1) = hx%,  9(h-1) = hyt
where (6(s), 9(s))  is the solution of RCP(zo, A, B, C, D), 2(s) = (sI - A)-lzo + (sI-
A)-IB,1(s)  and (u , x41 y )  is the solution of the one-step problem of Algorithm 6.3.1
for k = O.
Proof:
1: Observe the basic fact that if LCP(q, M) is solvable then LCP(aq, M) is also solvable
provided that a 2 0.  As a consequence, Assumption 6.3.2 implies together with the identity
h(I-hA)-1 = (h-lI-A)-1 that for allsufficiently small h, LCP(C(h-lI-A)-ixo, G(h-1))
has a unique solution. From  [10, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.101, we can conclude that
RCP(zo, A, B, C, D) has a unique solution.
2:  Let  (6(s),9(s))  be the solution of RCP(zo, A, B, C, D).  It can be easily seen that
6(h-1) solves LCP(C(h-lI - A)-lxo, G(h-1)) for all sufficiently small h.  Note that if z is
a solution of LCP(q, M) then az is a solution of LCP(aq, M) provided 0 20 Therefore,
h-ifi(h-1) solves LCP(C(I - hA)-lzo, G(h-1)) for all sufficiently small h. In other words,
for all sufficiently small h
0(h-1) = hu (6.5a)
f(h-1) = hxG (6.5b)
9(h-1) = hy (6.5c)
where 2(s) = (sI - A)-11,0 + (sI - A)-186(s).
Proof of Theorem 6.3.4 items 1 and 2:
1: From Proposition 6.6.4 item 1, it is known that RCP(.ro, A, B, C, D) is uniquely solv-
able. Let (11(s), #(s)) denote this unique solution and 2(s) = (sI-A) -lxo+(sI-A) -1 Btl(s).
Since Ilhutll is bounded for sufficiently small h by the hypothesis of the theorem, 11(s)
is proper due to Proposition 6.6.4 item 2. It follows that f:(s) is strictly proper and
9(s) is proper. Clearly, Proposition 6.2.3 implies that the inverse Laplace transform of
(11(s),2(s),9(s))  is the unique initial solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) with initial state Io.
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The impulsive part of this solution is of the form (u08,0, 706) with uo = lima.*co 6(s) and
yo = lims_,oo #(s) since fi(s), 12(s) and 9(s) are proper, strictly proper and proper, respec-
tively.
2.  It is clear from (6.3) and Proposition 6.6.4 item 2 that (ulp, xhimpi Y np) converges to
Cuimp, 0, Yimp) as h tends to zero.                                                                                       I
6.6.3 Topological complementarity problem
In this subsection, an infinite dimensional version of the LCP will be considered.  This
so-called topological comptementarity problem has strong relations to (the regular parts of)
the solutions of LCS. Moreover, it is possible to embed the discretizations obtained from
the backward Euler time-stepping method in the TCP as well.
To  be  specific,  we briefly recall  the  TCP  for the function space  £2([O, T], R).   More
details on the TCP can be found in  [3I and the references therein.
Problem 6.6.5  (TCP(q, T)) Given q E  £2([O,T], Rm) and T : £2([O, T], R"')  -+ £2([O, T],
Rm),  find  z  e  £2([0, r], R™)  such  that
z(t) 20 (6.6a)
q(t) + (Tz)(t) 2 0 (6.6b)
for almost all t E [0,7-] and
<z, q + Tz> = 0. (6.6c)
If z satisfies (6.6), we say that z solves TCP(q, T).
Note that the conditions given in item 3 of Definition 6.2.4 may be equivalently written
as ureg(t) 2 0, yreg(t) 2 0 for almost all t € [O, 7-] and <ureg , Yreg  = 0. Hence, by associating
the operator T(A,B,C,D) defined by
ft
(T(A,B,C,Dju)(t) = Du(t) + /  CeA(t-,)811(s)ds
JO
to LCS(A, B, C, D), the solutions of LCS(A, B, C. D) can be identified with the solutions
of certain TCPs in the following manner.
Proposition 6.6.6  The following statements hold.
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1. If (u, x,y) E £4([O, T}, Rm+4+m) isa solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) On [0, T] with initial
state zo,  then ureg  23 a solution of TCP(C€A.I: 1 [o,TJ, T(A,B,C,D)), where zo+ = zo + Buo
and uimp = U08
2. If u e £2(10, T], R™)  is a solution of TCP(ce.4.ZO|[O,fl, 72,4,B,C,D)),  then (u, I, y)  is a
solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, T] with initial state zo where
I = eA·Zol[o,Tl + 7'(A,B,1,0)u
1/=CI+Du.
6.6.4 The time-stepping method in a TCP formulation
The approximations of (6.3) by the backward Euler time-stepping scheme can also be
formulated as the solutions of certain TCPs.  To do so, we introduce the operators (1 :
R'NA -4 RmNA, bh : R™NA -* R™Nh, Rh : £2([0,7-], Rm) -0 IR™NA, Qh : RmNA -0 RnNA, and
FL : RiNA  -4 £2([O, T],Rj) for given 7- > 0 and h with Nb = [T/h]
C   0    · · ·    0                  D   0    · · ·    0                           ·  u(s)ds
o   C   · · ·    0                  0   D   · · ·0                  1       J,7' a(s)ds(h '- Rhu:-  -
h
0 0 ··· C 00···D f' 11(s)ds-                                                         -                  -J(Nh-1)h
(I-hA)-IB             0            · · ·           0
(I  -  hA)-2B (I - hA)-1B     · · ·           0Qh:= h
(I - hA)-NAB   (I - hA)-NA+18   · · · (I - hA)-18
(4w)(t) := Wzy\NUT)5- if t e [(t-1)h, th) fort=l, 2,-..,Na
For ease of reference, we summarize some of the properties of these operators, which will
be needed in the sequel. Without loss of generality, we can assume that NAh = T.
Proposition 6.6.7 Let v, w e RmNA  and x E R NA.  The following statements hold.
1. Rt,Prv = v.
2.   v 2  0  if and only  if Prv(t)  2  0 for  (almost)  att t  E  [O, T].
3.  <Prv, Prw> = h vTW
#
4.     D  PK' v   =    pl:'  b bv.
5. CP'nx = PrChx
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Proof: Evident  from the definitions  of Pi ,  Rh, Ch and  D .
It can be easily seen that fib SolveS LCP(Ch4h, bh + ChQh), where
uh                     (I - hA)-tx:
uh                    (I - hA)-24
fih - , and (ih =
U 4 - _(I - hA)-Nhx:-
Indeed, LCP(01,44, Dh + ChQh) is pieced together from Nb one-step problems of Algo-
rithm 6.3.1 step 4. The following lemma will complete the TCP formulation of the time-
stepping method by expressing the approximations as solutions of TCPs as well as by
establishing the requirements of Theorem 6.6.9 below.
Lemma 6.6.8  Let 71 = P2QhRh and ql = P '41'.  The following statements hold.
1.  For all sulliciently small h, ulg solves  TCP(Cql, D + CT<).
2.  {ql(·)} converges to eA.(zo + Buo)  with uo as in item 2 of Theorem 6.3.4 as h tends
to zero.
3. {T,<ulg - TiA,B,1,0)utg} converges to 0 as h tends to Zero.
Proof:
1: Since fih solves LCP(Ck4b, bh -1- ChQh), we have
fih 20 (6.8a)
ph := Ch' h + (Dh + CAQh)lih 20 (6.8b)
fiIfh = 0. (6.8c)
Note that upeg = Prfih and ytg = Pkmfh due to (6.3) and the definition of Pr. Hence,
(6.8a) and (6.8b) together with Proposition 6.6.7 item 2 imply that
ulg(t) 2 0 and ylg(t) 2 0 for (almost) all t E IO, 7-1 (6.9)
Moreover, we have
(<g' ylg> = <Prfih, Prh)
= h Uh9'h
=0 (6.10)
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from Proposition 6.6.7 item 3, and (6.8c). On the other hand, we have
ylg = Prgh = PAn[Ch' th + (Dh + ChQI,)]114  (from (6.Bb))
= CP,<,llih + (D + CPCQh)Pl;'lih (from items 4 and 5 of Proposition 6.6.7)
- C  + (D + CT )ulg  (from item 1 of Proposition 6.6.7). (6.11)
Clearly, (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) imply that ulg solves TCP(Cql, D + CTQ)
2: Note that from Algorithm 6.3.1 step 5 we have
xt := (I - hA)-lzo + h(I - hA)-1 But (6.12)
Let ft(s) be the solution of RCP(zo, A, B, C, D) and uo = lims_,- 6(s).  As shown in the
proof of Theorem 6.3.4 item 2, hu converges to uo as h tends to zero.  Then, (6.12) implies
that
{4 }  converges  to  To + Buo (6.13)
as h tends  to zero.  Note that qi (t)  =  (I - hA)-11/h]xG. Hence,  from the triangle inequality
we get
Ilqi(·) - eA (To + Buo) 11 5 11 (I - hA)-Wlx  - eA.x 11 + 1 eA xob - e.'1.(zo + Buo)11
r                                             r
5 ( 0  11(I - hA)-lt/hj - BAiI'2(ilt)1/2 Ixo 11 + ( 10  liekt  2(it)1/2 |x  - (To + Buo)1 
Since  { lt/h] h} converges  to  t  as h tends  to zero, Lemma 6.6.3  item  3  and (6.13) reveal
that the right hand side converges to zero.
Y: Note that
l                                l   rph
(Thulg)(t) =Zh(I - hA)-(1-p+1}Bup .E/        (I - hA)-(1-P+1)Buhcls
P=1 p= 1 ··/(P- 1 jh          
                P
and also that
1-1  rph                      rt
(T(.4,8,/,0)Ulg)(t) =Z/ e.4(t_,)Bu;ds + / eA(t-s,Buhds
p-1 j(P-1)h ·/(1-1)h
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for 1 - [t/h] · By exploiting the triangle inequality, we get
1 (T,;Ulg)(t) - (T(.4,8,/,0)U eg)(t)11 S
[t/h] rph
Z  11       IICI - h..4)-(Lt/h]-ts/h]+1) _ £A(t-i)WIBu Ilds  (6.14)
p=l J/(P-1)h
since  (p- 1)h <s s p h gives p=  [s/h] . Clearly,  {([t/h]  -  [s/h] + 1)h} converges  to t-s
as h tends to zero. We already know from the hypothesis that  u I  is bounded for p 4 0.
Therefore, from Lemma 6.6.3 item 3 we can conclude that the right hand side converges
to zero uniformly in t on any bounded interval. It follows that {T ulg - T A,B,/,0)Ulg}
converges in (2-sense to zero as h tends to zero.                                             I
6.6.5    Convergence of solutions to TCPs
From the previous subsection, it is obvious that the convergence problem for the time-
stepping method can be reduced to convergence of the solutions of a sequence of TCPs.  The
following theorem provides a general framework in which we shall prove the convergence
of the regular parts of the approximation obtained by the backward Euler time-stepping
method.
Let U be a normed space. A sequence of operators Sk : U -+ U is said to be uniformly
convergent to S if ||Sk - Sll converges to zero where 11 · 11 denotes the norm induced by the
norm defined on U.
Theorem  6.6.9  Let  T  :  £2([0,7-}, R™)   -+  £2([0, r},R"')  be  a compact operator and let
S I (2(IO, T],R™)  -4  E2(10, 7-l,R"')  be a linear continuous operator. Suppose that there
erist  sequences {qk ,  {Sk}  and {Tk}  such  that {qk} converges  to q,  Sk  is  linear continuous
nonnegative  dejinite  (i. e.   (v, Skv>  2  0 for alt u  E  £2([O, rl, R™)) for  alt sROiciently  large
k, and TCP(qk, Sk+Tk) is solvable forallk. Let zk beasolution of TCP(qk, Sk+Tk).  If
{Zk} converges weakly to z, Sk converges uniformly to S and {Tkzk - Tzk} converges to
Z€TO then z solves TCP(q,S +T)
Proof: Iii order to prove the theorem, one should  show  that  z,  the weak limit  of  { zk },
satisfies
z(t) 20 (6.15a)
q(t) + ((S + T)z)(t) 20 (6.15b)
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for almost all t e 10, 7-1 and
(z, q + (S + T)z) = 0. (6.15c)
Since zk solves TCP(qk, S + Tk)'   we  have
Zk(t) 2 0 (6.16a)
qk(t) t ((Sk + Tk)zk)(t) 20 (6.16b)
for almost all t f [O, Tj and
(Zk, qk + (Sk + 71)zk> = 0 (6.16c)
for all k.  Let K be the nonnegativeconeof (2(IO, T],R™), i.e., {v I v(t) 2 0 for almost all t E
[O, 7-] }.  Note that AC is weakly closed  (i.e.,  the weak limit of every weakly convergent se-
quence in /C is in /C) by Theorem 3.12 of  231. Then, (6.15a) follows from (6.16a) and the
fact that K is weakly closed. Lemma 6.6.1  item 3b,  the fact that  {11Sk  - Sll} converges  to
the zero and Definition 6.6.2 imply that
{Skzk} converges weakly to Sz, (6.17a)
{Tzk} converges to Tz. (6.17b)
As a consequence of (6.17b), we have
{Tkzk} converges to Tz (6.17c)
since {TkZk - Tzk } converges to zero by the hypothesis.  The equations  (6.17a),  (6.17c)  and
the convergence of {qk} imply that {qk + (Sk t Tk)Zk} converges weakly to q + (S + T)z.
Hence, (6.15b) follows from (6.16b) and the fact that /C is weakly closed. Now, it remains
to show  that (6.15c) holds. Equation (6.16c) gives  <zk, Skik>  -  -<zk, qk + Tkzk>.   The
convergence of {qk}  and  the weak convergence  of {zk }, together with  (6.17c)  and  Lemma
6.6.1  item 3c, imply that limk-+00<zk• Skzk> =  - linlk»00<zk, qk + Tkzk> =  -(z. q + Tz>.  We
also have from (6.15a) and (6.15b) that <z, q + (S + T)z> 20. Thus,
(z, Sz> 2-<z, q +Tz>= lini <zk, Skzk>· (6.18)k-+00
The nonnegative definiteness of Sk for sufficiently large k implies that
<Zk - Z, Sk(lk - 2)> 2 0 (6.19)
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Since limk-+00(Z, Skzk> = limk.+00<Zk, Skz> = <z. Sz> due to the facts that {zk} converges
weakly  to  z,  {S } converges uniformly  to  S and Lemma 6.6.1 items 3b and  3c,  we get
1ft<zk, Skzk) 2 <z, Sz) (6.20)
by letting k tend to infinity in (6.19). Together with (6.18), this yields linlk-+00<Zk, Skik> -
<z, Sz).   Combining this equation,  (6.17c), the convergence  of  {q }  to  q and Lemma 6.6.1
item 3c results in limk-+00<Zk, qk + (Sk + Tk)Zk> = <z, q + (S + T)z). Finally, (6.15c) follows
from the last equation and (6.16c).                                                             I
6.6.6   Completing the proof of Theorem 6.3.4
The proofs of item 1 and 2 in Theorem 6.3.4 have already been shown. The remaining
items will be proven in this subsection.
Proof of item 3 of Theorem 6.3.4:
3a: The convergence of the impulsive parts has already been shown in the proof of item
2. Hence, it remains to show that the claim on the regular parts holds. By the hypoth-
esis  of the theorem,   we  know that Hupeg 1  is bounded for sufficiently small h. According
to Lemma 6.6.1 item 1, the existence of a weakly convergent subsequence of {*g}, say
{uk },  is  clear.    Let ureg denote  the weak limit  of this subsequence,   and  also  let  q;,k   and
TAk be defined as in Lemma 6.6.8. Since T(A,8.I,0) is a compact operator (see e.g.  [23, Ex-
ercise  4.151), it follows from Definition  6.6.2  that  {7}A,8,/,0)11% } converges (strongly)  to
T(A,8,1,0)ureg· Then, Lemma 6.6.8 item 3 implies that
{TAk' Ur } converges to 71 A,B,I,O) Ureg (6.21)
Note that
Xt@  =  171kt    ' 1 kt U:e (6.22a)
y:4  = Cqikt  t (D + CT, kt )u 4. (6.22b)
It  is  clear from Lemma 6.6.8  item  2,  (6.21)  and  (6.22a)  that  {x 4 } converges  to  xreg   -
ek.(TO+Buo) 1Io,T}+T(A,B./.0)Ureg· Since {Du:4} converges weakly to Dureg due to Lemma 6.6.1
item 3b, it follows from Lemma 6.6.8 item 2, (6.21) and (6.22b) that {y } converges weakly
to Yreg .- Ce.4.(zo + Buo) Ip,TI + TiA,B,C,D)Ureg
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3b: Item 2 of Theorem 6.3.4 states the convergence of (u p, x p, y p) to
(Uimp' 0, Yimp  - (uO8,0, 708) = (filmp, *imp, 9imp i (6.23)
where (Q, i, 9) € 82+n+„' is the unique initial solution for initial state zo. Hence, we also
have Yimp = Duimp due to ximp - 0.  Let us define in the framework of Theorem 6.6.9
• T = T(A.B.C.0),
•S=D
0  0- Cqlkt'
• St= D, and
• Ti =CTt  .
"kt
It can be checked that
• T is compact ( 123, Exercise 4.151),
• S is linear and continuous,
•   {qi}  converges  to  CeA. (zo + Buo) Ip,TJ (from Lemma 6.6.8  item  2),
• St is linear continuous and nonnegative definite for all Z (by Lemma 6.6.11 item 1),
•  TCP(qi, S + 71) is solvable for all sufficiently large 1 (from Lemma 6.6.8 item 1),
. St converges uniformly to S, and
• {liu% - Tu% } converges to zero (from Lemma 6.6.8 item 3).
Then,  Theorem 6.6.9 implies that ureg solves TCP(CeA. (zo + Buo) Ip,rl, T(A,B.C.D))· Due to
Proposition 6.6.6 item 2, (uregi Xregi Y.eg ) is a solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [0, T] with the
initial state zo + Buo (with uo as in (6.23)), where
Xreg = eA (1:0 + Buo)110.Tl + 7'(A,B,/,0)Ureg
Yreg reg reg·
= CX + Du
Equivalently,
ireg = Axieg + Bureg + (To + Buo)8 (6.24a)
Yreg = Cxreg + Dureg (6.24b)
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holds in the distributional sense and
0 S ureg(t) 1 Yreg(t) 2 0 (6.24c)
for almost all t € [O, 7.1 Since uimp = 1108, yimp = Duimp and ximp = 0, (6.24a) and (6.24b)
yield
ireg = Ax + Bu + x08 (6.25a)
y=Cx+Du (6.25b)
Clearly, (6.23), (6.24c) and (6.25) imply that (u, x, y) is a solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) on
[O, Tl with the initial state zo
3c:  We have already proven that the complete sequence of impulsive parts (u p, x  ,
y<Ap)  converges.   Note that  the sequence of regular parts  (u kg, x kg, v ekg) is bounded  by
assumption. Moreover, following the proof of item 3a above, it is clear that every converging
subsequence   (u , xk, y% )  converges  to a solution  of  the  LCS(A, B, C, D) with initial
state zo + Buo Since this solution is unique. every converging subsequence of the bounded
sequence of regular parts has the same limit. Applying Theorem 6.6.1 item 2 completes
the proof.                                                                      I
6.6.7 Some results on LCPs
We will present in this subsection some results on LCPs, that will be needed to prove the
main result (Theorem 6.4.1) for linear passive complementarity systems.
Proposition 6.6.10  Let M E Rn*n be a positive dejinite matrix and z, the unique solution
of LCP(qi, M) fori= 1,2. Then,
3/2n  Zl - 2211 < -Ilqi -q211
B(AI)
where B(AI)  denotes the smallest eigenualue of the symnietric part of M,  i. e.,   (111 + MT).
Proof: By Lemma 7.3.10 and Proposition 5.10.10 in   61, we have
n  11 - 121100   -Ilqi - q211OO (6.26)
BCAI)
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713/2Since Ilzll S ni/211zlloo and Ilzlloo 5 Ilzll for all z €Rn, (6.26) yields Ilzl - z211 5 - Ilql-*(M)
9211.                                                                                                i
Using the passivity property, we can compute a lower bound on B(G(h-1)) with G(s) :=
C(sI-A)-1 B + D, that will be useful for the application of Proposition 6.6.10.
Lemma 6.6.11   Consider  a  matriI  qUadmple  (A, B, C, D)  such  that  Assumption  6.2.7
holds and E(A, B, C, D)  is passive.  Let B(N)  denote the smallest eigenvalue of the sym-
metric part of a matrix N and define G(s)  -D+C(sI - A)-1 B.   The following statements
hold.
1. D 2 0
2. u 0 0 and ul-Dit = 0 imply that uTCBu > 0.
3. There ezists a>0 such that B(D + hCB) k a h for all stdliciently small h.
4.  There erists B>0 such that p(G(h-1)) 2 B h for all sulliciently small h.
Proof:
1.· It follows from Lemma 3.8.5 item  1.
2: It follows from Lemma 3.8.5 item  3.
3: It follows from the previous item and Lemma 3.8.3.
4.· It is known from matrix theory (see e.g. 118, Property 9.13.4.91) that
*(Nl + 32) 2 14(Ni) + 51(32)
for all square matrices Ni and N2 Hence, we get
it(G(h-1)) 2 IL(D + hCB) + h'p(CA(I - hA)-18)
2 Bh (from item 3)
for some 0>0 and all sufficiently small h.
The following auxiliary lemma will be needed in the sequel.
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Lemma 6.6.12 Let P = {x E R" 1 Ax 2 b} be a given nonempty polyhedron with A f
Rnx„'  and b E R"'  and let z'  be equal to argmin*ep  111:11.   There exists an index set J c iT
such that z* = arg minAl•x=bl |lzll
Proof: Consider the convex quadratic optimization problem
min iITZ.
Aztb +
The well-known Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessary and sufficient for this problem be-
cause  of its convexity   (see for instance )6, Chapter  1.21),   i.e.,   I-   is the solution  of  the




11-1-(Azi- b) = 0.
Take  such a vector  u.   Let  J  =  {i  <  u,  >  0}  and  v  =  uj.   Then, r- satisfies
I- = (AJ•)-ru (6.27a)
AJ·r·=bJ (6.27b)
Note that (6.27) are necessary and sufficient (Kuhn-Tucker) conditions for the convex
quadratic minimization problem minAJ.x==61  ZTZ.
The next lemma establishes bounds on the solutions of linear complementarity problems
with nonnegative definite matrices.
Lemma 6.6.13  Let M € R,xn  be nonnegative dejinite and Q = SOL(0, M). Atso let
Q- denote the dual cone Of the set Q as defined in Chapter 1.  We have the fottowing
statements.
1. LCP(q, M) is solvable if and only if q E Q*.
2. For each q E Q-, there exists a unique least-norm solution z' € SOL(q, M) such that
z- 11 5 1 z11 for all z c SOL(q, M).
3. There exists a>0 such that for alt q e Q*
Ilz.(q)11 5 allqll,
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where z' (q)  denotes the least-norm solution  (see item 2) of LCP(q,M).
Proof:
1: It follows from 16, Exercise 3.12.11 and Lemma 2.
2: This follows from the fact that SOL(q, M) is a nonempty polyhedron whenever
q € Q-  [6, Theorem 3.1.7(c)1.
3: Define
 0                                   i f A= O
a(A) = 1  max min Ilzll    if A ik o
| 11€im A Ax=y
l livii=i
Note that
max min 111,11 - max  min jIx - x' 1.
v€im A Ax=y IATII=l A='=0
Ilyll=1
The mapping x + min liz - z'll achieves its maximum on the set {I 1 1|Azll = 1}. Hence,Az' =0
the quantity a(A) is well-defined for all A. Take
I
-IJC.
a = v'  max max a(              )JET Kcs,    M
--MJ.- K.
where Jc = n \ J.  For any q c Q-, we know from the items 1 and 2 that LCP(q, M) is
solvable  and that there exists a unique least-norm solution  z*(q).   Let  J  =  {i  I  z; (q)  >  0}
Clearly, P = {u I vi 2 0, UJ. = 0, q.1 + M.1.111.1 -- 0, and q.19 + MJ. JUJ 2 03 C SOL(q, M)
and z- (q) E P. Note that P is a polyhedron, since P = {v   Au 2 b} where
I       -0
-IJ,·             0A= and b =
M          -q
--MJ.- _qJ_
Moreover,  it is obvious  that  z-(q)  =  argminAv26 'lull. Then, according to Lemma  6.6.12
there exists  K   c   3n  such  that  z'(q)   =  argminAK.v=bK  |lvll.    Thus,  we  have  jlz*(q) il   S
0(AK.)llbxll.  Note that IIbKI12 S Ilbll2 5 Ilq'12 + 119.1112 5 211qll2 and =0(AK.) 5 a.
Consequently, liz-(q)11 5 a Ilqll.                                                                                 I
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6.6.8    Proof of Theorem 6.4.1
After these results on LCPs, the proof of the main result on linear passive complemen-
tarity systems is in order. The proof will be based on showing that the requirements of
Theorem 6.3.4 are fulfilled for this class of linear complementarity systems.
Lemma 6.6.14 Consider  a  matriz  quadruple  (A, B, C, D)   such  that  Assumption  6.2.7
holds andE(A, B, C, D) is passive.  Then, for att sulliciently smatth, LCP(hC(I-hA)-12,
G(h-1)) has a unique solution for each f f R"
Proof: The statement follows  from the positive definiteness  of G(h- 1)  for all sufficiently
small h (Lemma 6.6.11 item 4 together with Theorem 3.1.6 of  61).                         I
Lemma 6.6.15 Consider  a  matrix  quadruple  (A, B, C, D)   such  that  Assumption  6.2.7
holds and E(A, B, C, D) is passive.  Let 7- > 0 and Q =SOL(0, D).  Also let ({ukb}, {,4}, {yt})
be produced by Algorithm  6.3.1.   The following statements  hold for  all st:,Oiciently small h.
1. Cxt E Q* for att k 4 -1.
2. There exists an a>0 independent of zo such that Ilu 11 5 allxoll for alt k 9 6 0.
Proof:
1.· It is evident from (6.2b) and (6.2c) that u2 solves LCP(Cxt, D) when k 4 -1. Since
D is nonnegative definite (Lemma 6.6.11 item 1), Cx  e Q. due to Lemma 6.6.13 item 1.
2: All inequalities involving h are meant to hold for all sufficiently small h, and
al, c22, · · · ,0 6 are suitably chosen positive constants in this proof.  Note that LCP(Cxt, D)
is solvable for all k 76 -1 due to item 1 and Lemma 6.6.13 item 1.  Let u' be the least-norm
solution of LCP(Cx ,D). Clearly, u' solves also LCP(Cxt - hC(I - hA)-1Bu*,G(h-1)).
According to Proposition 6.6.10, we have
7713/2
  U +1 - U'|| < LIC(I - hA)-ixt - Cx  + hC(I - hA)-1Bu'll- *(G(h-1))
since ut.+ 1 solves LCP(C(I - hA)-ix ,G(h-1)) and G(h-1) is positive definite for all suf-
ficiently small h. By using the triangle inequality and Lemma 6.6.11 item 4, we obtain
Ilu +1 - u.115  !"IICICI - hA)-1 - I]x 11 + al'IC(I - hA)-IB'LVI
Note that (I-hA)-1 -I- hA(I-hA)-1 Itcanbe easily verified that Lemma 6.6.3 item
2 and Lemma 6.6.13 item 3 result in
Illl +1 - U'11 5 a21'X:11 (6.28)
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Consequently, we get
  Ukhtl|1 5 liu'|| +   U +l - 11* 1 5 a311Xtll (6.29)
by applying the triangle inequality and employing Lemma 6.6.13 item 3 and (6.28). It
follows that
  ,4+1|1 5 |IX 11 + Ilx +1 - Xtll
S Ilx:lit 11[(I - hA)-1 - I]x  + h(I - hA)-1Bu +ill    (from (6.2a))
5 (1 + 04h)ilx ll. (from Lemma 6.6.3 item 2) (6.30)
Since limh-+0(1 + aAh)NA = ec'IT (Lemma 6.6.3 item 3), (6.30) implies that Ilx 11 5 0511411
for some 05 > 0.  Here Nh =  li]·  Note that we have
I'X:11 - I'Xtl + hBu 11 = 11:ro + hButl| 5 06|1:Eoll
from Proposition 6.3. Finally, (6.29) and (6.6.8) establish the desired inequality.         1
After all these preliminaries, we can prove Theorem 6.4.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.4.1 According to Lemma 6.6.14, Assumption 6.3.2 holds.  Then,
Proposition  6.6.4  item  1  implies that RCP(zo, A, B, C, D)  has a unique solution,  say
(0(s),9(s)).  It is known from Lemma 3.8.13 item  2 that  6(s) is proper. Therefore, bound-
edness of 11 hutll for all sufficiently small h follows from Proposition 6.6.4 item 2. On the
other hand, D is nonnegative definite due to item 1 of Lemma 6.6.11 and
r'
  U g|| - <    |lulg(t) 11 dt 1/2 5 a·rl/2  Ioll (6.31)
due to (6.3) and Lemma 6.6.15 item 2. Finally, it is known from Theorem 6.2.8 that (u, x, y)
is the unique solution on [O, T] with the initial state zo.  As a consequence of Theorem 6.3.4
item 30,  {(uhk , yhk)} converges weakly  to  (u, y)  and  {xhk } converges to I  for any sequence
{hk} that converges to zero. In other words,  {(uh, yh)} converges weakly to (u, y)  and  {xh}
converges to x as h tends to zero.                                                              I
6.6.9 Proof of Theorem 6.4.2
In this subsection, the continuous dependence of solution trajectories on the initial states
will be proven as formulated in Theorem 6.4.2.
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Proof of Theorem  6.4.2  Let the sequence  {2*}C Rn converge to f  € R . Denote  the
solution of LCS(A, B, C, D) on [O, Tl with the initial states fk and f by (uk, xk, yk)  and
(u, x, y), respectively.  Then, it should be shown that
1.  {(u' T,p, X ,p, y p)} converges to (uimp, Ximp' Yimp i
2. {(u g,ytg)} converges weakly to (ureg,Yreg)  and {Xleg} converges  to  xreg·
1:    Let   (ufmp, xlp, ylp)   =   (u 8, Iok8, yok8).     Also  let  u (h)   and  uo(h)   be the solutions
of the one-step problems LCP(C(I - hA)-12k,hC(I - hA)-18 + D) and LCP(C(I -
hA)-12, hC(I - hA)-IB + D), respectively. From Proposition 6.6.10 and Lemma 6.6.11
item 4, we get
11,4(h) - uo(h)11 5  IIC(I - hA)-ill'lfk - 211
for sufficiently small h. By multiplying the inequality above by h and using Lemma 6.6.3
item 2, we obtain
||hu:(h) - huo(h)11 5 a'llfk - ;ElI (6.32)
for sufficiently small h.  On the other hand, it is already known from the proof of Theorem
6.3.4 item 2 that limh.,0 hu&(h) = u  and limb.,0 huo(h) = uo.  Thus, (6.32) yields
 11% - uo  15 a'llik - 2 11. (6.33)
Clearly, {14} converges to uo Consequently, {ulp} converges to uimp· Since xLp = 0 and
ylp = Dufmp,  we can conclude  that  {(ulp,xf™p, YLp)} converges to (uimp' Ximp, Yimp 
2: Observe that (ulg, X g, y eg) and (ureg, xreg, Yreg) are the solutions of LCS(A, B, C, D)
on [O, 7-] with the initial states 2k + Bu  and 1 + Buo, respectively. Moreover, {fk + Bug}
converges to 2 + Buo as shown in the proof of item 1 above. Lemma 6.6.15 item 2 together
with (6.31) implies that for some B  >  0  independent  of 2k + Bu&,  Iluf,gll  S  Bllfk + Bu  11
for all k. This means that the sequence {u g} is bounded since the sequence {2k + Buok}
is convergent. Hence, there exists at least one weakly convergent subsequence   of  {ukeg}
according to Lemma  6.6.1   item  3a.     Take  any such subsequence of {u eg  ,  say   {u 4}
Define
. T= T(A,B,C,0),
• S = D,
0 71 - Ce/1.(21,1 + Btt i), and
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. Tt = T.
It can be checked that
•  T is compact  ( [23, Exercise  4.151),
• S is linear continuous,
• {qt} Converges to CeA. (2 + Buo) Ito,TI (since  Ilqi - Ce.4.(2 + Buo)11 5 11CeA. 1111(2kl +
Buck') - (2 + Buo)|1)
• TCP(qi, S + 11) is solvable (from Proposition 6.6.6 item 1),
. St is linear continuous nonnegative definite (by Lemma 6.6.11 item 1), and
•{7luf4 - Tuf g} = 0.
Therefore, {u g} converges weakly to the solutionureg of TCP(Ce'1.(2+Buo) 1Io,T}, T(A,B,C,D))
according to Theorem 6.6.9. Since ureg is unique due to Proposition 6.6.6 item 2 and The-
orem 6.2.8, the reasoning above shows that any weakly convergent subsequence of {ukg}
has the same limit. Lemma 6.6.1 item 2 implies now that the whole sequence {ukg} con-
verges weakly to ureg·  Note that Proposition 6.6.6 item 2 and uniqueness of the solutions
of LCS(A, B, C, D) yield that
Xreg - BA. (Ik -1- BU ) |[o,r} + T(A,B,1,0)U eg (6.34a)
y:,g = CX,eg -1- DUk (6.34b)reg
and
Xreg - EA (I + Btto)|fo,rl + T A,B,1,0)Ureg (6.34c)
Yreg reg reg
= CX + Du (6.34d)
Then, convergence of {xfg} to xreg and weak convergence of {Y*eg} to Yreg follow from
(6.34), the convergence of {2k + Buok} to 2 + Buo and the compactness of T(A,8,1,0)·       
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Chapter 7
A Time-stepping Method for Relay
Systems
7.1    Introduction
Simulation is a common tool (and final escape) when analytical solutions or properties
of model equations cannot be derived.  It is recognized that new techniques are required
for approximating the solution trajectories of hybrid systems. Simulators and languages
like Chi (X) 12 , Matlab/Simulink/Stateflow, Modelica  20l, Omola/Omsim  11, Psi  41
and SHIFT   81 have recently been developed or added hybrid features to their existing
simulation environments. Most of the mentioned hybrid simulators can be categorized as
event-driven methods according to a classification made by Moreau   21  in the context of
unilaterally constrained mechanical systems.
Event-driven methods are based on considering the simulation interval as a union of
disjoint subintervals on which the mode (active constraint set) remains unchanged. On
each of these subintervals we are dealing in general with di#erential and algebraic equa-
tions (DAE), which can be solved by standard integration routines (DAE simulation).  As
integration proceeds, one has to monitor certain indicators (invariants) to determine when
the subinterval ends (event  detection).  At this event  time a mode transition occurs, which
means that one has to determine what  the new mode will be on the next subinterval (,node
selection).  If the state at the event time is not consistent with the selected mode, a jiimp is
necessary (re-initialization). The complete numerical method is based on repetitive cycles
consisting of DAE simulation, event detection. mode selection and re-initialization.
The idea of smoothing methods is to approximately replace the nonsmooth relationships by
some regularized ones   21  (see also   13l in which the term "regularization" is tised). As
an example in a mechanical setting, a non-interpenetrability constraint will be replaced by
some stiff repulsion laws and damping actions which are effective as soon as two boclies of
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the mechanical system come close t.o each other. The dynamics of the resulting approximate
system is then governed by differential equations with sufficient smoothness to be handled
througli standard numerical techniques. Discrete modes do not really exist anymore, so
event detection and mode selection are not necessary. Instantaneous jumps are replaced by
(finitely) fast motions, so also the problem of re-initialization disappears. A drawback of
this method is that an accurate simulation requires the use of very stiff approximate laws.
The time-stepping procedures have to resort to very small step-length and possibly also
have to enforce numerical stability by introducing artificial terms in the equations  J211
This results in long simulation times and the effect of the artificial modifications may blur
the simulation results.
Time-stepping methods replace the describing equations directly by some "discretized"
equivalent. Numerical integration routines are applied to approximate the system equations
involving derivatives and all algebraic relations are enforced to hold at each time-step. In
this way, one has to solve at each time-step an algebraic problem (sometimes called the"one-
step problem") involving information obtained from previous time-steps. In contrast with
event-driven methods, time-stepping methods do not determine the event times accurately,
but "overstep" them, which puts the consistency of the method into question.
In this chapter we will study linear dynamical systems coupled to relay switches. Such
relay systems attract a lot of attention as they are used in many control schemes and are
suitable for modeling friction in mechanical systems. In relay systems one may observe
chattering and even when the sliding mode is modeled explicitly (as described by Filippov
Ilol), the system may display an infinite number of relay switches (mode transitions) in a
finite interval  (see the example in Section 7.3 below). This so-called "Zeno behavior" causes
difficulties for simulation methods, especially if one uses an event-driven methodology.
In  1131 one proposed several techniques to extend simulations beyond the Zeno time:
regularization (called smoothing in the discussion above), averaging and Filippov extension
(suggested in the context of relay systems also in   191). The example in Section 7.3 will
show that Filippov extension does not always yield a feasible option as Zeno behavior
is still present in spite of introducing additional modes corresponding to sliding regimes.
Arriving at the Zeno point still requires simulation with an infinite number of mode (relay)
switches, which leads to numerical difficulties. Smoothing of the non-Lipschitzian relay
characteristic may be an option. However. this route is not taken here. A related paper
 51 investigates this method for electrical networks with ideal diodes. The connection to the
work described in this paper lies in the fact that  linear complementarity systems   11,231,
a subclass of hybrid dynamical systems, form a superclass of both linear electrical circuits
with diodes and linear relay systems.
In this chapter we will study an alternative method based on time-stepping that can
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handle Zeno behavior for (linear) relay systems. 111 particular. the question of consistency
will be of interest:  Will the approximations converge to the solution of the original relay
system and in what sense? For linear complementarity systems the answer to this question
is iIi general  "no" (see Example 6.3.3). However,  in  the  case of linear relay systems  con-
sistency can be proven under certain additional assumptions. Moreover, the example in
Section 7.3 will be discussed in some detail to show how the proposed method deals with
Zeno behavior.
7.2 Linear Relay Systems
Consider the systems given by
*(t) = Ax(t) + Btl(t) (7.la)
9(t) = Cz(t) + Df(t) (7.lb)
ti,(t)=Sgn(-9,(t)) (7.lc)
with ft E Rm,x c R" , #E R™ and A, B, C and D matrices of appropriate dimensions.  Each
pair (-17*, 11,) satisfies an ideal relay characteristic u, = sgn(-9,), where "sgn" denotes the
signum relation as depicted in Figure 7.1. Sometimes,  we will also write  (-3, u,)  E  Frelay
7.3 Example
A time reversed version of a system studied by Filippov  [10, p. 1161 (also mentioned in
111,18,241) is given by
21  =  -sgn(xi) + 2sgn(z2) (7.2a)
22  =   -2sgn(Il) - sgn(z2)· (7.2b)
Solutions of this piecewise constant system are spiraling towards the origin. which is an
equilibrium. Since  (11:1(t)I t 11,2(t)1) = -2 when z(t) 0 0 along trajectories I of the
system, solutions reach the origin in finite  time (see Figure  7.2  for a trajectory). However,
solutions cannot arrive at the origin without going through an infinite number of relay
switches (mode transitions) Since these mode switches occur  in a finite time iriterval,
the event times contain an accumulation point (i.e. the time that the solution reaches
the origin) after which the solution stays at zero.  It may be clear that an event-driven
methodology will not produce a good approximation, since the method can in principle not
simulate beyond the accumulation point. Hence. one has to take recourse to some other





Figure 7.1: Ideal relay characteristic
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Figure 7.2: Trajectory with initial state (2,2)T.
techniques.
7.4 The Backward Euler Time-stepping Method
For the numerical simulation of a (linear) relay system we propose the use of time-stepping
methods as used in a mechanical context  in    22,251 and for electrical circuits in   115,161.
The particular method considered here is based on applying the well-known backward
Euler scheme to the differential equations and imposing the relay characteristic oil every
time-step. This converts (7.1) into
Ij+i - Ij (7.3a)h     = Axj+1 + BO)+1
93+1 = CIJ+1 + Dultl (7.3b)
(- #j + 1,i,  uj + 1 .i     €   1 elay i (7.3c)
where h is the chosen step-size (assumed to be constant for ease of notation) and  tli,  Tj  and
#j denote the approximations at time instant t, = jh, 1 = 0,1,2,. The relations (7.3)
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result in the following algebraic one-step problem, that must be solved for every time-step:
=:G(h-1)
I
gj+1 = C(I - Ah)-iIi + [C( I - A)-18 + D]ilj+1 (7.4a)
(-171+1.i, 01+1,2) f Frelay (7.4b)
The update for the state variable follows now from
Zj+1 - (I - Ah)-iIi + ( I - A)-IBilj+b (7.5)
Given an initial state z(0) = zo, the scheme starts by setting :rj := To and j := 0. Solving
the one-step problem for j as given in (7.4) results in  5+ 1  and #5+ 1·  Next we can determine
Zj+1 from (7.5) as xj and oj+1 are known. The counter j can be increased resulting in a new
one-step problem (j := j + 1). This cycle is repeated till the desired end time T is reached
(i.e. jh 2 T).  For a given step-size h this procedure results in a sequence of approximations
(provided the one-step problems are solvable) {e},{zjb},{e} for j=1,2, . . . , [fl  with
[ i 1  denoting the smallest integer larger than or equal to  . Hence,  we can define a family
of approximations as a function of the step-size h. The functions (Sh, Th, #h) are defined
on [0, T] as the piecewise constant functions defined by
(Sh(t), Th(t), 9-h(t))  := (fLA, Zf, 9;')  if t € [jh, (j + 1)h). (7.6)
7.5 Complementarity Framework
Next we discuss two methods to rewrite the one-step problem (7.4) as a so-called linear
complementarity problem. It is well-known that a relay characteristic can be reformulated
in  terms of LCPs  (see  e.g.    114,18, 221).   In this section  we will discuss two methods.   One
method will be used to prove unique solvability of the one-step problem (under suitable
conditions). The other  will be utilized for showing consistency  and for numerical imple-
mentation.
7.5.1    Solvability of the one-step problem
The first method is described in e.g. 118J. There it is stated  that  (-9„ 11,)  E  Frelay  (or
4 = sgn(-9,)) for all i is equivalent to
ya - yb = V (7.7a)
U a=e+i i (7.7b)
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U b=e-u (7.7c)
0 5 110 ly« 2 0 (7.7d)
0 5 14 1 m 2 0 (7.7e)
where e denotes the vector (of any dimension) with all components being equal to one.
Combining (7.3) and (7.7), defining q := C(I- Ah)-11:j and G := C(h-lI- A)-tB+D,
and finally assuming that G(h-1) is invertible, we obtain the LCP (omitting the subscripts
for brevity)
(u,j - (e-G-i,j » (G-1  -G-'j (V.j (7.8a)
(u,/1      8 + G-iqj    t-G-1    G-1  1  y, |
O 6 <u·j -1 <"j 20. (7.8b)
  Ut' \ybj
Theorem 7.5.1 If G is a P-matrix, then the linear complementarity problem (7.8) is
uniquely solvable for arbitrary q
The corresponding corollary for the time-stepping scheme is the following.
Corollary 7.5.2 Consider the relay system (7.1) and suppose that G(s) := C(sI-A)-1B+
D is a P-matrix for all sulliciently large s E R.  The one-step problem (7.3) (or equiva-
tently (7.8)) resulting from applying the time-stepping method based on backward Euter is
uniquely solvable for arbitrary zj and all h sulliciently small.
7.5.2 Numerical scheme
To approximate the solution to the relay system, one could recursively solve (7.4) by
just trying all possibilities of the relay characteristic (exhaustive search) at each time-
step. Since each relay has three branches. this amounts to 3k possibilities that have to be
checked. An alternative is the use of LCPs. Although the LCP is NP-hard, which indicates
an exponential growth of computing time as a function of the size of the problem (k) (in
worst  case), the available algorithms have proven  to  work  well in practice  and  are  used  for
a wide range of applications for simulation of electrical circuits  13,15,161 and rigid body
dynamics 122,251.
The reformulation of the one-step problem (7.4) into an LCP of the form (7.8) is
only valid under the assumption of invertibility of G(h-1) for sufficiently small h > 0.
In this subsection we will show an alternative modeling method due to Van der Schaft
and Schumacher   24J that has two advantages. Firstly. the condition of invertibility is not
needed. Secondly, it avc)ids inclusion of algebraic constraints in the system equations, which
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would complicate the use of the consistency results of Chapter 6 needed in Section 7.7.
The statement (-gi, 0,) € Frelay for all i is equivalent to
Ua  =    (e - 11) (7.9a)
yb -   (e + 11) (7.9b)
-y = ya - lib (7.9c)
0 5 ely" 20 (7.9d)
0 5 uble 20 (7.9e)
Note that uf - 0 and 62 = 0 cannot occur simultaneously because of (7.9a)-(7.9b). This
implies due to the complementarity (7.9e) that either yib = 0 or ut = 0 must be true. As a
consequence of (7.9c), we obtain that ya = max(0,-9,) and u2 = max(0, 9,). Moreover, it
follows that fi =e- 21:° and Vb =e- ua. The one-step problem (7.4) can thus be rewritten
as
(14+1 1 -  -C(I - Ah)-1.Ej + G(h-1)€  ..p  26(h-1)   I)
(u;+ij
(7.10a)
 4+ 1 j                                                  e                                                                 -I             OIl      '         11 /543
0 5 {.a.,j 1- <,i.,j 20. (7.1Ob)
Ujtl/ \45+1/
and the update of the state is given by
xi+1 = (I - Ah)-izj + ( I - A)-IB[e - 2u;+11. (7.11)
Note that solvability of (7.4) and (7.10) are equivalent. Due to the relation between (7.4)
and (7.8) Corollary 7.5.2 also applies to (7.10) under the conditions stated.
7.6 Linear Complementarity Systems
The modeling of (7.9) can be directly applied (before any discussion on approximation
schemes) to the relay system (7.1) to obtain the following dynamical extension of the LCP:
i = As + Be -284 (7.12a)
(:i)- (   e   } + (3 ,) C..) (7.12b)
-CI-De 1\ /u°\
0 5 Ila 1 / 2 0 (7.12c)
0 Sublyb 2 0. (7.12d)
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The general form of such system descriptions is given by
2(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + f (7.13a)
,(t) = CI(t) + bu(t) + g (7.13b)
05 4(t) 111(t) 2 0 (7.13c)
and called a linear complementarity system (LCS). Systems of this form have been intro-
duced in   [231 and were studied further in e.g.   16,11,181.
7.7   Consistency of Time-stepping for Relay Systems
By applying backward Euler to the LCS (7.13), we obtain the one-step problem
xj+111 Zj = A.j+1 + Buj+1 + f (7.14a)
16+1 = 23+1 + Dul+1 + g (7.14b)
0 5 yjtl .1- ulti 2 0, (7.14c)
which is equivalent to the LCP
yj+1 = # + (I- hA)-1{zj + hf} + [D+ h(I - hA)-1B]uj+1 (7.15a)
0 5 16+11 uj+1 2 0 (7.15b)
and
Ij+1 := (I - hA)-1{xj + hf} + h(I - hA)-1Buj+1· (7.16)
Applying this backward Euler time-stepping scheme to the LCS (7.12) obtained from
the complementarity reformulation of (7.1) yields the approximation scheme from sub-
section  7.5.2, i.e.  the one given  by  (7.10)  and (7.11). Hence, the order of complementarity
reformulation and application of the time-stepping scheme to (7.1) is irrelevant for the
resulting approximation scheme.
In Chapter 6 the consistency - indicating the existence of a sequence of approximations
that converges to an actual solution trajectory of the original system description with the
same initial condition - of time-stepping methods has been investigated for linear electrical
networks with ideal diodes. One should be cautious in applying a time-stepping method to
a general LCS (or other multimodal or hybrid systems).  This is illustrated by an example
of a triple integrator connected to complementarity conditions for which it has been shown
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that the approximations  are  not even bounded (see Example  6.3.3).    As a consequence,
verification of the numerical scheme in the sense of showing consistency is needed.
For the backward Euler time-stepping method the following fairly general result has
been  proven  for LCS in Chapter 61.
Theorem 7.7.1  Consider the LCS given by (7.13) such that the one-step problems given
by (7.15) are uniquely solvable for  all stlficiently small h.   Let T  >  0  and zo  €  Rn  be
given. Also let (uh, Th, yh)  E  £2([O, T}, IR"'+1,+m)  be  the piecewise  constant  approximations
obtained for step-size h and initial state To  as in (7.6).   Suppose that there exists  an a  >  0
such that 'lut'11 5 a for alt stdliciently small h, where    ·   denotes the 4-norm.  Suppose
that b is nonnegative de,/inite (not necessarily symmetric).  Then the following holds for
any sequence {hk} of step-sizes that converges to zero.
1. There exists a subsequence {hk,}  C  {hk}  such that (uhkt, vhk,)  converges weakly in £2
to some (11, y) and zh.t  converges in £2 to Some x.
2.   The triple (u, z, y)  is a solution to the LCS  (7.13)  on [0, T] for initial state zo in the
sense that for almost all t E (0, T)
ft
x(t) = zo + I  [Az(T) + Bu(·r)]dr + ft (7.17a)
Jo
y(t) = Cz(t) + bu(t) + 9 (7.17b)
0 5 11(t) 1 9(t) 20 (7.17c)
3.  If the solution (u, I, y)  is unique for the initial state zo in the sense of (7.17), then
the sequence (uhk, 94)  as stich converges weakly to (u, v) and 14 converges to I.
This theorem will be applied to the relay system (7.1) by converting it to the LCS in (7.12).
Theorem 7.7.2  Consider the relay system (7.1) and suppose that G(s) := C(sI -A)-18+
D is a P-matrix for all sidiciently large s E R and D is nonnegative dejinite2.  Let T>0
and zo E Rn be given.  Let {hk} converge to zero and consider the piecewise constant
approximations  (Shk. Th* ,  4)  given by (7.6). Then the following holds for any sequence
{hk} of step-sizes that converges to zero.
1. There exists a subsequence {hkt } c  {hk}  such that (uhk,, #hk, ) converges weakty in t2
to some (ti, #) and Ihk, converges in £2 to some z.
i The result stated in Chapter  6  is more general  in the sense  that  it even includes the possibility  of
impulsive motions, i.e. Dirac delta distributions, and the corresponding re-initializations in the solution
trajectories.
2If D is symmetric the last condition can be dropped, since it is then implied by the first. See page 147
in  171.
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2.   The triple (11, z, #)  c  £2(10, TI, R™+n+m)  is a solution to the relay system  (7.1)  on
[0, T} with initial state zo in the sense that for almost all t € [0, T]
ft
T(t) = zo + i  [Az(T) + Bil(·r)]dr (7.18a)
JO
#(t) = Cz(t) + Dit(t) (7.18b)
11,(t) = sgn(-9,(t)) (7.18c)
3.   If the solution  (11, I, #)  E  £2([0, T], Iriz+n+m)  is  unique for  the initial state xo  in  the
sense of (7.18), then  the  complete  sequence  (uhk, vhk)  converges weakly  to  (u, y)  and
Thk  converges to z.
Note that the theorem also guarantees the global existence of a solution to the linear relay
system under the assumptions stated.
7.8 Example
The example of Section 7.3 can be written in the form (7.1) with
A- D = (0 0};8 -  1 -,2}1(- (  0).
Note that G(s) = C<sI - A)-18+ D =CBs-1 is a P-matrix for all s > 0. Hence, the the-
orem above guarantees the existence of a sequence of step sizes for which the corresponding
approximations converge to an actual solution of the relay system given an initial state.
Although in  [181 the uniqueness of solutions has been proven for relay systems under
the condition that G(s) is a P-matrix for sufficiently large s, the kind of uniqueness does
not correspond to the £2-uniqueness as formulated by (7.18). The reason is that in 1181
left-accumulations (see  )121) of events are excluded in the solution concept (which we will
denote by "forward sense"). Hence, convergence  of any arbitrary sequence of approxima-
tions cannot be concluded in general from Theorem 7.7.2 item 3.
The difference between the £2- and the forward sense uniqueness can be illustrated
best by considering the time-reversed version of the system in Section 7.3 (which is then
the original example in  110, p. 1161) given by
ii = sgn(.r ) - 2sgn(I2) (7.19a)
d,2 = 2sgn(/1 ) + sgn(/2)· (7.19b)
This system has (infinitely many) solutions in the sense of (7.18) corresponding to initial
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state zo = 0. To see this, observe that infinitely many solution trajectories in (7.2) reach
the origin in finite time (e.g. the trajectory depicted in Figure 7.2). The time-reversed
trajectories satisfy (7.19) in the (2-sense of (7.18) with the origin as initial state. These
trajectories start with a left-accumulation point of events at the initial time (see  1121 for
more  details).   Note  that  the zero trajectory satisfies  (7.19)  in  (2-sense  as well. However,
the solution concept in "forward sense" as used in I181 allows only the zero-trajectory for
initial state zo = 03. These phenomena might obstruct the uniqueness needed to apply
Theorem 7.2 item 3, which would guarantee the convergence of any arbitrary sequence of
approximations. However, for the example at hand (7.2) £2-uniqueness can be proven and
consequently, convergence of any sequence of approximations is guaranteed.
We return now to the simulation of (7.2) by the backward Euler time-stepping scheme.
The discretization (7.3) results for (7.2) in
Ii.'+1/i xi'J = -Sgn(Il,j+1) + 2sgn(xY.j+1) (7.20a)
I2,1+1'1- Z2J = -2sgn(zl,/+1) - sgn(z2,j+1)· (7.2Ob)
This problem has to be solved for given Il,j and I2.j in the unknowns Il,j+1 and x2,j+1·
Considering the three possibilities for each relay characteristic yields nine (discrete) pos-
sibilities. Since the problem is uniquely solvable for each combination of zi j and z2 j
according to Corollary 7.5.2, the nine areas lead to a partitioning of the state space (see
also  124, p. 301).  One of the nine possibilities is the case where 1,1.j+1   0 and 1:2.j+1 = 0
(both relays will be in the middle branches ("sliding modes")).  We can derive necessary and
sufficient conditions on zl.j, I2,j for this being the right mode. The conditions follow from
(7.20) by realizing that the values of tll,jtl  = -Sgn(1,1,3+1) and 82,j+l = -Sgn 1,2.j+1 must
be contained in [-1,11 These conditions correspond to the central area in Figure 7.3.
Hence,  if the previous state  Il,j,  I2,3  lies  in this central  area,  the new state  will  be  the
origin. The figure shows that the discretized system behaves like the original continuous
system except in the vertical and horizontal strips that do not have much influence on
the solution trajectory.  Only in the central area the behavior of the discretized and the
original system differ considerably. The discretized solution "jumps" to the origin in one
discrete step, while the continuous solution continues to go through (infinitely many) mode
changes at an increasing speed. After the discretized system jumps to the origin, it stays
there. Hence, the discretized system reaches the origin in finitely many steps. The theory
presented above guarantees that each sequence of approximations converges to the unique
solution of the original system.
3Interestingly, the backward Euler time-stepping scheme applied to this Filippov example generates
only zero-trajectories as approximations starting from the origin. Hence, this discretization method might
inherently use some "forward sense" as well.
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Figure 7.3: Partitioning of plane by relay system.
We simulated the above system for the step-sizes h = l, h = 0.1 and h = 0.01 and
initial state (2,2)T. The simulation results can be found in Figure 7.4.   For h  =  1  the
origin is reached within two steps. For h = 0.1 the system is at time 1.8 exactly in the
origin, while for h = 0.01 this occurs at time 1.9. For decreasing step sizes this value gets
closer and closer to the exact accumulation point 2 for the original system. Note that the
simulation is exact beyond time 2 for all step sizes. The time-stepping method is able to
deal with the Zeno behavior in this example satisfactorily. Moreover, the convergence of
the approximations has been guaranteed.
7.9 Lemke's Method
The most well-known algorithm to solve an LCP is the complementary pivoting scheme
due to C.E. Lemke 1171. Under the condition that M is a £-matrix, Eaves has proven that
Lemke's method produce a solution to LCP(q, M), provided a solution exists  191.
Definition 7.9.1 A matrix M e R xk is an £-matrix, if
1. Forall w 2 0, w 00 there exists a j such that wk > 0 and (Mw)k 2 0.
2. There exist diagonal matrices A 2 0 and Q 2 0 satisfying Qw 0 0 and (AM +
AITQ)w = 0 for all nonzero w € SOL(0, At).
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Figure 7.4: Simulation of the Il and x2 trajectories for h=1 (top), h= 0.1 (middle) and
h = 0.01 (bottom).
The following result claims that Lemke's algorithm will process the one-step problem (7.10)
successfully under the condition that G(h-1) is a P-matrix for all sufficiently small h.
Theorem  7.9.2  If G is  a P-matrix,  then the matrix M :=   -         is an £-matrix
7.10 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed and analyzed a time-stepping method for simulating a class of
hybrid dynamical systems, to wit linear relay systems. One motivation for considering a
time-stepping method instead of an event-driven method, as is more usual in the context of
hybrid systems, is the possible occurrence of Zeno behavior. A relay system exhibiting this
kind of phenomena was presented in Section 3. In spite of the possible presence of Zeno
trajectories and the fact that event times are overstepped, a formal proof of the convergence
of the approximations to an actual solution of the linear relay systems was given under
certain additional assumptions (which guarantee well-posedness in "forward sense"). This
justifies the use of the method and shows that it is an alternative technique for simulating
systems exhibiting Zeno behavior. This has been demonstrated by an example as well.
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The consistency that we showed in the paper guaranteed the existence of a sequence of step-
sizes such that the corresponding approximations converge to the actual solution trajectory.
To obtain that any arbitrary sequence of approximations converges, it is suflicient to prove
£2-uniqueness of the solutions to the relay system. Unfortunately, uniqueness in the sense
of £2 does not necessarily hold when uniqueness in the "forward sense" is true as shown by
Filippov's example (7.19). Under conditions related to passivity, £2-uniqueness of solutions
to linear complementarity systems has been proven in Chapter 3.
7.11 Proofs
7.11.1 Proof of Theorem  7.5.1
In order to prove Theorem 7.5.1, we need some preparations. The following two lemmas,
which have a rather technical nature, will be employed later.
Lemma 7.11.1 If M € Rmxm is a P-matrix then so is M-1.
Proof: According to 17, Theorem 3.3.41, the following two statements are equivalent:
1. M is a P-matrix.
2. (z,(Mz), 5 0 for all i E m) =* z - 0.
Let z € Rm and define y by V = M-lz then
Zi(M-lz)i = (My),(M-lilly)i = Y,(My), (7.21)
Since M is a P-matrix, the implication (7,(My), S O for all i f m) =* y=0 holds.  It
follows from (7.21) that M-1 is a P-matrix.                                                      I
Lemma 7.11.2 Let M E Rm*m be P-matrix and
3 - (I   -I)' M (I   -I)
Then, the following implication holds.
(4 (Nz),  5  0 for  all i  c  n)  =* Nz  = 0.
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Proof: Assume that z,(Nz), 5 0 for all i e Yiii for some z € R2„'.  Let z = col(u, u) where
u,  u € R"'.  then, we get
\T /
(u)     < Al(u -v) jNz -    -I)  M V -Al 1=1/ (v/ \-A1(U - v))
Hence, we have
 U,(M(U - v)), if i=l,2, . . . , nt,4(Nz), = 1
l -VE-k(M(u - u))i-k    if i -m t l,m+2, . . . , 2m.
So, for all i € iii
ui(M(u - u)), 5 0 (7.22)
-u,(M(u - v)), 5 0 (7.23)
Therefore, we get (ui - vi)(M(u - v)), 5 0 for all i E m. Since M is a P-matrix, it follows
from 17, Theorem 3.3.41 that u-v=0. Consequently, Nz =0.                             I
Next, we recall the notion  of row sufficient matrix  from    [71.
Definition  7.11.3 A matrix  N   €   R"xn   is  said  to  be  row  su,Oicient   if  the  implication
(zi(NTz), 5 0 for all i c n) » (zi(NTz), = 0 for all i E n) holds.
Lemma 7.11.4 If G is a P-matrix then the matrix
C G-1   -G-1)
l-G-,  G-1 j
M TO'UJ Std9icient.
Proof: It follows from a direct application of Lemma 7.11.2 with M = G- T
As shown in the following lemma, the LCP (7.8) is feasible. This fact will be used to show
its solvability later.
Lemma 7.11.5  If G is a P-matrix then the linear complementarity problem  (7.8)  is fea-
sible  for  all  q
Proof: Let 1/4 = 9+ and yb = q- where q+ and q- are the nonnegative and nonpositive
parts of the vector q.  It is clear that both y° and yb are nonnegative. Substituting the
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vector col(Va, yb) into (7.8a), we get
u° =e- G-iq + G-iq+ - G-iq-=e20 (7.24)
Ub =e+ G-iq - G-iq+ + G-iq- = £2 0 (7.25)
So the LCP (7.8) is feasible.
Now, we are in a position that we can prove Theorem 7.5.1.
Proof of Theorem 7.5.1:
solvability: It follows from  7, Corollary 3.5.51 and Lemmas 7.11.4 and 7.11.5 that LCP
(7.8) is solvable.
uniqueness: Suppose tliat col(ua·i, ub.,) and col(ya'i, ybi,) for i = 1,2 are two solutions of
the LCP (7.8). It follows from Lemma 7.11.2 and 17, Theorem 3.4.41 that col(ya·i, yo,i) for
i = 1,2 satisfies
(11  -IS,  <:.,1 - :.12 1- 'b,1 _   b,2
So,   G-1 ((74,1  -  ya,2)  -  (yb,1  -  Vb,2))   = 0. Since  G  is a P-matrix,   so  is  G-1   due  to
Lemma 7.11.1. Therefore, ya,1 - ya,2 = yb,1 - 116,2. Now, define the vector A E Rm by
a = ya,1 - ya,2 = yb,1 _ yb,2 This results in
yia,ly'b.1 = Ya,2742 t (Va,2 + 1/b,2),ai + al (7.26)
for all i E m. It follows from (7.7a) that va'' and yb'' are both nonnegative and (yvge= 0
for i - 1,2.  Then, from (7.26) we get (yia,2 tyib,2)Ai + At, so A, = -(ya.2 tyb,2), or A, = 0.
Both possibilities result in A, = 0 for i e fYi. Consequently, we can conclude that ua·1 =
11(1,2, Ub,l = Ub,2,  a,1 = 1 a,2 and  b,1 = yb,2
7.11.2 The remaining proofs
Proof of Theorem 7.7.1: It follows from Theorem 6.3.4 by considering the extended
state :2:=col(z, f,D).                                                                                              •
Proof of Theorem 7.7.2: From Corollary 7.5.2 we obtain that the one-step problems are
uniquely solvable for sufficiently small h. Moreover, if D is nonnegative definite, then the
D-matrix of the corresponding LCS (7.12) is also nonnegative definite. Hence, we only have
to show the uniform boundedness of the approximations ua'h and ub,h as appearing in (7.10)
and (7.12) in the sense of £2. It is clear that there exists an A/t such that Ilfth'loo S Mi for
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all h as all components of fih are contained in [-1,11.  Here ilh denotes the approximation
of S for step-size h and 11   11- is the Loo-norm. The equations (7.9a)-(7.9b) yield now that
also Ilua,Alloo S M 2 and Ilyb,hll00 5 M2 for all h. Since there exist a>0 and F 3>0 such
that 11(I - Ah)-111  5 1+a h I B for all sufficiently small h, we obtain from (7.11) that
there exists a constant  7  >  0 such  that  Ilz +ill  5  (1 + 7h) 11:rjbil  for all sufficiently small  h.
This yields the existence  of an  M:,  such  that  Ilz  11  5  116  for all sufficiently small  h  and all
j=1,2, . . . , Fil  (see the proof of Lemma 6.6.15 item 2). Since  e  =  (4  +  Di   and  rh,
tlt' are uniformly bounded in h, it follows that the approximations satisfy  lie 11  5  M,1 for all
sufficiently small h and all j = 1,2 ' . . . , Fil· From the discussion after (7.9) it follows that
Va = max(0,-9) and ub = max(0, 9) (interpret "max" componentwise), so these quantities
are uniformly bounded in h. Hence, we showed boundedness of Hu#'hll- and Ilub,h'loo for
all sufficiently small h and consequently the required £2-boundedness. This completes the
proof, since we can apply Theorem 7.7.1 and immediately translate all results from the
LCS to the original relay system.                                                              I
Proof of Theorem 7.9.2: Note that
(11)      <Gu + u MI I
(v/ \ -U /
.-I
=W
In case u = 0, it is clear that there exists a j such that wj+k = vj > 0 and (Mw) j+k - 0.
So, for this case statement l holds. In case u 96 0 and u 2 0, there must exist a j such
that uj > 0 and (Gu)j > 0. The reason is that a P-matrix G does not reverse the sign of
any nonzero vector u 17, Thm. 3.3.41 Hence, wj = uj > 0 and (Mw)j = (Gu)j + vi > 0,
/O\because ug 2 0.I t can easily be verified that SOL(0, M) = {1 1 1 v€R* } .  Take
(v,
0 - (0 0) and A = (I A.O I (0 0,
The first part of statement 2 follows from Qu = u for all u f SOL(0, M).  The second part
is obtained from computing AM + MTQ which is equal to
<G 0 
0  0
If we combine this with the special form that elements in SOL(0, M) have, the proof is
complete.                                                                                                       I
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A class of piecewise linear systems that we call complementarity systems has been under
consideration. The two main themes were well-posedness and continuity problems.
8.1       Contributions
The contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows.
• Sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of solutions, in PB-sense, to
(low index) linear complementarity systems (LCS), which are subjected to PB-like
inputs, have been established.
• It has been shown that the solutions of linear passive complementarity systems
(LPCS) do exist and are unique in t2-sense which is more general than PB-sense.
• As a generalization of linear passive systems, a new class of systems that are pas-
sifiable by pole shifting (PPS) has been introduced. After providing necessary and
sufEcient conditions for a system to be PPS, it has been proven that all the results
that were presented for LPCS hold for linear PPS complementarity system.
• For both senses of solutions, the regular initial states, the initial states for which
there is a solution, have been characterized in terms of solvability of some linear
complementarity problems.  In fact, it has been shown that the set of regular initial
states is the same for both cases.
•  As a side result of the study of linear PPS complementarity systems, we have shown
that Zeno behavior cannot occur for certain LCSs.  For a larger class of LCSs, we
also proved that the zero state (which is the most natural candidate) cannot be a
Zeno state.
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•   Based on a motivation from mechanical systems,  a jump rule in terms of stored energy
for nonregular initial states of LPCS has been introduced. Several different charac-
terizations of this jump rule have been established. Particularly. the one with the
so-called rational complementarity problem has been used to define a distributional
solution concept which treats nonregular initial states as well. Previously presented
well-posedness results have been reformulated in this distributional framework.
• By following the footsteps of the work has been done for LCS, a class of piecewise
linear systems, which can be formulated with the help of complementarity methods,
has been considered with an eye towards the existence and uniqueness of solutions.
It has been shown that similar sign conditions as in the case of LCS are sufficient for
well-posedness in PB-sense.
• We presented some sufficient conditions for the convergence of the approximations
that are obtained by replacing the non-Lipschitzian complementarity characteristic
with dose Lipschitzian characteristics. More precisely, it has been shown that for a
given regular initial state of a linear PPS complementarity system the state trajec-
tories of such approximations converge in suitable senses to the state trajectory of
the original system if the approximating systems satisfy uniform passifiability con-
dition. The convergence of (u, y)-trajectories in £2-weak-sense has also been proven
under the additional condition of uniform (2-boundedness of u-trajectories of ap-
proximating systems. For more general approximations, what we could reach was to
show £2-strong-sense convergence of the state trajectories and £2-weak-sense conver-
gence of (u, 1/)-trajectories if the u-trajectories of approximating systems is uniformly
£2-bounded.
• For LPCS and linear relay systems, the Backward Euler method was proven to be
consistent as a time-stepping method in the sense that the approximating trajectories
obtained by the Backward Euler method do convergence to the actual solution of the
original system in a suitable sense. Another achievement for LPCS was the continuous
dependence of the solutions to the iriitial states.
8.2 Further Research Topics
As the completion/extension of our work, the following points can be considered for further
study.
• £2-uniqueness of the solutions to general LCS, with its potential implications for
consistency of time-stepping methods. cleserves to be studied further.
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• The study of Zeno behavior is of considerable importance not only from a hybrid
systems point of view but also for continuity problems. Indeed, absence of Zeno
would yield stronger convergence results.
• We believe that uniformly passifiable families of systems can be exploited further
than we have done in Chapter 5. So, study of uniformly passifiable systems is on our
near-future research programme.
•  Generalization of time-stepping methods to piecewise linear systems can be done by
following the footsteps of Chapter 6 and 7.
• In the treatment of well-posedness problems, one of the standing assumptions was
the low index assumption. Systems with higher index may arise from the context of
optimal control problems with state constraints in particular. Only this particular
application area provides enough motivation for future work in this direction.
• In Chapter 2, only PB-like inputs have been allowed. Although from a modular-
ity point of view this class of inputs is enough to cover interconnections of LCSs,
such a restriction on the inputs is not a quite natural one. Therefore, the possible
generalization to larger classes of inputs is of interest.
As items of a long-term programme, we might think of the following research direc-
tions/subjects.
•  The well-posedness of nonlinear complementarity systems can be dealt with by using
time-stepping methods. Indeed, these methods have been employed for showing
existence of solutions in mechanical systems context.
• Having studied well-posedness, stability issues are naturally in order. One may take
the extensions of Lyapunov theory to hybrid systems as a starting point. For linear
passive complementarity systems, we know that there exists a common quadratic
Lyapunov function for all modes. However, our impression is that even the additional
structure offered by complementarity systems does not help too much and stability
issues are very far from being trivial for general LCSs.
• With an aim to develop control theory for complementarity systems, we should first
address controllability and observability issues. Again existing literature for hybrid
systems gives some hints.
Summary
The main object of this thesis is a class of piecewise linear dynamical systems that lie in
the realm of the intersection of system theory and mathematical programming.  We call
them complementarity systems. For these nonlinear and nonsmooth dynamical systems,
our research is concentrated on two themes: well-posedness  and  approximations.
The well-posedness issue, in the sense of existence and uniqueness of solutions, is of
considerable importance from a model validation point of view.  If the physical system
that is being modeled is deterministic in the sense that it shows identical behavior under
identical circumstances, then the mathematical model should have the same property.
Model validity would be put into serious doubt if it would turn out that the equations of
the mathematical model allow multiple solutions for some initial data. With any model
formulation for a deterministic physical system it is therefore important to establish well-
posedness of the model. The first part of the thesis is devoted to well-posedness issue.
We provide suflicient conditions in order for the solutions of a complementarity system
do exist and are unique. Comparisons of several solution concepts are made, regularity of
solutions is studied and characterizations of the initial states that yield regular solutions
(in the sense that they do not contain impulses) are established.
If one considers the modeling process as a mapping which assigns models to physical
systems, it is rather natural to ask whether this mapping is continuous or not. Stated
differently, one may ask whether the modeling process associates close physical systems to
close models. The second part of the thesis opens with an investigation on the behavior
of the complementarity systems subject to small parameter changes. It is shown that the
modeling process is continuous for a class of complementarity systems.
Simulation of complementarity systems is another source of motivation to consider ap-
proximations. Since they are members of the family of nonsmooth systems, the classical
numerical methods cannot be indiscriminately applied to complementarity systems. We
illustrate this fact by means of examples in which the well-known backward Euler method
fails to approximate the actual solution when it is applied to general complementarity sys-
tems.  We say that a numerical method is consistent if the approximating trajectories that
are produced by the method converge to the actual ones.  The last two cliapters of the sec-
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ond part are concerned with the consistency of time-stepping methods for complementarity
systems.  It is shown that under certain conditions (such as passivity of the underlying sys-
tem) the consistency of the backward Euler time-stepping method for complementarity
systems can be guaranteed.
Samenvatting
Het voornaamste object van studie in dit proefschrift is een klasse van stuksgewijs lineaire
dynamische systemen die gerelateerd zijn zowel aan de systeemtheorie als aan de math-
ematische programmering. De systemen in deze klasse worden aangeduid met de term
comptementariteitssystemen. Het onderzoek met betrekking tot deze niet-lineaire en niet-
gladde dynamische systemen dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven is toegespitst op twee
thema's: goedgesteldheid en benaderingen.
Goedgesteldheid, opgevat als existentie en uniciteit van oplossingen, is belangrijk onder
meer vanuit het oogpunt van modelvalidatie. Fysische systemen kunnen dikwijls als deter-
ministisch worden opgevat, in de zin dat identieke omstandigheden steeds hetzelfde gedrag
zullen teweegbrengen, en als regel wordt dan van een wiskundig model van een dergelijk
systeem dezelfde eigenschap verwacht. De geldigheid van een model zou ernstig in twijfel
worden getrokken als dan zou blijken dat er voor sommige beginvoorwaarden verschillende
oplossingen mogelijk zijn. Het verifiliren van goedgesteldheid is daarom een wezenlijk
onderdeel van modelformulering. Het eerste deel van het proefschrift heeft betrekking
op goedgesteldheid. Voldoende voorwaarden worden gegeven waaronder de oplossingen
van een complementariteitssysteem bestaan en eenduidig zijn bepaald door de beginvoor-
waarden. Verschillende oplossingsconcepten worden met elkaar vergeleken; de mate van
regulariteit van oplossingen wordt beschreven, en karakteriseringen worden gegeven van be-
gintoestanden die leiden tot reguliere oplossingen  (in de zin dat geen impulsen voorkomen).
Als we een modelleringsproces beschouwen als een afbeelding die modellen toevoegt
aan fysische systemen, dan ligt het voor de hand te vragen of deze afbeelding continu is of
niet. In andere woorden, de vraag is of dichtbijzijnde fysische systemen aanleiding geven
tot dichtbijzOnde modellen. Het tweede deel van het proefschrift begint met een onderzoek
van het gedrag van complementariteitssystemen die aan kleine parameterveranderingen
worden onderworpen. Aangetoond wordt dat het modelleringsproces inderdaad continu is
voor een klasse van complementariteitssystemen.
Een tweede motivering voor het onderzoek van benaderingen ligt in de simulatie van
complementariteitssystemen. Aangezien deze systemen niet glad zijn kunnen klassieke nu-
merieke methoden niet zonder meer worden toegepast. In het proefschrift wordt getoond
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dat bij sommige complementariteitssystemen de welbekende impliciete Euler-methode geen
benadering oplevert van de werkelijke oplossing. We noemen een numerieke methode "con-
sistent" als de benaderende trajekten die worden geproduceerd door de methode converg-
eren naar de werkelijke oplossing. De laatste twee hoofdstukken van het tweede deel hebben
betrekking op de consistentie van zogenaamde time-stepping methoden voor complementa-
riteitssystemen. Aangetoond wordt dat onder bepaalde voorwaarden (zoals passiviteit van
het onderliggende systeem) de consistentie van de impliciete Euler time-stepping methode
voor complementariteitssystemen kan worden gegarandeerd.
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